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ABSTRACT’ 
SPIRITUAL EMERGENCIES: 
UNDERSTANDING TRANSPERSONAL CRISES 
(May 1986) 
Bonnie Lee Hood, B.S., CastLeton State College 
M.Rd., University of New Hampshire, Keene State Campus 
Bd.D. , University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: professor Sheryl Riechmann Hruska 
This study was designed to explore transpersonal crises and to gain 
a fuller understanding of the experiences people have before, during and 
after a Spiritual Emergency. Qualitative research was done with ten 
subjects, five females and five males. Data consisted of in-depth 
interviews and written documents which yielded new insights about 
Spiritual Emergencies. 
The findings include: a rich description of a Spiritual Emergency, 
including listings of precipitating factors; feelings and emotions during 
the experience; how the experience was integrated into the individual 
subject's life; and what was or was not helpful during the Spiritual 
Emergency. 
The author provides a model reflective of the literature and current 
data. The Model is a visual interpretation of the inner processes of a 
Spiritual Emergency. Precipitating events create pain. This pain is 
manifested through emotional and physical ailments. The pain also 
creates fear and anxiety and pushes one into crisis. The crisis leads to 
a turning point at which one follows a path for growth, psychopatho- 
logical phenomena, which may include any and all addictions or behaviors 
as ways to suppress and repress the anxiety, or a recommitment to former 
xi i i 
way of being. if one continues on the path for growth, one will 
experience despair. Ttiis despair is extremely painful and creates still 
another crisis and turning point which leads to a surrender to a higher 
force for help, psychopathological phenomena, or a recommitment to former 
ways. When one surrenders, one lets go of the old sense of self or there 
is a death of the "old" self so that a rebirth or a "new" self can 
emerge. Integration of the Spiritual Emergency takes many forms. New 
truths surface and there is a value re-orientation. One experiences 
increased clarity and awareness of life and a new or deepened connection 
with the cosmos. One becomes more inner-directed. There is a trusting 
of one's path. Ttiere is a desire to help others, to be in touch with 
nature, and to experience improved health. There also is an increased 
desire for further spiritual development and growth. 
By studying Spiritual Emergencies, we learn better about how to 
identify Spiritual Emergencies and how to help a person through them 
toward growth and a healthier, happier life. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
The concepts of Spiritual Emergencies are complex. The problem is 
that, although much is written, no where are they gathered together into 
an integrated whole nor have they been confirmed by any kind of study. 
Also, they are frequently misunderstood, mislabeled, and mistreated by 
both professionals and peers, resulting in delays and damage of 
potentially serious dimensions. 
In scholarly pursuits, we progress by building upon the work of 
those who precede us. However, in certain areas important contributions 
are neglected. Recently it has become apparent that our traditional 
assumptions and thinking about psychological growth and well-being have 
failed to include a large body of information relating to transpersonal 
phenomenon. The old models are being seriously questioned. Walsh and 
Vaughan (1980) believe "much of this new data is inconsistent with our 
traditional psychological models." 
Transpersonal psychology remains in the evolutionary stage. 
Transpersonal psychology is an inquiry into the essential nature of 
being. It aims at expanding the field of psychological inquiry to 
include areas of human experience and behavior associated with extreme 
health and well-being. It goes beyond ego goals and bridges 
psychological and spiritual practice. Walsh and Vaughan (1980) state 
the following definitions: 
1 
2 
Transpersonal psychology is concerned with expanding the 
field of psychological inquiry to include the study of 
optimal psychological health and well-being. It recognizes 
the potential for experiencing a broad range of state of 
consciousness, in some of which identity may extend beyond 
the usual limits of the ego and personality (p. 16). 
The Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, first published in 1969 
defines itself as being concerned with, 
...the publication of theoretical and applied research, 
empirical papers, articles and studies in transpersonal 
process, values and states, unitive consciousness, metaneeds, 
peak experiences, ecstasy, mystical experience, being, 
essence, bliss, awe, wonder, transcendence of self, ...the 
theories and practices of meditation, spiritual paths, 
compassion, transpersonal cooperation, transpersonal 
realization and actualization and related concepts, 
experiences, and activities (Ibid., p. x5). 
The area of transpersonal psychology about which this study seeks 
further understanding is "Spiritual Emergencies. Christina and 
Stanislov Grof (1984), noted authors in transpersonal psychology, 
explain the concept of Spiritual Emergency this way: 
There exists increasing evidence that many individuals 
experiencing episodes of non-ordinary states of consciousness 
accompanied by various emotional, perceptua and 
psychosomatic manifestations are undergoing an evolutionary 
crisis rather than suffering from a mental disease, the 
recognition of this fact has important practical ana 
theoretical consequences. If properly understood and treated 
as difficult stages in a natural developmental process, these 
experiences, ’spiritual emergencies’ or transpersonal crises, 
car result in emotional and psychosomatic healing, creative 
nroblem-solving, oersonality transformation and consciousness 
evolution! «.is fact is reflected in the term 'spiritual 
emergency' that suggests a crisis, but also the potential for 
rising to a higher state of being (p. 4). 
For the purpose of this study the following are important criteria 
suggesting that a person might be experiencing a Spiritual 
These criteria are found in the Grof's article, "Spiritual 
Understanding and Treatment of Transpersonal Crisis," (1984): 
Emergency. 
Emergency: 
* 
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1. The person experiences a sudden change in consciousness and in 
perceptual, emotional, cognitive and psychosomatic functioning. 
2. There is an absence of an organic brain disorder underlying 
abnormal mental functioning. 
3. There is absence of physical disease that could be responsible 
for a mental disorder. 
4. Good general physical health. 
5. The ability to see the condition as an inner psychological 
process and approach it in an internalized way. 
6. There is an absence of a long history of conventional 
psychiatric treatment or hospitalizations. 
In terms of cause or onset, the Grofs (1984) state: 
Spiritual emergencies or transpersonal crises can occur 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
accidents, intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies. As spiritual disciplines are 
gaining in popularity in the west, an increasing number of 
people are experiencing transpersonal crises that can be 
traced to their practice of yoga, Zen, various movement 
meditations, pranayama, kundalini maneuvers, Tibetan Buddhist 
psychoenergetic exercises, and other forms of intense and 
focused self-exploration (p. 4). 
The Grofs believe that people who are experiencing Spiritual 
Emergencies are undergoing an evolutionary crisis rather than suffering 
from mental disease. Further, they believe that such episodes are 
important spiritually and that they can be a strong source of personal 
growth. However, they note with caution how these experiences are 
viewed by the traditional psychiatric community. They state (1984): 
► 
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Traditional psychiatry does not recognize the difference 
between mystical and psychotic experiences. All unusual 
states °f consciousness are essentially seen as pathological 
n attributed to anatomical, physiological and biochemical 
changes in the brain or other medical causes, There is no 
acknowledgement that any dramatic experiential states 
involving changes of consciousness could be potentially 
therapeutic and transformative. Psychiatry thus routinely 
and indiscriminately uses controlling and suppressive 
approaches to terminate such experiences. However, in the 
case of transpersonal crises, insensitive use of repressive 
measures can lead to chronicity and long-term dependence on 
tranquilizing medication or other pharmaceuticals with 
ensuing serious side effects and impoverishment of 
personality. it seems, therefore, extremely important to 
clarify theoretically the concept of transpersonal crises and 
develop comprehensive and effective approaches to their 
treatment (p. 4). 
Fran all the above as well as from old and new literature, e.g., 
Maslow (1970), Mintz and Schmeidler (1983), Walsh and Vaughan (1980), 
Tart (1983) , Welwaod (1983) , Walsh and Shapiro (1983) , and Grof (1975), 
it appears that Spiritual Emergencies do occur. Perhaps they've been 
occurring in greater frequency in Western culture as people here involve 
themselves more deeply in spiritual pursuits, or as people search for 
better ways of going through life that produce new awareness and changes 
of consciousness. Jampolsky (1983) states, "It is like a spiritual 
flood that is about to cleanse the earth" (p. ll). 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to gather together the information 
that is available about Spiritual Emergencies and to find out if this 
adequately describes what happens to people through in depth 
interviewing and first hand accounting of individuals who have 
L 
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experienced a Spiritual Emergency. This knowledge will generate 
understandings about the nature of Spiritual Emergencies to help promote 
well-being and development and to minimize trauma and damage. More 
specifically, the goal of the study is to provide information on: 
a. the precipating developments prior to a Spiritual Emergency 
b. the nature of specific Spiritual Emergencies — the feelings 
and emotions 
c. the ways to integrate the experience 
d. the actions and responses that are helpful by self and others 
e. the actions and responses that are unhelpful by self and others. 
The Significance of the Study 
The significance of this study is the integration and confirmation 
that can help future experiencers and helpers. Spiritual Emergency 
experiences are aspects of the human condition that deserve our respect, 
consideration and research. More literature is needed about Spiritual 
Emergencies and this descriptive study aims to provide information in 
this area of psychology. Knowledge of such experience rests primarily 
upon the reports of the men and women who have undergone the experience. 
This study will gather together samples of such individual reports and 
analyze them in terms of the questions listed above. 
This study is especially timely in light of dramatic changes in the 
influence of the role of eastern thought on the western world. Greeley 
(1974), in a national survey, found that more than three of every ten 
Americans (thirty-five percent) had had an intense spiritual experience, 
(o aA 
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undergoing the transformation, the significance of the enlightened state 
may be highly personal and subjective. Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) 
support this view and state, "our concept of the transpersonal dimension 
of human experience is not based on observation and experiment, but is 
based only upon direct subjective experience." 
There is a need to explore these phenomenon in depth. Thomas and 
Cooper (1980) state, "a fine-grained study is needed of the types of 
experiences encountered, the way in which the individual interprets 
their experiences, along with an examination of the post-experience 
environment." A study of this nature might help us understand the 
phenomenon more fully and educate us to facilitate positive outcomes 
from such experiences. 
This proposed study represents only a beginning. The significance 
will be the fact that it is a beginning of understanding Spiritual 
Emergencies through people who have undergone these experiences. It has 
the potential to provide data to help people identify the experience, to 
help people through the experience and to lay the groundwork for future 
research. 
Definition of Terms 
Transpersonal Psychology: An expansion cf the field of 
psychological inquiry to include the study of optimal 
psychologica.L health and well-being. It recognizes the 
potential for experiencing a broad range of states of 
consciousness, in some of which identity may extend beyond 
8 
the usual limits of ego and personality. It bridges 
psychological and spiritual practice. 
Transpersonal Experience: An experience involving an expansion or 
extension of consciousness beyond the usual ego boundaries 
and the limitations of time and space. 
Transpersonal Crisis: Non-ordinary state of consciousness 
accompanied by various emotional, perceptual and 
psychosomatic manifestations. 
Spiritual Emergency: Episodes of unusual experiences which involve 
changes in consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, 
cognitive and psychosomatic functioning. There is a 
significant transpersonal emphasis in the person's process, 
such as dramatic death and (re)birth sequences, mythological 
and archetypal phenomena, past incarnation memories, 
out-of-body experiences, incidence of synchronicities or 
extrasensory perception, indication of Kundalini awakening, 
states of mystical union, identification with cosmic 
consciousness, and others. 
Ego: The largely conscious part of the personality that is derived 
through contacts with reality. The element of being that 
consciously and continuously enables an individual to think, 
feel and act. 
Consciousness: Awareness of what is going on about oneself, all 
the ‘•houghts and feelings. 
Unconsciousness: Not aware, having to do with that part of the 
mind of which a person is not directly aware. 
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Normal: Denotes conformity to seme accepted standard. 
Pathological Phenomenon: Any deviation from health or normality. 
Symptoms are judged by the fact of departure from the norms. 
Psychopathological Phenomenon: Personal dysfunctions that require 
treatment. 
Self-Actualization: TO make actual; to realize all that one can 
be. 
Transformation: TO change form; to change in structure or 
composition; movement of deep structures of levels of 
consciousness. 
Meditation: A practice capable of eliciting a range of altered 
states of consciousness and enhancing psychological and 
psychosomatic health. 
Mystical Experience: An experience taken by the experiencer to be 
an immediate contact or union with the "larger-than-seif," be 
it World Spirit, God, the Absolute, or whatever. 
Cosmic Consciousness: An attainment of a higher awareness in which 
one's own growth, creativity, and participation in the 
evolutionary process, are seen to be under the ultimate 
direction of a higher center. 
Cosmic r'.iion: Cosmic identification is in the form of a sense of 
union with the greater-than-self. 
Peak Experience: Short-lived intense altered state characterized 
by euphoria, a sense of deep knowing, belongingness, 
appropriateness, oneness, and perfection of self and 
universe. It involves a giving up of self to receive 
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inspiration and knowledge. 
Psychosis; A sub optimal state of consciousness that views reality 
in a distored way and does not recognize that distortion. 
Schizophrenia: Withdrawal from the external world and absorption 
in what is going on within. 
Psychosomatic Illness: Pertaining to the functional 
interrelationship between mind and body; bodily disorder 
induced by mental or emotional disturbance. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
The literature review is in three parts. Part I traces the 
historical development of transpersonal psychology. Part II looks at the 
issues of misdiagnosis surrounding spiritual emergencies, and Part III 
discusses certain common elements associated with spiritual emergencies. 
The chapter will conclude with a summary and address the nature of the 
problem addressed. 
Historical Development Towards Transpersonal Psychology 
Transpersonal psychology has been frequently termed the Fourth 
Force. The transpersonal model incorporates areas beyond psychoanalysis 
(the first force), behaviorism (the second force), and humanistic 
psychology (the third force). 
Walsh and Shapiro (1983) look at religions (Eastern and Western) as 
types of psychotherapy insofar as they represent attempts at healing. 
In their latest book they describe four theories: 
1. The Amoral Theory of Human Nature. Since the person is 
basically evil, sinful, and amoral, the vision can only be to 
make them "less so." In Freudian terms, the goal is to give 
the individual more control over the id impulses; in 
traditional Christianity, the goal is to have the person seek 
salvation and God, realizing their basically evil nature. 
2. The Good Theory. This theory suggests that a concept of health 
is having the individual uncover his or her own 
self-actualizing nature. To move away from the facades, 
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possibly of a mystical nature. Walsh and Vaughan (1980) assert that our 
capacity for understanding is limited by constraints of communications 
about these phenomenon and by lack of direct experience and the 
difficulties that Western science faces in researching it directly. 
Thomas and Cooper (1980) agree with Walsh and Vaughan. They found in 
their research problems in definitions. They state: 
A major problem in assessing the incidence of such 
experiences lies in defining what is meant by an "intense 
spiritual experience." Experiences which are similar on some 
dimensions but differ on others have been variously 
identified. In the brief overview of the literature we have 
found reference to the terms "cosmic consciousness," 
"transcendent experiences," "mystical experiences," "peak 
experiences," "intense religious experiences," and "intense 
spiritual experiences." Until conceptual clarity is achieved 
in designating exactly what kind of experience is intended, 
research on peak-type experiences is likely to remain cloudy 
(p. 76). 
Sannella (1976) states: 
First, there has been a marked increase in the number of 
people undergoing intense spiritual experiences within our 
own culture. Second, the influence of Western science has 
resulted in a new emphasis on describing the objective 
aspects of this process in other societies as well as our own 
(p. 2). 
Maslow (1970) considers "these experiences valid psychological 
events worthy of scientific, rather than metaphysical, study—keys to a 
better understanding of a peculiarly 'human' aspect of man's existence." 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1985) state "the validity of the 
transpersonal dimension of human life rests primarily upon reports of 
men and women who have undergone them." Sannella (1976) believes 
Western science is now encouraging more open and direct accounts of 
personal spiritual experiences. He asserts that for the person 
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oughts, pleasing others, and to move toward self direction— 
being more autonomous, increasingly trusting and valuing the 
process which is himself. 
3. The Blank Slate Existence Precedes Essence Theory. The vision 
of this theory, in a realistic world, is to choose one's self, 
to stand forth (existential), and to learn skills necessary for 
optimal cultural functioning (behavioral) . 
4. Transpersonal Approach. The vision is an awakening, nirvana, 
kensho to one's true self, which is "no-self" but rather part 
of the larger Self (p. 439). 
Theory 1 seeks to lessen evil; Theories 2 and 4 seek to uncover the 
small self and large self, and Theory 3 seeks to create one's self. In 
most Theory 1 views of human nature, mental health problems are seen as 
inevitable. The Christian viewpoint which falls within Theory 1 is 
expressed in the doctrine of original sin, suggesting there will always 
be mental health problems because of people's separation from God. 
Freud commented in his "Interpretation of Dreams" (1903) that 
normality/abnormality was a continuum based on the repression of the 
unconscious. The more insight a person had about himself the less he 
had to repress and, therefore, the more normal he was. From Freud's 
perspective, mental health problems are built into the structure of the 
organism. 
The behavioral approach is an example of Theory 3.. Walsh and 
Shapiro (1983) assert that the theory of behaviorism is one in which the 
individual is viewed as primarily conditioned by the environment. 
‘Watson (1913) asserts behavior can be investigated: 
Without appeal to consciousness... for the behaviorist 
recognizes no dividing line between man and brute. The 
individual, according to social learning theory, is not 
motivated by the intrapsychic forces of ego and id, but by 
the environmental stimuli and contingencies (p. 158). 
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Skinner (1971) noted that the concept of self is not essential in 
the analysis of behavior and that the self is nothing more than a 
"repertoire of behavior appropriate to a given set of contingencies" 
(p.285). Behaviors have been learned, performed and transmitted because 
of their survival value to the species. Shapiro (1983) states pf Theory 
4 that "this theory suggests that there is an innate, self-actualizing 
intrapsychic self within each of us, and this ’self' is really part of a 
larger, divine self" (p. 446). This theory suggests that one is 
innately good and in essence in harmony with the divine. Walsh and 
Shapiro (1983) further suggest that "Theory 4 states that people have 
self-actualizing innate natures which not only are personal (as in 
Theory 2), but in fact reflect a spark of the divine or cosmic or 
transpersonal that is intrinsic to everyone" (p. 438). 
Theory 2, The Good Theory, reflects the humanistic psychology 
viewpoint. The term "third force" was coined by Abraham Maslow (1964), 
one of the major pioneers and developers of humanistic psychology. 
Maslow laid the foundations of a new concept of psychology and of nature 
based on observations of spontaneously occurring peak experiences. He 
found that these experiences are supranormal, rather than pathological 
phenomena, and have important implications for the theory of 
self-actualization. Personal growth, according to Maslow, is catalyzed 
and illuminated by the "peak" experiences of life. He observed that all 
people appear to have "peak" experiences, but that "nonpeakers" appear 
to repress or misinterpret them, and therefore not use them. 
Humanistic Psychology 
/ 
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Carl Rogers was also a pioneer in humanistic psychology. Rogers 
found that an individual's basic need is constantly toward positive 
growth (1951). If a person is given the choice between progressive and 
regressive behavior, the person will choose the former. Rogers (1951) 
states: "The organism has one basic tendency in striving—to actualize, 
maintain, and enhance the experience of the organism" (p. 491). Rogers 
suggests there is an innate, self-actualizing quality within each 
individual. Individuals fall from their state of self-actualization 
because they try to meet external "shoulds" and "oughts." 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) suggest that humanistic psychology emerged 
in the early sixties in response to the concerns unanswered by the first 
and second forces. While the psychoanalytical model and the behavioral 
model made major contributions, they also created certain limitations 
for psychology and our concepts of human nature, change, growth and 
development. Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state: 
Humanistic psychology has also been termed the human 
potential movement, which focuses upon the individual's 
ability to change and grow, in contrast to the earlier two 
'Forces' which have teen criticized as viewing man as a 
robotic creature of instinct and habit (p. 173). 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) state of humanistic psychology: 
It took as its major focus those areas that were uniquely 
human and particularly those aspects associated with health 
rather than pathology. Humanistic models recognized the 
drive toward self-actualization and explored ways in which 
this could be fostered in individuals, groups and 
organizations (p. 19). 
The Journal of Humanistic Psychology was founded in 1961. A 
statement of purpose was made by editor Anthony Sutich in Maslow (1970): 
The Journal of Humanistic Psychology publishes papers dealing 
with Humanistic Psychology, defined as "primarily an 
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orientation toward the whole of psychology rather than a 
distinct area or school." It stands for respect for the 
worth of persons, respect for differences of approach, 
open-mindedness as acceptable methods, and interest in 
exploration of new aspects of human behavior. As a "third 
force" in contemporary psychology it is concerned with topics 
having little place in existing theories and systems; e.g., 
love, creativity, self, growth, organism, basic need 
gratification, self-actualization, higher values, being, 
becoming, spontaneity, play, humor, affection, naturalness, 
warmth, ego-transcendence, objectivity, autonomy, 
responsibility, meaning, fairplay, transcendental experience, 
peak experience, courage, and related concepts (p. 70-71). 
Abraham Maslow termed it the Humanistic Revolution, the turn back 
to human needs. Maslow's perspective was that humanistic psychology was 
coming to the prime reality, human experience itself, and starting from 
there to derive the concepts, the definitions of real human experience 
and human needs, goals and values. 
The major emphasis in Humanistic Psychology rests on the 
assumptions regarding "higher needs." Maslow speaks here of love, the 
need for love, for friendship, for satisfying interpersonal 
relationships, for dignity, for self-respect, self-esteem, 
individuality, for self-fulfillment and for self-actualizing. The 
self-actualizing people Maslow talked about were individuals who had 
already achieved a satisfying coping level in their lives and were 
psychiatrically and psychologically healthy people (1965). 
In his investigations of healthy people, Maslow found a variety of 
what he called "meta motives." These meta motives were pulls within the 
individual towards truth, aesthetics and self-actualization. Walsh and 
Vaughan (1980) state: 
The term meta as it is used here means something higher, 
beyond, or transcendent, indicating that these motives lie 
beyond the range of the more basic survival needs and extend 
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to experiences of identity and modes of being not limited by 
customary ego boundaries. When developed, such motives and 
experiences are analogous to those described and sought by 
the great religious and spiritual disciplines, which are now 
becoming comprehensible in psychological terms (p. 162). 
Toward the end of his life Abraham Maslow called attention to the 
possibilities beyond self-actualization in which the individuals 
transcended the customary limits of identity and experience. In 1968 he 
concluded in his book Toward a Psychology of Being, "I consider 
Humanistic, Third Force Psychology, to be transitional, a preparation 
for a 'still' higher Fourth Psychology, transpersonal, transhuman, 
centered in the cosmos, rather than in human needs and interests, going 
beyond humanness, identity, self-actualization, and the lii<e. 
He stated in the first edition of the Journal of Transpersonal 
Psychology in the Spring of 1969: 
The emerging Transpersonal Psychology C'fourtn force") is 
concerned specifically with the empirical, scientific study 
of, and responsible implementation of the findings relevant 
to', becoming, individual and species-side meta-needs, 
ultimate values, unitive consciousness, peak experiences, 
B-values, ecstacy, mystical experience, awe, being, 
self-actualization, essence, bliss, wonder, ultimate meaning, 
transcendence of the self, spirit, oneness, cosmic awareness, 
individual and species-wide synergy, maximal interpersonal 
encounter, sacralization of everyday life, transcendental 
phenomena, cosmic self-humor and playfulness; maximal sensory 
awareness, responsiveness and expression; and related 
concepts, experiences and activities (p. 16). 
Transpersonal Psychology 
As previously stated, Western psychology has been concerned with 
psychodynamics, behavior modification and personal growth. Walsh and 
Vaughan (1980) state: 
That numerous ego psychologies have developed in the past 
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decays, aimed at helping individuals adjust to society and 
achieve their personal goals in life. A well-adjusted 
personality has been considered healthy, and the realm of 
being beyond the personality has been largely ignored (p. 
Grof (1985) concurs: 
?o^n<3 the rapid deYeloproent of humanistic psychology in the 
1960s, it became increasingly obvious that a new force had 
begun to emerge within its inner circles for which the 
humanistic position emphasizing growth and self-actualization 
was too narrow and limited. The new emphasis was on 
recognition of spirituality and transcendental needs as 
intrinsic aspects of human nature and or the right of every 
individual to choose or change his or her "path." Many 
leading humanistic psychologists exhibited a growing interest 
m a variety of perviously neglected areas and topics of 
psychology, such as mystical experiences, transcendence, 
ecstasy, cosmic consciousness, theory and practice of 
meditation, or interindividual and interspecies synergy (p. 
Walsh and Vaughan further state that transpersonal psychology goes 
beyond ego goals and bridges psychological and spiritual practice. 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state "the term transpersonal is probably 
best understood if we take it literally, to mean 'beyond the personal.' 
It denotes a sense of deep relatedness to other persons, which goes 
beyond their ability to gratify our needs.” 
Mintz and Schmeidler believe that higher and further realms exist 
beyond the familiar realms of sensory data.- This higher realm in each 
human being is part of what is termed God, Cosmos, or the Universal 
Mind, or in reality we are all One. They state: 
Yet individuals of many cultures and many ages have 
maintained that they have had direct, intuitive experiences 
of alternate reality, which to them carry a sense of absolute 
conviction. Such experiences typically occur in altered 
states of consciousness, which can sometimes be facilitated 
by meditation; by drugs; by nearness to death; and by natural 
human activities (childbirth, music, dancing) that suddenly 
take on extraordinary intensity. The altered state may also 
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have religious implications; in Wsstern theology it may be 
termed conversion; in Eastern philosophy, enlightenment. It 
bears striking similarities to the "peak experiences" 
described by Maslow, which sometimes are described as having 
spiritual overtones. In many instances, people who have 
undergone peak experiences, or who feel that they have been 
in touch with another, higher form of reality, report an 
enduring sense of joy, serenity, and closeness to others. 
Transpersonal psychology is concerned with the study of these 
altered states (p. 174). 
Walsh and Vaughan note that in the 1970's Western therapists became 
interested in personally investigating meditation and other 
consciousness altering technologies. Walsh and Vaughan view meditation 
as a way of speeding up emergence. They state, "Meditation is, if 
anything, a sustained instrumental path of transcendence; it is 
evolution; it is transformation." Walsh and Vaughan (1980) further 
state: 
Whereas the realm of the transpersonal was formerly the 
exclusive domain of the guru or spiritual teacher, it has 
bee one increasingly evident to therapists working with human 
problems involving values, meaning, and purpose, that 
psychological growth beyond the personality invariably raises 
questions of a spiritual nature (p. 161). 
They believe transpersonal psychology considers the motives, 
experiences, and potentials available to individuals who have already 
achieved satisfactory living levels in their lives. 
Transpersonal psychology draws both on Western science and Eastern 
wisdom in an attempt to integrate knowledge from both traditions 
concerned with the fulfillment of human potentials. John Wellwood 
(1983) concurs that "Western psychology is concerned with the self, 
Eastern psychology focuses on transcendence of the self, cne of the 
questions we face is bringing West and East together." 
Walsh and Vaughan believe the exploration of Eastern models of the 
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mind can offer new and fruitful avenues for scientific exploration. 
Transpersonal psychology aims at expanding the field of psychological 
inquiry to include areas of human experience and behavior associated 
with extreme health and well-being. Transpersonal psychology emerged in 
the sixties as a response to this concern. Walsh and Vaughan (1980) 
state: 
A growing number of mental health professionals felt that 
both behaviorism and psychoanalysis were limited in being 
derived largely from studies of psychopathology, in 
attempting to generalize from simple to more complex systems, 
m adopting a reductionistic approach to human nature, and in 
ignoring certain areas, concerns, and data relevant to a full 
study of human nature, such as values, will, consciousness 
and self-transcendence (p.19). 
Anthony J. Sutich, editor of the Journal of Transpersonai 
Psychology, suggests that transpersonal psychology was the title given 
to an emerging force in the psychology field by a group of psychologists 
and professional men and women from other fields who were interested in 
those ultimate human capacities and potentialities. Ken Wilbur in Walsh 
and Shapiro (1983) states that "individuals must inevitably move toward 
an omego point of higher consciousness, both as individuals and as a 
species. Everything ulimately is for the good, being pulled forward" 
(p. 448) . 
Gopi Krishna in a paper presented in 1975 at the Seminar on Yoga, 
Science and Man in New Delhi, states in Sannella (1976): 
There is a rebellion against the existing order, because the 
brain has reached a state of development where the riddle of 
existence looms larger in front than it did before. This is 
the reason why millions of young men and women in Europe and 
America are eagerly on the search for masters and effective 
methods of self-awareness. 
...at a certain critical state in the development of the 
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human mind the unanswered "Riddle of Life" attains an urgency 
state of mindSUn? ear?\can counteract. This is the 
°f, of miHions of disillusioned young people of 
the world today. Modern psychology is absolutely dead to a 
alwL/S2nfUl m?^Lse ln the Psy^ic make-up of man that has 
this day ( ^ evidence from the very dawn of civilization to 
Investigations into healthy human beings, beings of wellness and 
spiritual health created a need to expand on our current psychologies. 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) suggest other factors that facilitated the 
emergence of transpersonal psychology. 
In addition to the desire to complement and expand existing 
psychological models, several other factors facilitated the 
ocrnrr^6 °f transpersonal psychology. some of these 
occurred within the culture at large. The initial 
recognition of the inadequacy of the materialistic dream led 
some people to begin to look within for the source of 
satisfaction that external strivings had failed to provide. 
,shlft resulted in the human potential movement, which 
nudged mental health practitioners to reassess their concepts 
of health and motivation. ^ 
The widespread use of psychedelics and consciousness alterinq 
technique3 such as meditation also had a major impact. 
Suddenly, large numbers of people found themselves having 
extraordinarily powerful experiences of a range of states of 
consciousness quite outside the realm of daily living or of 
anything previously' recognized by Western psychology. For 
some these included transcendental . experiences, which 
historically had occurred only as rare, short-lived, 
spontaneous events, or even more rarely as gradual shifts in 
comtempiative, meditative, or religious disciplines. 
Suddenly, what had for centuries appeared to Westerners as 
mystical,, arcane, nonsensical, or even nonexistent became 
overwhelmingly real and sometimes central to the lives of a 
sizable minority (p. 21). 
Grof (1975) in his psychedelic therapy pioneering work in the late 
1960 s and early 1970's found that transpersonal experiences seemed to 
be both meaningful and therapeutic and were potentially available to 
everyone. He found that LSD experiences did not fit any existing 
theoretical system. He states: 
On the other hand, many sensitive clinicians realize that it 
is inaccurate and inappropriate to label LSD experiences 
simply as psychotic. In addition, as a result of such 
experimentation, many people have undergone dramatic 
personality changes, involving the hierarchy of values and 
religious and philosophical beliefs, as well as general 
life-style (p. 5). 
In his book Realms of the Human Unconscious (1975), Grof shares h 
several years of research with LSD clients. He states: 
Careful analysis of the LSD data strongly indicates that this 
substance is an unspecific amplifier of mental processes that 
brings to the surface various elements from the depth of 
unconscious (p. 6). 
He further states: 
Consciousness after the ingestion of LSD manifests a 
characteristic qualitative transformation of a dream-like 
nature. It can transcend its usual limits and encompass 
phenomena from the deep unconscious not accessible under 
normal circumstances. This is frequently referred to as 
expansion of consciousness (p. 13). 
Perry (1976) concurs with Grof: 
One of the most vital movements of our decade, which is 
promising to transform our culture if it continues in the 
current vein among the youthful members of: our Western world, 
is the new enthusiastic exploration of the dimension of 
psychic depth that has been introduced through the 
psychedelic drugs and is now being sought in various 
disciplines of meditation. Twenty years ago one would never 
have been able to guess that there could occur so widespread 
a movement of such a nature, with such a massive participa¬ 
ting population of such an age, with so powerful a 
revolutionary potential. It would have been unthinkable that 
the Chinese book of oracles, the I Ching, should be consulted 
by the kinds of people who are now flipping ancient coins and 
counting off yarrow stalks to obtain a reading of the 
circumstances of the moment, along with the tarot cards and 
horoscopes, and consultation of clairvoyants and mediums. 
This impressive demonstration of widespread fascination with 
the nonrational psyche and the transpersonal depth dimension 
of experience, with its frank quest of the mystical 
wonderment, forces upon us the question. What human need is 
being served by this probing into the unfamiliar psychic 
space? Its bearing on the exploration of psychosis that I 
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have been conducting is evident enough; for what the 
psychedelic trip amounts to, after all, is an artificially 
induced state which leads the individual directly into the 
same dimension of inner experience as the psychotic episode 
we are studying. I refrain from calling it "hallucinogenic" 
or "psychotomimetic," or an "artificially induced psychosis," 
since these terms are prejudicial and are very likely 
unsound; it might be more accurate to call many "psychotic" 
states by the designation "spontaneously induced psychedelic 
experiences" (p. 14). 
Walsh and Vaughan suggest that many people were expanding their 
consciousness in other ways. They found themselves sitting in 
meditation, practicing yoga, or studying books that had previously been 
the preserve of Eastern mystics or an occasional Western intellectual, 
philosopher or student of religion. The number of people involved in 
such practices continues to increase and has now extended into millions 
in the United States alone. 
Fergerson states (1980): 
Although there is reason to believe that we all have an 
innate capacity for mystical experience—direct 
connection—and although about half the population reports 
having had at least one spontaneous experience, never before 
has this capacity been explored by people in great numbers. 
Historically, even in those parts of the world where the most 
sophisticated techniques were available—India, Tibet, China, 
Japan—only a tiny minority undertood the systematic search 
for spiritual understanding (p. 336). 
Western theories of personality, ego development and mental health 
have focused chiefly on symptoms and causes of neurosis and psychosis, 
while rarely spelling out what healthy human functioning is. The 
Eastern traditions have emphasized states of optimal health and expanded 
being, rather than the major focuses on disease and psychopathology. 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state: 
Transpersonal psychology is far more profoundly influenced by 
the various schools of Eastern thought than by Jewish or 
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Christian mysticism, although there are sane strong mystical 
Christian movements in the united States. Hardly an issue of 
the Journal Transpersonal Psychology lacks one or more 
articles on the theory, research, or practice of Zen or other 
variations of Buddhism, Taoism, Sufism, or other Eastern 
traditions. Anyone known to be interested in transpersonal 
psychology finds his mailbox crammed with announcements of 
courses, lectures, and seminars given by swamis, yogis, and 
lamas whose credentials are all but impossible for the 
average Westerner to evaluate. Moreover, sane of these 
announcements seem tainted with an advertising approach; they 
use such phrases as "Ascended Being of Pure Light," "age-old 
secrets of happiness and powers," "the attainment of perfect 
inner bliss." Yet upon investigation, it appears that many 
of these teachers are highly trained representatives of their 
traditions and that they are enthusiastically endorsed by 
many of our own respected M.D.'s and Ph.D.'s (p. 195) . 
Jacob Needleman in John Weiwood (1983) concurs; 
This tale almost seems specifically designed to expose our 
present uncertainty about so-called "spiritual psychology." 
Consider the ideas emanating from ancient Eastern traditions, 
that are now entering into the stream of modern psychological 
language: ideas about "states of consciousness," 
"enlightenment," "meditation," "freedom from the ego," 
"self-realization"—to name only a few (p.8). 
Needleman (1983) suggests there are a large and growing number of 
psychotherapists convinced that the Eastern religions offer an 
understanding of the mind far more complete than anything yet envisioned 
by western science. 
Christina and Stanislav Grof feel many transpersonal crises, also 
known as spiritual emergencies, are especially designed to activate 
spiritual energies. They state (1981) , "As spiritual disciplines are 
gaining in popularity in the West, an increasing number of people are 
experiencing transpersonal crises that can be traced to their practice 
of yoga, Zen, various movement meditations, pranayama, kundalini 
maneuvers, Tibetan Buddhist psychoenergetic exercises, and other forms 
of intense and focused self-exploration" (p. 4). 
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Transpersonal experiences are essentially altered states of 
consciousness. Walsh and Vaughan (1980) suggest that: 
The term transpersonal was adopted after considerable 
deliberation to reflect the reports of people practicing 
various consciousness disciplines who spoke of experiences of 
an extension of identity beyond both individuality and 
personality because personality is considered only one aspect 
of our psychological nature; rather it is an inquiry into the 
essential nature of being (p. 16). 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state: 
The term "transpersonal" is subjective. It may denote a 
sense of unity with nature, with the cosmos, or with God. 
The simplest understanding of this area of human experience 
involves a literal interpretation of the words "beyond the 
personal," that is, beyond the limitations of the individual 
ego, which may imply mysticism or spirituality, but may also 
consist simply of a deep awareness of oneself as part of 
humanity (p. 135). 
Greeley (1974) defines God as feeling close to a powerful spiritual 
force that seems to lift you out of yourself. Wilson (1972) defines God 
as opening up a sense of wider horizons of meaning. Mintz and 
Schmeidler (1983) use the word spiritual to denote high ethical 
development, devotion to humanitarian rather than materialistic values 
and aspirations toward religious or mystical experiences. 
Grof (1975) noted "transpersonal experiences can be defined as 
experiences involving an expansion or extension of consciousness beyond 
the usual ego boundaries and beyond the limitations of time and/or 
space" (p. 155). He further notes that many transpersonal experiences 
also have a strong influence on the individual's values, attitudes, and 
interests. In addition to having a very beneficial effect on the 
subject's physical and emotional well-being, they are usually central in 
creating in him or her a keen interest in religious, mystical, and 
L 
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philosophical issues, and a strong need to incorporate the spiritual 
dimension into his or her way of life. 
Vaughan (1979) defines transpersonal level: 
The transpersonal level corresponds to the stage of 
self-transcendence, where the individual no longer 
experiences himself as separate or isolated, but as part of 
something larger... The individual in relationship to the 
universe comes into focus and the underlying unity of all 
life may be experientially realized (p. 101110). 
Murphey (1969) suggests that in America today there is widespread 
interest in psychophysical disciplines that evoke transcendence. Many 
of the practices, Zen, Sufi, Transcendental Meditation, and Buddhism, 
T-groups, sensitivity training, personal growth training all focus upon 
unfamiliar aspects or possiblities in one's world. He states: 
They all attempt to break perceptual constancies; they all 
require surrender at crucial moments to alien and formerly 
resisted perceptions or feelings; they all engender increased 
vitality and joy and a greater sense of meaning, freedom and 
power when their practice is successful. Common to the 
practitioners of all of them is the sense that a fuller 
reality has made itself known, that something more has 
entered one's being, that a grace has been bestowed. In 
T-groups, sensory awakening sessions, psychodrama, Gestalt 
therapy, as well as in prayer or meditation, personal 
boundaries expand—often in ecstacy. This feeling of being 
entered—or entering upon—something greater is at the heart 
of the sense of transcendence (p. 21). 
Many people, including psychologists and psychiatrists, are 
attracted to practices studied in Japan, India, China and Tibet. These 
people draw heavily on accumulated psychological literature outside the 
American mainstream. Zen, Buddhism, Sufism or Hinduism, Eastern 
Christianity, mystical Judaic tradition and the work of humanistic, 
transpersonal and existentialist schools of psychology all have helped 
create and influence a movement toward transpersonal experiences. Jacob 
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Needleman in John Wei wood (1983) states, "with all these disparate 
movements, is it no wonder that thousands of troubled men and women 
throughout America no longer know whether they need psychological or 
spiritual help" (p. 7). 
Many of these experiences have been known about for centuries. Ram 
Dass in Ferguson (1980) feels there are hundreds of thousands for whan 
spiritual awakening is a reality: "their spiritual awakening grows from 
within" (p. 365) . 
In spite of the frequency of these phenomena and their relevance 
for many areas of human life, surprisingly few serious attempts have 
been made to incorporate them into the theory and practice of 
contemporary psychiatry and psychology. Some professionals have been 
only marginally acquainted with various transpersonal experiences, and 
have more or less ignored them. 
Authors Who Have Contributed to the Understanding of Transpersonal 
Experience " 
There are only a few rather exceptional professionals who have 
shown a genuine interest in and appreciation for the transpersonal 
experience - Anton Boisen (1936) , William James (1902) , R. D. Laing 
(1967), Roberto Assagioli (1965), Carl Guastav Jung (1938, 1961), and 
Abraham Maslow (1962, 1964, 1970). 
All focused their mature powers on comprehending transcendent needs 
and undertook various systematic searches for spiritual understanding. 
These special individuals have recognized their relevance for a new 
understanding of unconsciousness of the human potential, the nature of 
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man, and transcendence. 
William James (1902) book on Hie Varieties of Religious Experiences 
is a classic. James was one of the earliest psychologists who talked 
about special types of consciousness. He stated (1958): 
Our normal waking consciousness is but one special type of 
consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from it by the 
filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms of 
consciousness entirely different. We may go through life 
without suspecting their existence; but apply the requisite 
stimulus and at a touch they are there in all their 
completeness (p. 298). 
James asserted mystical experiences were necessary to understand the 
deepest nature of things, the universe. He pointed out mystics were 
often capable, vigorous, socially active people. 
Boisen (1936) states, "James was one of the first to become 
interested in the significance of pathological elements in religious 
experience." Boisen state of James: 
He drew chiefly upon autobiographical sources and considered 
at length the problem of the "divided self," or the sick 
soul. As a result of this study, he defended vigorously the 
view that the psychopathic temperament may be associated with 
the emotionality which is the sine qua non of moral 
perception. He held that its intensity and love of 
metaphysics and mysticism may carry the interests far beyond 
the surface of the sensible world and introduce one to 
regions of religious truth which remain forever hidden from 
the robust Philistine type. If there is such a thing as 
inspiration from a higher realm, it might well be that the 
psychopathic temperament would furnish the chief condition 
for the requisite receptivity. Hie religion of 
healthy-mindedness, he says, is all right as long as it will 
work, but the evil facts which it refuses positively to 
account for are a genuine portion of reality, and they may be 
the best keys to life’s significance and possibly the only 
openers of our eyes to the deepest levels of truth. The 
greatest religions of the world are thus essentially 
religions of deliverance (p. 89 & 90). 
Roberto Assagioli (1965) was the founder of psychosynthesis. 
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Assagioli recognized religious experiences and tried to integrate them 
into a comprehensive system of personality, theory and psychotherapy. 
He found many patients in these intense experiences were dazzled by 
contact with truth. His work included deliberate stimulation of 
thoughts, feelings and actions through meditation and guided 
imagery. Psychosynthesis sees man as tending naturally toward harmony 
within himself and with the world. Assagioli (1973) views the 
transpersonal, "as reaching into the realm where the individual will 
merge with the universal will." Assagioli suggests the existence of a 
"Higher-Self" in each man, a center of self-awareness and will, which, 
according to Mintz and Schmeidler (1983): 
...is specifically compared to the Christian idea of Christ 
and the Hindu idea of Atman, the spirit within. Part of 
Assagioli's method involves strengthening of the will through 
a series of exercises. He also recommends detachment of the 
"Higher Self," a "point of pure consciousness," from the 
physical self, through repetition of such phrases as "I am 
not this body," and detachment from unruly emotion by such 
phrases as "anger is going on" (p. 189). 
Assagioli's central theme is that to repress man's higher nature is 
dangerous to psychological growth and health. 
Maslow defined "self-actualizing" individuals as most likely to 
have peak experiences. Maslow advanced a theory of man's inner nature 
and the value of transcendental experience, which came from his studies 
of healthy, well functioning people. Maslow (1962) believes that man's 
inner nature seems not to be intrinsically evil, but rather either 
neutral or positively good. Murphey (1969) feels this inner nature, 
however, is weak, delicate and subtle and easily overcome by habit, 
pressures and wrong attitudes towards it. However, it cultural 
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consistently works towards fulfillment. in healthy persons, it 
constantly strives towards realization, or self-actualization. Personal 
growth, according to Mas low, is catalyzed and illuminated by the "peak 
experiences" of life. 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state: "Anyone who has been fortunate 
enough to experience, even momentarily, complete absorption in music, 
beauty, or love knows that these experiences do not involve loss of 
selfhood but rather its transcendence" (p. 196). 
Murphey (1969) further states that peak experiences are seemingly 
egoless, beyond time and space, good and evil. They involve a giving up 
of self to receive inspiration and knowledge. They are intense identity 
experiences in which the creator becomes one with the work being 
created. Attainment of integration, identity, autonomy, or selfhood is 
simultaneously a transcending of the ordinary sense of self. Maslow 
(1970) states: "Practically everything that happens in the peak 
experiences, naturalistic though they are, could be listed under the 
headings of religious happenings, or indeed have been in the past 
considered to be only religious experiences" (p. 59). Maslow continues 
in the Journal of Transpersonal Psychology (1969): 
If you focus (as I have) upon the peak-experience to have 
almost all the characteristics traditionally attributed to 
universal religious experience, not having to do necessarily 
with one creed or another, or one place or another, one can 
then talk of the religionizing or the sacralizing of all of 
life. I can report that these experiences can take place at 
any time, at any place, to practically anyone (p. 8). 
Although peak experiences can be seen as transpersonal religious 
experiences, Maslow (1970) suggests that even conventional religions may 
be used as defenses against and resistances to the shaking experience of 
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transcendence. Maslow talks about the difference between the vivid, 
poignant, shaking peak-experience type of religious or transcendent 
experience versus the habitual, thoughtless, reflex-like, absent-minded, 
automatic responses which are dubbed by many people as religious. He 
states: 
Familiarization and repetition produces a lowering of the 
intensity and richness of consciousness, even though it also 
produces preference, security and comfort. Familiarization, 
in a word, makes it unnecessary to attend, to think, to feel 
to live fully, to experience richly. This is true not only 
of human religion but also in the realms of music, art., 
architecture, patriotism, even nature itself (p. 34). 
Maslow feels each "peaker" discovers, develops, and retains his own 
religion. He further states (1970): 
The empirical fact is that self-actualizing people, our best 
experiencers, are also our most compassionate, our great 
improvers and reformers of society, our most effective 
fighters against injustice, inequality, slavery, cruelty, 
exploitation (and also our best fighters for excellence, 
effectiveness, competence). And it also becomes clearer and 
clearer that the best "helpers" are the most fully human 
persons. What I may call the bodhisattvic path is an 
integration of self-improvement and social zeal, i.e., the 
best way to become a better "helper” is to become a better 
person (p. xii). 
It is interesting to note that when Maslow first began his studies 
he believed all people had peak experiences. He was very surprised if 
he ran across someone who did not experience them. He finally began to 
use the word "non-peaker" to describe, "not the person who is unable to 
have peak experiences, but rather the person who is afraid of them, who 
suppresses them, who denies them, who turns away from them, or who 
forgets them." 
He feels there are certain kinds of people who renounce their peak 
experiences: 
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Any person whose character structure, or way of life, forces 
him to try to be extremely or completely rational or 
"materialistic" or mechanistic tends to become a non-peaker. 
Thac is, such a view of life tends to make the persons regard 
his peak and transcendent experiences as a kind of insanity, 
a complete loss of control, a sense of being overwhelmed by 
irrational emotions, etc. The person who is afraid of going 
insane and who is, therefore, desperately hanging on to 
stability, control, reality, etc., seems to be frightened by 
peak-experiences and tends to fight them off. For the 
compulsive-obsessive person who organizes his life around the 
denying and the control of emotion, the fear of being 
overwhelmed by an emotion (which is interpreted as a loss of 
control) is enough for him to mobilize all his stamping—out 
and defensive activities against the peak-experience (p. 23). 
Maslow (1970) further states what prevents peak experiences from 
happening. 
In general, all and any of the forces that diminish us, 
pathologize us, or that make us regress, e.g., ignorance, 
pain, illness, fear, "forgetting," disassociation, reduction 
to the concrete, neuroticizing, etc. That is, not having 
core-religious experiences may be a "lower/' lesser state, a 
state in which we are not "fully functioning," not at our 
best, not fully human, not sufficiently integrated. When we 
are well and healthy and adequately fulfilling the concept 
"human being," then experiences of transcendence should in 
principle be commonplace (p. 32). 
Maslow feels all or almost all people have or can have peak 
experiences. He (1970) states: 
Both men and women have peak-experiences, and all kinds of 
constitutional types have peak-experiences’... The situation 
or the trigger which sets off peak-experience, for instance 
in males and females, can be quite different. These 
experiences can cane from different sources, but their 
content may be considered to be very similar. To sum it up, 
from this point of view, the two religions of mankind tend to 
be the peakers and the non-peakers, that is to say, those who 
have private, personal, transcendent, core-religious 
experiences easily and often and who accept them amd make use 
of them, and, on the other hand, those who have never had 
them or who repress or suppress them and who, therefore, 
cannot make use of them for their personal therapy, personal 
growth, or personal fulfillment (p. 29). 
According to Maslow's theory man has a higher and transcendent 
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nature, one part of his essence, his biological nature, as a member of a 
species which has evolved. Wilbur in Mintz and Schrneidler (1983) sites 
Maslow as one of the people who suggested that the world's greatest 
mystics and sages represent some of the highest, if not the highest, 
stages of development. Mintz and Schmeidler quote several authors as 
saying, "mysticism has even been seen as a tremendous evolutionary step 
forward 
Boisen (1936) states of Pratt: 
Professor James Bissett Pratt in his stimulating Religious 
Oansciousness comes to the defense of mysticism. Without 
claiming that mysticism is "the heart of all religion," he 
feels that in our safe and sane and sober fear of 
emotionalism and sentimentality we seem today tempted to 
disown the spiritual nature which is part of our human 
heritage. The glow of feeling, the sense of the infinite, 
the intuition of a Beyond, the aspiration for a more than 
earthly life, these are and always must be an important if 
not an essential part of religion. Even social and college 
settlements, industrial democracy and international amity are 
not enough to satisfy the full warm life of the soul. The 
soul needs a chance for spreading its wings, for looking 
beyond itself and beyond the immediate environment, and for 
that quiet inner growth which is best to be found in that 
group of somewhat indefinite but very real inner experiences 
— aspiration, insight, comtemplation — which may well be 
called the mystic life. But he feels it necessary to draw a 
sharp distinction between the milder forms of mystical 
experience and the extreme manifestations. The latter are 
found among intensely religious persons whose nervous systems 
are in a state of somewhat unstable equilibrium. Mysticism 
of this extreme type shows such undeniable pathological 
features that mysticism, and with it religion, is beginning 
to get a bad name (p. 94). 
Another great name in Western transpersonal psychology is C. G. 
Jung. A great mystic, Jung's influence pervades the entire field of 
transpersonal psychology. He viewed the mystical experience as 
entailing a loss of individuality, and he regarded "individualization" 
as a prime goal of analysis. 
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Boisen (1936) states of Jung: 
Dr. carl Gustaf Jung of Zurich, who was for some time 
recognized as Freud's most brilliant pupil, developed some 
hP^n°fh lS OWn WhlCh led finally to a definite break between the two men. Jung was critical of Freud's conception 
ot sex as the basic human drive. He preferred to think of 
sex as but one aspect of a general drive or psychic energy. 
This psychic energy, or drive, is for him the key to all 
understanding of human nature. Life for him is essentially 
purposive. it has its tomorrows as well as its yesterdays, 
and the yesterdays are important only in so far as they help 
to explain or determine the tomorrows. He therefore took 
exception to Freud's preoccupation with the yesterdays and 
h.is failure to take account of the tomorrows. 
He also differed with Freud's earlier view of the 
unconscious. Instead of thinking of it as a great reservoir 
of unacceptable cravings, he thought of it as including also 
elements that were constructive and forward-looking. He even 
ie d that there were cases in which a neurosis might be ♦•he 
means of producing valuable results. He had thus known men 
who owed all that made their lives worthwhile to a neurosis 
which with its iron talons had put an end to the stupidities 
which were dominating their lives and had set them'down in 
the place where they belonged (pp. 106-107). 
Jung was a founder of analytical psychology and his major contribution 
included the concept of a "collective unconscious." Mintz and 
Schmeidler (1933) state of Jung: 
Jung’s contributions include the concept of a "collective 
unconscious" common to all men, containing the "archetypes" 
that are universal superhuman symbols of man's relationship 
to humanity and to the cosmos; emphasis on spiritual 
development, especially in the last third of the life span; 
and the necessity of remaining in touch with myths and 
dreams, seen as linking man to the spiritual world, it is 
said of Jung that when asked whether he believed in an 
afterlife he replied firmly, "i do not believe, I know" (p 
188) . 
Boisen (1935) further continues: 
In this collective unconscious lie racial memories and racial 
urges, vague, indeed, and inarticulate, and able to clothe 
themselves only in symbols drawn from the individual's own 
experience, but none the less potent. The acute psychosis he 
would explain as a regression to this collective unconscious. 
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orthodox Freudian, something to be destroyed ’the task of 
the analyst is rather to discover what ifLts 
OTlbSt"1 d°eS n0t however permit identification with the 
the per^narS1ouitive.demandS “ balanCed inte9ratl°" 
of 9g3P is f " ly hlS lnterest in religion, the concept 
irraSLi \ necessary psychological function of man's 
him beside ?hfS‘ • i ‘3uestion °f M's existence is for 
devel^ s^ntanS1", E?er?where and in aU times man has 
t-hl vT sP°ntfne°usly religious forms and expressions, and 
wi?h ™liqiour feel"™ ttae. ““tial has been shot through 
this asre^t of the h 93 and„ldeas- ^^ee who does not see 
to exolfn ft h f 18 blind' 31x3 «h°ever chooses to explain it away has no sense of reality. Human beinqs 
withnnf1WJIS ,needed demons and have not been able to live 
without gods (p. 107). 
The collective-unconscious is a dimension of shared symbols, pooled 
knowledge of the species. The "archtypes" are symbolic representations 
of man's relationship with mankind and the cosmos. 
Grof (1975) describes the term "archetype" as dynamic happenings 
within the psyche that are transindividual and have a universal quality. 
Wei wood (1983) noted "Jung moved away from the scientism of his mentor, 
Freud, and toward the symbols and metaphysical concepts of the esoteric 
and occult." Assagioli (1969), who was influenced by Jung, states; 
Beside psychoanalysis in the strict sense, there is the 
depth psychology," represented by Jung and others, its 
undamental principle is that man must courageously become 
aware of all the discreditable and obscure aspects of his 
being, those which have been called the "shadow," and then 
incorporate them into his conscious personality. Ttiis 
recognition and this inclusion are acts of humility and, at 
the same time, of power. The man who is willing and 
courageous enough to recognize the lower sides of his 
personality, without allowing this knowledge to overwhelm 
him, achieves a true spiritual victory (p. 36). 
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Jung believed that the psyche has the capacity for self-healing and 
self-realization. Jung valued the mystical dimension of experience, 
such as in the imagery of dreams and active imagination as powerful. 
Jung was very interested in mystics and Kundalini energy. He 
(1968) states, "Mystics are people who have a particularly vivid 
experience of the processes of the collective unconscious. Mystical 
experience is experience of archetypes" (p. 110). Assagioli (1969) 
asserted, "The devout and mystics of every age have spoken of their 
experience of communion with Gad or with Higher Beings, employing the 
symbolism of human love" (p. 42). 
Maslow (1969) found that when you open the door to peak or 
transcendent experiences, a whole new level of possiblities emerge. You 
•_ind that the reports from such people who have had peak—experiences 
frequently parallel the reports of the great mystics. He states: 
Religious mystics, for instance, talk about "Unitive 
consciousness." They use words which, for value-free 
science, have been excluded from the jurisdiction of science. 
Ttiey have been excluded as not scientific, meaning (without 
it being said) not really knowledge. These words describe 
emotions, wishes, desires, states of being, alternate forms 
of knowing, but they are not really facts for value-free 
science—therefore their exclusion (p. 5). 
In fact, Grof (1975) states that'psychiatry and psychology are 
based on observations of a rather limited range of mental phenomena and 
human experiences. He states: 
Very little systematic and serious attention was given to a 
variety of phenomena that have been described over centuries 
within the framework of the world's great religions, as well 
as temple mysteries, mystery religions, initiation rites, and 
various mystical schools (p. 45). 
Summary 
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Transpersonal Psychology emerged as a Fourth Force Psychology to 
meet the demands of inner growth, change, needed fulfillment, meaning, 
and answers to life that previous psychologies could not address in 
total. These higher needs are self-actualizing in nature and reflect 
the divine or cosmic. CXie transcends the limitations of personal or 
normal consciousness in search of something greater and higher. 
Investigations with human beings in extreme psychological health created 
the need for Transpersonal Psychology. 
Problems of Diagnosis 
Stanislav Grof (1975) asserts many people feel that transpersonal 
phenomena do not really have much practical or theoretical relevance, 
and psychologists and psychiatrists have turned their attention to other 
areas of psychology and psychopathology which they consider important 
for the understanding of the human mind in health and illness. Grof 
(1975) states: 
For another large group of professionals, transpersonal phe¬ 
nomena are clearly too bizarre to be considered within the 
framework of variations of normal mental functioning. Any 
manifestation of this sort is then readily labeled psychotic, 
whether it occurs in a schizophrenic patient, in a normal 
subject after the ingestion of a psychedelic drug, in an 
individual who has spent several hours in a sensory- 
deprivation tank, in a Zen student during a sesshin, or in 
mystics and religious teachers of the stature of Sri Ramana 
Mahrishi, Sri Aurobindo, or Jesus. From this point of view, 
there is no practical reason to study the nature and 
dymnamics of these phenomena and no major heuristic 
breakthroughs should be expected from such an undertaking. 
This approach necessarily involves a value judgement — 
namely, the assumption that transpersonal phenomena are 
irreconcilable with "normal mental functioning" and should, 
therefore, be suppressed. Once science discovers the secret 
k 
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of effective therapy for psychosis, it will be possible to 
eradicate globally all such symptoms of mental dysfunction in 
a way not dissimilar to episodes of malaric fever. A 
practical consequence of this type of reasoning is a tendency 
to use tranquilizers in the treatment of all persons who have 
transpersonal experiences; the rationale involved is to 
control at least the symptoms when the cause of pathological 
process itself still defies science (p. 209). 
Anton Boisen (1936) speaks clearly to the problems of misdiagnosis. 
Boisen spent five years in a mental institution and felt his religious 
experience was classified as insanity. He states that "many of the more 
serious psychoses are essentially problem-solving experiences which are 
closely related to certain types of religious experience" (p. 53). 
He continues: 
I hold also that there is no line of demarcation between 
valid religious experiences and the abnormal conditions and 
phenomena which to the alienist are evidences of insanity. 
The distinguising thing, as I see it, is not the presence or 
absence of the abnormal and the erroneous and the morbid, but 
the direction or tendency of the change which may be taking 
place. For the most part those cases with which the alienist 
has to do are cases of progressive disintegration. The 
patient is literally in Hell, valid religious experiences on 
the other hand are unifying and tend in the upward direction, 
even though there may be much disturbance and many morbid and 
erroneous elements (p. 119). 
He further states: 
I see two main classes of insanity. In the one case there is 
some organic trouble, a defect in the brain tissue, some 
disorder in the nervous system, some disease of the blood, 
in the other there is no organic difficulty. The body is 
strong and the brain in good working order. The difficulty 
is rather in the disorganization of the patient's world. 
Something has happened which has upset the foundations upon 
which his ordinary reasoning is based. Death or 
disappointment or sense of failure may have compelled a 
reconstruction of the patient's world view from the bottom 
up, and the mind becomes dominated by the one idea which he 
has been trying to put in its proper place (p. 11) . 
He continues: 
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Now I would go a step further and distinguish within this 
latter type of insanity two classes. Such disturbances are, 
as I see it, apt to occur in connection with some transition 
period, when some big life problem is up for solution, in 
these disturbances we may therefore distinguish between those 
cases in which the tendency is downward toward disintegration 
and those in which it is in the direction of the unification 
of the personality (p. 118). 
Boisen felt that valid religious experiences were unifying and tend 
in the upward direction and that abnormal phenomena are cases of 
progressive disintegration. The key is the direction or tendency of the 
change which may be taking place. He felt that most of the doctors were 
not religious men and regarded religion as superstition and responsible 
for many of the ills they have to treat. He felt the treatment given 
him made him more violent, and there was little attempt to cultivate 
hopefulness and self-respect. He commented that "if the medical model 
labelled the experience as primarily organic in origin, it would be 
recognized as spiritual pathology." 
One of the more significant efforts to research transcendence has 
been the work of psychoanalyst R. D. Laing (1967) of the Tavistock 
Clinic in London. Murphey (1969) states: 
Dr. Laing treated psychotic patients evidencing extreme ego 
loss. He discovered that many such patients were undergoing 
experiences similar to those described by mystics for 
centuries. He found that these psychotic breaks were guided 
by a "will towards health" and, if allowed to run their 
natural course, led to a positive reintegration and improved 
functioning (p. 24). 
Other studies by Silverman (1967) and Perry (1962) found that 
certain acute, nonparanoid schizophrenic breaks lead to spontaneous 
recovery with a measurable increase in patient's functioning. Certain 
types of schizophrenia follow a course in which patients experience a 
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common train of cosmic religious imagery and emerge from, their psychoses 
as deeper and broader personalities. Murphey (1969) states: 
Tbeindications are, therefore, that certain forms of what is 
comply called "madness" in our society are actuallv breaks 
f°^lna!ly consciousness which lead to richer perception 
^ng U967) °nin9' 1,113 ne“ £lndln9 iS e*P10^ 
He writes: 
ftost people, most of the time, experience themselves and 
others in one or another way that I shall call "egoic." That 
thPm06^173117 *-°r periPherally' theY experience the world and 
themselves m terms of a constant identity within a framework 
of certain ground structures of space and time shared bv 
other members of their society. oy 
However, religious... philosophies have agreed that such 
egoic experience is a preliminary illusion, a veil, a film of 
maya a dream of Heraclitus and to Lao Tze, the fundamental 
illusion of all Buddhism, a state of sleep, of death, of 
socially accepted madness, a womb state to which one has to 
die, from which one has to be born. 
The person going through ego-loss or transcendental 
experiences may or may not become in different ways confused. 
Then he might legitimately be regarded as mad. But to be mad 
is not necessarily to be ill, notwithstanding the fact that 
in our culture the two categories have become confused. The 
'ego' is the instrument for living in this world, if the ego 
is broken up or destroyed (by the insurmountable 
contradictions of certain life situations, by toxins, 
chemicals, etc.) then the person may be exposed to other- 
worlds, real' in different ways from the more familiar 
territory of dreams, imagination, perception or fantasy. 
True sanity entails in one way or another the dissolution of 
the normal ego, that false self competently adjusted to our 
alienated social reality, the energence of the 'inner' 
archetypal mediators of divine power, and.through this death 
a rebirth, and the eventual reestablishment of a new kind of 
ego functioning, the ego now being the servant of the divine, 
no longer its betrayer (pp. 24-25). 
While Dr. Laing draws his insights and conclusions from psychotic 
patients, contemporary studies of normal human beings indicate that the 
experience of transcendence is both a common phenomenon and an important 
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factor in human learning. 
Boisen (1936) states: 
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Many of the more serious psychoses are essentially 
problem-solving experiences which are closely related to 
certain types of religious experience. Religion is an 
attempt to raise one's values to the level of cosmic or 
universal and to establish and maintain right relationships 
with those to whom one looks for response and approval, those 
whose composite impress is represented in the idea of God (p. 
He further states: 
The acute upheaval or panic reaction thus tends to either 
make or break. There were also many who went to the 
backwards and stayed there. we may therefore draw the 
conclusion that such disturbances are not necessarily evils 
but, like fever or inflamation in the physical organism, they 
are attempts by regression to the lower levels of mental life 
to assimilate certain hitherto unassimilated masses of life 
experience. They represent the deliquescence of the old sets 
and attitudes which make possible new formations. They are 
essentially purposive; in this group we even found 
individuals whose lives had been changed for the better (p. 
54). 
Psychiatrists and psychologists have been seeing transpersonal 
phenomena, without identifying and labeling them as such. Ornstein in 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) suggest psychology is primarily the science of 
consciousness. Its researchers deal with consciousness directly when 
possible and indirectly, through the study of physiology and behavior, 
when necessary. 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) believe that phenomena that lie outside 
the above scope will tend to be either excluded from consideration or 
misinterpreted. They state: 
Talk of altered states of consciousness, mysticial unity, 
deep insight into the nature of being, expansion of identity 
beyond the ego and personality, may make little sense to one 
with no similar experience. One response has been to dismiss 
these experiences as nonsense at best or psychopathology at 
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worst (p. 20). 
Grof in the Journal _of Transpersonal Psychology (1972) concurs: 
^ch exSrW^ a tendency m contemporary science to label 
manifJS-i simply as psychotic and to consider them 
TdPn 3 °f mental illness' because similar or 
identical experiences can frequently be observed in 
^Z°phren11C^ patients* Such classification has in the past 
almost precluded unbiased scientific study of these phenomena 
understandina^of h°f their P°ssible relevance for the 
understanding of human personality and the nature of man (p 
Individuals who experience a Kundalini crisis or as it is termed in 
some circles, a spiritual emergency, do not understand what is happening 
and sometimes feel they are going insane. Sannella (1976) states: 
h^ause the early stages are often marked by great 
stress, confusion, disorientation and schizophrenic-like 
symptoms. some of these patients have been sent to 
situations destructive to their development, resulting in a 
great loss, not only to themselves but also to the society 
^tentia°U{p ^5^ benefited so much from their great creative 
Sannella suggests that the rise of Kundalini energy, or the rebirth 
process, is tragically misunderstood. He believes many clinicians have' 
occasionally mistaken the rebirth process for acute schizophrenia, it 
is so important to understand this rebirth process. As Sannella (1976) 
says: 
There are many undergoing this process who at times feel 
quite insane. When they behave well and keep silent they may 
avoid being called schizophrenic, or being hospitalized, or 
sedated. Nevertheless, their isolation and sense of 
separation from others may cause them much suffering. 
Certainly, we must no longer subject people, who might be in 
the midst of a rebirth process, to drugs, or shock therapies, 
approaches which are at the opposite poles to creative 
self-development. These people though confused, fearful, and 
disoriented, are already undergoing a therapy from within, 
far superior to any that we yet know how to administer from 
without (p. 61). 
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Sannella suggests that spiritual emergencies or rebirths can no 
longer be considered superstitious, religious dogmas, or wild, crazy 
rumors. Spiritual rebirth is an ongoing process during which the person 
passes in and out of different states of consciousness. Sannella 
states, "the process falls outside the categories of both normal and 
psychotic, because a person undergoing the transformation has 
experienced far removed from normal usually without becoming so 
disorganized as to be considered psychotic." 
Christina and Stanislav Grof (1985) also speak about the rebirth 
process, in fact, it is one important criteria suggesting that a person 
might be experiencing a spiritual emergency. As cited earlier, 
Spiritual Emergencies are: 
...Episodes of unusual experiences which involve changes in 
consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
psychosomatic functioning. There is a significant 
transoersonal emphasis in the person's process, such as 
dramatic death and (re)birth sequences, mythological and 
archetypal phenomena, past incarnation memories, out-of-body 
experiences, incidence of synchronicities or extrasensory 
perception, indication of Kundalini awaxening, states of 
mystical union, identification with cosmic consciousness, and 
others (p. 4). 
The Grofs believe people who are experiencing spiritual emergencies 
are undergoing an evolutionary crisis rather than suffering from mental 
illness. However, they state, "psychiatry routinely and 
indiscriminately uses controlling and suppressive approaches to 
terminate such experience." 
Charles Tart (1975) asserts that misdiagnosis is a classical 
example of the difficulty of describing altered states of consciousness 
to those with no experience of them. Communication across states of 
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consciousness is a complex task. He states in Walsh and Vaughan (1980): 
Experiences of ecstacy, mystical union, other "dimensions," 
rapture, beauty, space and time transcendence, and 
transpersonal knowledge, all common in altered states of 
consciousness are simply not treated adequately in 
conventional scientific approaches. These experiences will 
not "go away" if we crack down on more psychedelic drugs, for 
immense numbers of people now practice various nondrug 
techniques for producing altered states of consciousness such 
as meditation and yoga (p. 201). 
He also states on page twenty-one of the same book: "The naive response 
is to dismiss such reports as nonsensical or pathological." perry 
(1976) concurs with Tart. He also noted the problem with labeling. He 
states: 
The remedy to this trouble with labeling would be, of course, 
to achieve a different image of the psychotic state, If one 
can apprehend this process as it really is, as an archetypal 
process taking place in depth, then we could be more clear 
about what sort of label would be truly appropriate. If we 
can discern a sequence in affect images revolving about a 
center, the self, where powerful things happen at a locus of 
tremendous potency, transforming the self through death and 
rebirth, through the clash of opposites and their resolution 
and their union, and through visions of world destruction and 
creation and culture change, then we witness something that 
is too awesome to deserve the derogatory, depreciative label 
of a disorder or sickness. 
We need new names for a fresh reevaluation of this state. If 
it can be accepted that this is a legitimate though entirely 
nonrational process, and that the nonrational state that goes 
along with it is pardonably offensive to the rational, con¬ 
scious outlook, then the state can be tolerated as appropri¬ 
ate. The labeling process could be fundamentally altered and 
its effects be made benign rather than devastating (p. 18). 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) state: 
Some years ago, in a seminar at a psychoanalytic training 
institute, we were taught how to establish a tentative 
diagnosis in the initial interview. Among the exploratory 
questions suggested was, "Have you had any strange 
experience?" If the prospective patient recounted 
experiences we would now call paranormal or transpersonal, 
there was a possibility of schizophrenia (p. 158). 
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They further state: 
Acute schizophrenia, in addition to the bizarre behavior and 
non-coriiraunicative speech that frequently lead to hospitaliza¬ 
tion, often involves experiences that resemble the experi¬ 
ences of mystics. Several clinicians have pointed out that 
it is often difficult to discriminate between statements made 
by mystics and descriptions of the schizophrenic experience 
(p. 162). 
Schizophrenia may be regarded as a purely biological 
condition caused by neurological and chemical anomalies, 
treatable by drugs, by a low-stress regime, and (according to 
some clinicians) massive doses of vitamins (p. 161) . 
Boisen (1936) noted the association of the mystical and 
pathological. He states: 
The explanation is to be found in the principle that 
religious concern and religious consciousness tend to appear 
wherever men are facing the issues of life and are seeking to 
become better. Wherever this involves severe conflict 
pathological features are likely also to appear. In some 
cases the charge of pathology as applied to religious 
experience is due simply to the failure to recognize tha^ 
such phenomena as hallucinations spring from the tapping of 
the deeper levels of the mental life, and that as such they 
are not necessarily symptomatic of mental disorder but may be 
creative and constuctive. But in a large number of cases the 
association of the mystical and the pathological is due to 
the fact that a fundamental reorientation is a necessary 
stage in the development of the individual (p. 82). 
Boisen noted in one case that: 
He succeeded in making certain insights which came to him in 
the disturbed period the organizing center of a socially 
valuable new self. He carried with him from out of the 
disturbance a continued outreach after the best and a 
continued fidelity to the promptings of his deeper self which 
enabled him to grow steadily in the direction of inner 
unification on a basis conceived of as universal (p. 82). 
Mintz and Scftneidler (1983) also assert that there are clinicians 
who view mystical experiences or transpersonal experiences as totally 
pathological. Mintz and Schmeidler assert "that it is extremely 
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important to be able to differentiate between the two phenomenon. Par 
one, antipsychotic drugs help promote recovery. For the other, 
antipsychotic drugs would be worse than useless" (p. 168). They state: 
Mystical experiences are seen as normal events treated in our 
culture as abnormal. The behavior of shamans in 
nonindustrial cultures, such as trances and physical seizures 
would probably lead to hospitalization here, and the visions 
of medieval mystics, accepted as a sign of divine grace, 
would be regarded as alarming hallucinations (p. 164) . 
They further point out the important differences between mysticism and 
mental illness. 
First, the mystic deliberately seeks his experience through 
such self-disciplines as abstinence, meditation, and constant 
prayer, whereas the schizophrenic is overwhelmed by his 
unexpected breakdown. Second, the mystic usually does not 
retreat completely from the world, but maintains ties with 
others, while the schizophrenic is likely to let go of his 
human relationships (p. 170). 
Boisen (1936) states: 
Studies of autobiographies of certain great mystics in whom 
pathological manifestations are a marked feature have shown 
that such manifestations were merely incidental to acute 
conflict and change, and that the end of mysticism is not 
feeling states but the transformation of character in the 
direction of socialization and unification. But it is also 
clear that no real attack has been made from the standpoint 
of the student of religion upon the significance of the 
pathological. It has not been recognized that a 
consideration of unhappy solutions of inner conflicts might 
throw light upon constructive solutions and upon the laws of 
the inner life which are involved (pp. 112-113). 
Mintz and Schmeidler assert that sometimes the person lacks the ego 
strength to handle this growth process which can be terrible and 
painful. They state: 
Ke may therefore speak incoherently and show bizarre 
behavior, for which he is usually hospitalized and may be 
treated with drugs and shock that effectively bring about 
repression of the mystical experience. He then either 
returns to society or eventually ends up as a backward 
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chronic patient (p. 164) . 
Ihey believe society has misunderstood the individual in the process of 
attaining valid mystical knowledge, such as the deep kinship with 
mankind, nature, and with God, the final stage of which is the awareness 
"All is One." There is deep depression and despair in both phenomenon. 
Boisen (1936) believed that many forms of insanity are religious 
rather than medical problems and that they cannot be successfully 
treated until they are so recognized. Boisen further states: 
TO predict the outcome in any particular case, once the 
physical factors have been evaluated, the best means is to 
take stock of the moral factors involved. This is of course 
no simple matter. The problem is a spiritual one in the 
strict sense of the term. We must look back of the outward 
symptoms to the inner meaning of the experience in terms of 
the patient's own picture of himself and of his own scale of 
values. What do the symptoms mean as regards to the inner 
forces and motivations which make either for life or for 
death, for renewal or destruction? (p. 55). 
Boisen felt that those in control were industriously engaged in 
suppressing the symptoms which might lead to recovery. Boisen (1936) 
states of the cases he studied: 
It is sufficient to establish the presumption that the 
individual concerned has made this grim-journey to the lower 
regions and has stood face to face with the great realities 
of death and life. We also discovered that such ideas are 
not to be found in all cases but only in those who are trying 
to face their difficulties (p. 53) . 
James (1929) feels that there are those people "who are undergoing 
the terrible despair and depression that has often been described as a 
phase on the journey toward fully realized mysticism." However, this 
journey has been misinterpreted by society. 
Mintz and Schmeidler suggest, "it enables us to recognize 
schizophrenia as a pathological condition, while continuing to see the 
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mystical experience as representing contact with great alternate 
realities beyond our ordinary senses.* 
James (1929) also pointed out, "mystics are often capable, 
vigorous, socially active people." Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) believe 
we need think only of Schweitzer, Gandhi and Mother Theresa, and state, 
"Although the 'peak experiences' described by Maslow (1964) do not 
usually equal the mystical experience in intensity, there are clear 
similarities, and we must note that Maslow's 'peakers' were usually 
happy, self-actualizing individuals." 
Summary 
Owing to the general lack of understanding of the nature of 
Spiritual Emergencies, the problems of misdiagnosis are many. A person 
experiencing a Spiritual Emergency is often labeled psychotic, and 
therefore, is given, in many cases, tranquilizers. This suppresses the 
experience and does not allow the person to negotiate tne crisis, the 
problem-solving event, that can bring about the change that is needed in 
the person's development. unfortunately, transpersonal phenomena are 
unknown by many of the helping professions thus creating the serious 
problem of misdiagnosis and repression of experience. 
One may avoid misdiagnosis by ruling out any physical organic 
problems and by listening carefully to the content of the experience, 
especially moral factors. One should note if the experiencer is trying 
to face his or her problems and difficulties, and also if the 
experiencer is moving toward progressive disintegration rather than in 
toward unification and reorganization. As Boisen an upward direction 
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states, a key to correct and proper help "is the direction or tendency 
of the change which may be taking place." It seems unfortunate that 
madness or anything experienced as strange in our society can also be 
seen as an altered state of consciousness and beneficial, but it depends 
upon who is viewing the experiencer. 
Elements of A Spiritual Emergency 
Introduction 
There is a need for further defining the elements of a Spiritual 
Emergency. Hopefully this will contribute to understanding the process 
from the beginning to the end and illuminate what are helpful and 
unhelpful actions during a Spiritual Emergency. It is hoped that it 
will have a positive effect on the problems of misdiagnosis as stated in 
the previous section of this Chapter. This section reviews the existing 
literature to provide a picture of what was already known before the 
study regarding the research -questions or areas of interest (i.e. what 
was the experience, were there precipitating factors, what was the 
outcome, what were helpful actions, what were unhelpful actions, were 
the experiences similar or different, and does gender affect the type of 
experience). 
Precipitating Events 
Christina and Stanislav Grof (1984) state: 
'Spiritual emergencies' or transpersonal crises, can occur 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
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accidents, intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies (p. 4) . 
Anton Boisen (1936) states: 
The facts considered in our hospital cases have shown us that 
we are not to look for the explanation of such disturbances 
in the immediate occasion which precipitates them. Most 
acute disturbances and upheavals come as the result of an 
accumulation of strains and stress (p. 64). 
Boisen feels that the experiencer has not integrated past stressors 
successfully and "the break occurs when the load becomes too heavy, and 
the occasion which precipitates it is usually a mere last straw" ip. 
64). 
Professor Edwin D. Starbuck wrote Psychology of Religion in 1899 
which dealt with the problem of religious conversion experience, Boisen 
(1936) states of Starbuck: 
In the cases which he thus studied he found two types of 
conversion experience. 0>e of these is a spontaneous 
awakening following upon a sense of incompleteness This he 
regards as the blossoming out into new life by Jne natural 
processes of growth. Tbe other type is an eruptive breaking 
up of evil habits and abnormal tastes by a turning of the 
life forces along new channels. Ibis latter type he loo s 
upon as the healing of the breach between the present se f 
and the ideal self which nature brings about not by lessening 
the conflict but by heightening it (pp. 90-91)-. 
Hidas (1981) suggests that perhaps some precipitating crisis is 
necessary for a transpersonal ex^rience. K feels that "such a journey 
may have begun with long preparation, intensive individual soul- 
searching, and perhaps some precipitating crisis which propelled one to 
the brink of psychic collapse" (P. 31) . Walsh and Shapiro (1983) assert 
in their book almost all traditions recognize that some type of crisis 
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or suffering is necessary to bring us into efforts of change, 
Wilber in Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) suggests "that the ego's normal 
barriers against its invasion by unconscious forces may be broken down 
by external stress, endogenous biochemical factors, or spiritual 
stirrings" (p. 164). 
More knowledge is needed about whether there is stress or 
stressors, conflict and crisis prior to a Spiritual Bnergency, and if so 
what exactly these stressors might be. 
Affective Arena - Feelings and Suctions Experienced During a Spiritual 
Bnirgency 
An important area to understand is the affective elements of a 
Spiritual Bnergency. Peck (1978) asks if it is possible to spiritually 
evolve without the emotional pain. He felt "many people who evolve 
spiritually suffer greatly, even dreadfully. You must forge yourselr an 
identity before you can give it up. You must develop an ego before you 
can lose it.” He states: 
So if your goal is to avoid pain and escape suffering, I 
would not advise you to seek higher levels of consciousness 
or spiritual evolution. First, you cannot achieve them 
without suffering, and second, insofar as you do achieve 
them, you are likely to be called on to serve in ways more 
painful to you, or at least demanding of you, than you can 
now imagine (p. 76). 
perry (1985) states: 
I have repeatedly been puzzled at the extreme turbulence 
accompanying profound change in the psyche. When there is a 
trufT'^spiritual awakening and transformation underway, what 
one usually encounters are the emotional experiences an 
accompanying images of death and of the wiping out of the 
world itself (p. 1)• 
He further states: 
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In the intermediate time between the inital visions of death 
and world destruction and their resolution in renewal one is 
apt to be caught in the grip of fear. There is dismay over 
finding oneself in isolation inasmuch as communication of 
one's experiences is not usually received empathetically (p. 
2). 
Cooper (1985) states about Barbara Green, a therapist, who uses 
spiritual techniques: 
In disagreement with many psychotherapists today, Green 
contends that "a lot of what is called mental illness is 
really spiritual illness." Pain is as much a teacher as 
anything else that enters our lives and, as in any spiritual 
practice, we cannot separate the lesson from the teacher. 
Issues of spirituality often arise from a patient's 
experience of pain. Green believes that "we receive many 
messages from physical and emotional pain, and that some pain 
is useful and may even be regarded as a gift." By 
experiencing pain we become aware that something is wrong, 
and we are given the opportunity to identify its source, to 
address the cause, and eventually to seek relief. Where pain 
is an unalterable constant, we are reminded that there is 
indeed a Higher Power that determines the course of our lives 
(p. 14). 
Hastings noted that transpersonal occurrences lead people to seek 
counseling because of the fear and confusion. He states (1983) of the 
emotional reaction: 
One is fear; a second one is "I'm going crazy” i.e., worry 
about being psychotic; a third one is confusion their 
reality is suddenly fractured. Those three are. very strong 
psychological reactions. Anyone who is dealing with people 
who have a spontaneous psi experience needs to know that the 
person who calls a counselor or who talks with one very 
likely is afraid he or she is or may be mentally ill, and is 
uncertain about what is happening (p. 149). 
Boisen (1936) states: 
in the hospital cases this condition is induced nearly always 
under the dominance of fear. The patient is face to fc^e 
with the realities of death and life. He is in consequence 
overwhelmed with terror which may or may not change into the 
uncertain glow of cosmic identification (p. 80). 
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Peck (1978) says "people handle their fear of change in different 
ways, but the fear is inescapable if they are in fact to change. On 
some level spiritual growth always requires courage." Boisen (1936) 
states of Starbuck and the cases he studied that "as conditions 
preceding such conversion experiences, he finds the sense of sin, the 
sense of estrangement from God, the desire for a better life, 
depression, anxiety, restlessness, sense of helplessness, et cetera" 
(pp. 90-91). 
Anton Boisen (1936) felt that religious experiences were profound 
struggles of the human soul. In his experience he felt black despair, 
very serious stress, and emotionally charged restlessness. He felt that 
there was a danger within that lets one know that this was inner 
conflict and struggle. He said, "that before a man can enter into 
fellowship with God, he must endure some such test." Psychologically, 
for Boisen it was a collapse of faith which left him at the mercy of 
ideas of self-pity, terrible turmoil, fear ridden and weak. He felt a 
source of terror , personal failure, sickening sensations, anxiousness, 
isolation, deep confusion, and was fearfully tired and lost several 
pounds. He felt this is indeed a place of lost souls. He stated, I 
remained acutely disturbed. Then I snapped out of it, much as one 
wakens out of a bad dream. I began at once trying to figure out what 
had happened to me." He stated: 
When death means union with God or appears in other religious 
guise, manic symptoms tend to develop. When death is 
unwelcome or appears as "being killed, we find anxiety 
symptoms (p. 109). 
in later research (1951) Boisen states of anxiety: 
Anxiety is the awareness of some threat to the integrity of 
the personality and that as such it is not an evil but may be 
a pre-condition of growth. Using the term "anxiety" to 
denote fear, worry, sense of quilt, distress of mind which is 
due rather to deep-seated insecurity or to the operations of 
an uneasy conscience than to external dangers (p. 1). 
Rallo May (1979) wrote about the nature of anxiety. He states 
The central difference between fear and anxiety is that fear 
is a reaction to a specific danger while anxiety is 
unspecific, "vague," "objectless." The special characteris¬ 
tics of anxiety are the feelings of uncertainty and 
helplessness in the face of danger. The threat of anxiety is 
not necessarily more intense than fear. Rather, it attacks 
us on a deeper level. The tnreat must be to something in the 
"core" or "essence" of the personality. An individual 
experiences various fears on the basis of the security 
pattern he has developed; but in anxiety it is this security 
pattern itself which is threatened (pp„ 180-181). 
Boisen (1951) spoke of Rollo May: 
His findings are quite in line with my own view, particularly 
his conclusion that anxiety is the awareness of a threat to 
some value which is regarded as vital, and that creativity 
results when one moves resolutely through the 
anxiety-creating situation (p. 2). 
Assagioli (1973) talks about existential anxiety. He states: 
As a result of dissatisfaction with what is experienced as 
the meaninglessness of the present way of living—both 
personal and social—many feel a strong urge to evade it. In 
obeying this urge, they may try to reach beyond the 
limitations of ordinary consciousness and attain more 
expanded and intense states of awareness. Unfortunately 
many, often with the best intentions, try to attain these 
states through harmful, even destructive means. Therefore, 
it is necessary to realize clearly that there are two 
different, and in a sense opposite, ways for dealing with the 
existential anxiety. One is the attempt to escape it by 
returning to a primitive state of consciousness, to be 
reabsorbed in the "mother," into a prenatal state, to lose 
onself in the collective life. This is the way of 
regression. The other is the above-mentioned way of 
transcendence, of "rising above" ordinary consciousness. 
Maslow has called these two conditions the "low nirvana" and 
the "high nirvana." The first, while it may give a temporary 
sense of release, and may show that there are states of 
expanded consciousness, cannot bring permanent satisfaction 
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and does not offer a real and lasting solution. It only 
postpones the crisis, which will eventually reappear in 
exacerbated form (p. 113). 
Peris (1969) states, "So we come to our basic conflict and the 
basic conflict is this: Every individual, every plant, every animal has 
only one inborn goal—to actualize itself as it is" (p. 33). He further 
states that the stopping block seems to be anxiety - always anxiety. 
The enemy of development is this pain, pain phobia, the unwillingness to 
do a tiny bit of suffering. 
Chapman and Chapman (1980) suggest no one ever seeks anxiety 
because it is too painful and ominous. A person in the throes of 
anxiety is in marked pain, feels helpless and feels he has no clear way 
of dealing with the distress which is assailing him. Panic is the 
utmost state of terror and emotional paralysis that a person can 
experience. 
Rajneesh in Walsh and Shapiro (1983) calls the anxiety a spiritual 
anxiety. He states: 
For example, "Some foLeign element is needed to give you a 
shot, to jog you out. It is just as if you are asleep and 
you have been asleep for many, many lives." He notes, "This 
spiritual anxiety is the first step toward understanding true 
reality, or liberation." The Blobuses, echoing a similar 
theme, state that the warrior begins with a certainty that 
his spirit is off balance, and that "too much wanting and 
needing makes for unhappiness and loss of well-being" (p. 
462) . 
Walsh and Shapiro (1983) suggest in their book that at some level: 
people don't change naturally, but need a jolt, whether 
personal, interpersonal, professional, or spiritual, to make 
them question their habits and recognize the "suffering" in 
their lives. A metaphor which may be used is the term 
"crisis" borrowed from the Chinese word wei-ji, meaning 
turning point. Wei-ji consists of two characters, meaning 
danger and opportunity. Crisis, which causes suffering, can 
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be a motivator to increase the 
be willing to change (p. 462). opportunity for the person to 
The Surrender 
Hidas (1981) feels one must face the emptiness and calls this the 
phenomena o£ "surrender" and says it is an initially negative and 
shattering experience which dissolves the person's sense of personal 
reality and brings him or her into contact with the unitive forces which 
can provide a foundation for a positive alteration of the self. He 
states: 
liaht ln ?1S process may ^ understood in the 
conhrni K ^ nature ? surrender to occur independently of 
ontrol by the rational, ego-bound mind. Surrender involves 
leap, a push, a giving-up, an abandonment of hope, a 
leansing through painful purgation for which no exclusively 
rational process can substitute. Hence, surrender comes over 
one in a wave, when reason, will, and knowledge are no longer 
adequate to sustain self-directed life. A severe crisis thus 
may act as a major catalyst in the surrender process, for in 
crisis or catastrophe the personal world, and perhaps the 
larger world as well, loses its carefully ordered reason or 
meaning. A pervasive sense of despair and meaninglessness 
may herald the end of all previously held world views as the 
essential unpermanence, transitoriness, and illusion of all 
life forms is experienced as an ontological truth (p. 30). 
Hidas further states: 
The receptivity of acceptance and the activity of conversion 
thus differ markedly from a sense of "emptiness" which most 
characterizes surrender, in surrender, one faces a final act 
of giving up, an ultimate letting go of all previously held 
doctrines, beliefs, and conceptions of self, in Buddhism 
this self is illusory, and in Christianity it is described by 
Paul as the "lower nature." Central to virtually every 
transformative discipline is the need for transcending the 
lower, ego-bound self and surrendering to the more universal 
identity found, e.g., in the "Sunyata" of Buddhism or the 
God s will" of Christianity. Such an object surrender may 
take place with tremendous struggle, as the ego attempts via 
every trick imaginable to perpetuate its own game of hide and 
seek (p. 27). ~ 
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Hxdas asserts that the loss of ego, the surrender, is not done 
without a great deal of struggle. He states: 
Ttus struggle, followed by an experience of surrender, is 
(J^early. dlffetent from a dabbling in the varied deliqhts of 
the spiritual life, it is more an opening to the totality 
of the self—with possibilities for the integration and 
transcendence of the ego and further assimilation of the 
shadow (p. 30). 
Further, "the ego constricted sense of reality" can be realized as 
illusory, and the leap of surrender into the unknown can take place. 
What lies beyond this leap is at the time unknown. Psychological and 
spiritual considerations may become indistinguishable. He states: 
It is therefore worthwhile to bear in mind that a 
psychological surrender may not automatically produce instant 
transcendence, but could be the door to various levels of 
darkness and purgation reflective of a spiritual journey. 
Whiie the initial steps along such a journey may well contain 
elements of spiritual sweetness" as described by St. Teresa 
(1961) , continued movement can take the individual through 
various "demon-filled" rooms of the "interior castle." This 
path to the unitive experience through the archetypal 
territory of the "shadow" (Jung, 1969) may be sustained by 
and emerge into a transpersonal or being state of experience 
which includes its underlying ego base (p. 29) . 
Hidas suggests one finally gives up any willful intention of further 
influencing his fate, hits point zero, becomes nothing, dies and then 
there is an opportunity for a new being to emerge from the rubble of the 
former self. He states, "The process of surrender, from a 
psychospiritual perspective may be at a most vulnerable beginning to a 
profound and perhaps enduring reorientation toward the whole of life" 
(p. 31). 
Dr. Frederick Peris, a psychiatrist and founder of Gestalt Therapy 
(a transpersonally oriented therapy using dream work, guided imagery, 
meditation, fantasies and feelings) , suggests that people remain stuck 
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to avoid the pain necessary to surrender and fill the void. He calls 
this stuck place the impasse points. Murphey (1969) states about Dr. 
Peris: "Dr. Peris believes that men stop growing, or expanding their 
consciousness, because of certain 'catastrophic expectations' that chain 
them to a repetitious status quo. His technique is designed to help 
people transcend their 'impasse points' or limited self-boundaries." 
Peris (1969) found more and more that neurosis was really a growth 
disorder, or a disturbance in development. He asks the question: "Wha't 
prevents one from growing, from going further ahead?" He states: 
My formulation is that maturing is the transcendence from 
environmental support to self-support, ihe impasse is the 
crucial point of growth. Tbe impasse is the position where 
environmental support or obsolete inner support is not 
forthcoming any more, and authentic self-support has not yet 
been achieved (p. 30). 
He further states: 
When you get close to the impasse, to the point where you 
just cannot believe you might be able to survive, then the 
whirl starts. You get desperate, confused. Suddenly, you 
don't understand anything any more, and here the symptom of 
the neurotic becomes very clear. The neurotic is a person 
who does not see the obvious (p. 30). 
Peris asserts it is a big risk to go into the impasse. However, it is a 
necessary part of growing and living. He states: 
Nobody really wants to get through the impasse that will 
grant this development. We'd rather maintain the status quo: 
rather keep in the status quo of a mediocre marriage, 
mediocre mentality, mediocre aliveness, than to go through 
the impasse (p. 42). 
People do not want to get through the impasse because they do not 
want to realize how they are stuck. Peris says people do not want to go 
through the pain of the impasse, the nothingness, the emptiness, the 
being stuck, being lost. He states: 
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Ttie impasse is marked by a phobic attitude—avoidance. We 
are phobic, we avoid suffering, especially the suffering of 
frustration. We are spoiled, and we don't want to go through 
the hellgates of suffering. We stay immature, we go on 
manipulating the world, rather than to suffer the pains of 
growing up (p. 60). 
'Ihe Death and Rebirth 
Peris found behind the impasse a death awaits us. He states: 
Behind the impasse lies a very interesting layer, the death 
layer or implosive layer. This fourth layer appears either 
as death or as fear of death. The death layer has nothing to 
do with Freud's death instinct. It only appears as death 
because of the paralysis of opposing forces. It is a kind of 
catatonic paralysis: we pull ourselves together, we contract 
and compress ourselves, we implode. cnee we really get in 
contact with this deadness of the implosive layer, then 
something very interesting happens (p. 60) . 
The death of the ego leads one to surrender. Walsh and Vaughan 
(1980) state: 
Work at this stage corresponds to werk at the existential 
level, where the individual confronts basic questions of 
meaning and purpose in life, and begins to disidentify from 
roles, possessions, activities, and relationships. At this 
stage success in terms of ego goals or personal gratification 
is often felt to be meaningless. A confrontation with the 
existential reality of death and aloneness may lead to 
despair or resignation. At this stage the self is 
experienced as an independent entity confronting a world 
devoid of meaning. Resolution of this level in transcendence 
involves a kind of ego death (p. 186). 
Dowen (1967) has stated: 
As long as the ego dominates the individual he cannot have 
transcendental experiences that make life meaningful. Not 
until the ego bows down to a higher power (as in prayer, for 
instance) can the individual have a truly religious 
experience. And only when the ego abdicates before the 
majesty of nature will a person have a mystical experience 
(p. 36). 
Ram Dass in Walsh and Vaughan (1980) states: 
Your ego has you conned. You believe you need its specific 
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thoughts to survive. The ego controls you through your fear 
of loss of identity, to give up these thoughts, it seems, 
would eliminate you, and so you cling to them. Up to the 
every.end of the climb up the mountain of liberation the most 
subtle suffering still remains, for there is still an 
individual who identifies with his or her own separateness. 
There is still clinging. There is still a final bond to 
break. As Christ said, one must truly die and be born again 
(pp. 130 & 140) . 
Assagioli (1973) states: 
...such situations can produce serious and often painful 
crises. They can be considered as more or less partial 
psychological "deaths." No frantic clinging to the waning . 
old "identity" can avail. The true solution can only be a 
"rebirth," that is, entering into a new and broader 
identification. This sometimes involves the whole 
personality and requires and leads to an awakening or "birth" 
into new and higher state of being. The process of death and 
rebirth was symbolically enacted in various mystery rites and 
has been lived and described in religious terms by many 
mystics. At present it is being rediscovered in terms of 
transpersonal experiences and realizations (p. 213) . 
Assagioli believes these transpersonal crises cause much 
frustration and painful feelings of inadequacy and failure. They result 
sooner or later in a sense cf loss, even despair. Grof (1972) states- 
The death-rebirth experience represents the termination and 
resolution of the death-rebirth struggle. Suffering and 
agony culminate in an experience of total annihilation on all 
levels—physical, emotional, intellectual, moral, and 
transcendental. The experience is usually referred to as an 
"ego-death"; it seems to involve an instantaneous destruction 
of all the previous reference points of the individual (p. 
57) . 
John Weir perry (1985) calls it the renewal process. He states: 
...whenever a profound experience of change is about to take 
place, its harbinger is the motif of death. It is not 
particularly mysterious why this should be so, since it is 
the limited view and appraisal of oneself that primarily must 
be outgrown. This issue is compacted in the self-image, and 
to accomplish its transformation it must dissolve in the 
manner of death to be renewed. In severe visionary states 
one may feel one has**crossed over into the realm of death and 
is living among the spirits of the deceased. In all this one 
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is being forced to let go of old expectations of oneself and 
to let one be tossed about by the winds of change (p. 2). 
He further states: 
This I find helpful to an understanding of how spirit 
operates in psychological experiences. Ft>r here again we 
find spirit tending constantly to seek release from its 
entrapment in habitual, routine, or conventional mental 
structures. Spiritual work is one of liberating this dynamic 
energy which must break free of its suffocation in old forms: 
old emotional patterns, i.e., the complexes engendered in the 
family system; old assumptions about the nature of the world 
and human life; old values that need revision from time to 
time as conditions change; and old cultural forms derived 
from family, sunculture, or dominant cultural conditioning 
that must change with the times (p. 1). 
Boisen (1936) in the hospital cases he studied and those of 
religious genius found: 
Common also to the twa groups is the dynamic and purposive 
character of the experiences undergone. They seem to be 
at tempts to solve problems, and those problems have to do 
with the personal destiny and .with ultimate loyalties and 
values as seen through the eyes of the individual, who am I? 
What am I in this world? What's the matter? What is going 
to happen to me and to my friends? How can I save the 
situation? How can I make atonement for my mistakes and 
sins? How can I bring about a realization of the 
possibilities that ought to be? These are generally the 
questions in the focus of attention both in hospital 
experiences and in those of the men of religious genius. 
Probably those questions are central in any philosophy of 
life. Commonly the personal drama is projected upon a cosmic 
scale but its meaning remains the same. The tremendous 
impact of the experience is due to the sudden widening of the 
horizon and the sense of immediacy which is involved. 
Philosophy and theology are no longer theoretical and 
abstract problems. They are matters of life and death. Even 
though in many of the hospital cases the results are 
destructive, the disturbance itself is none the less 
constructive in purpose, it is better to die trying than not 
to try at all, better to run the risk of a dangerous 
operation than to drift unresistingly down to destruction (po 
80-81). 
Perry (1976) states: 
Tiie renewal process that I am exploring in this book consists 
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essentially of a profound and powerful reorganization of the 
self. In the imagery that wells up from the depths of the 
psyche, the process is expressed as a dissolution and 
reconstruction of the affect image of the center, while in 
its emotional dimension it is experienced as a thoroughgoing 
transformation of one's feeling about oneself, one's 
self-worth and self-image. The historical parallels to this 
process indicate that it is the nature of the center to 
undergo periodic disintegration and reintegration, expressed 
as death and rebirth, world destruction and recreation, and 
cultural revivification (p. 11) . 
John Weiwood (1983) states, "having awakened, we have to die in 
order to be reborn." Laing in Murphey (1969) states: 
True sanity entails in one way or another the dissolution of 
the normal ego, that false self competently adjusted to our 
alienated social reality; the emergence of the 'inner' 
archetypal mediators of divine power, and through this death 
a rebirth, and the eventual re-establishment of a new kind of 
ego functioning, the ego now being the servant of the divine 
no longer its betrayer (p. 24) . 
Laing feels ego loss and transcendental experience are one in the same. 
He states in Murphey: 
However, religious.philosophies have agreed that such 
egoic experience is a preliminary illusion, a veil, a film of 
maya, a dream to Heraclitus and to Lao Tze, the fundamental 
illusion of all Buddhism, a state of sleep, of death, of 
socially accepted madness, a womb state to which one has to 
die, fran which one has to be born (p. 24). 
Maslow (1970) felt that the peak experience can itself often 
meaningfully be called a "little death" and a rebirth in various senses. 
Assagioli (1969) found that "complete transformation prepares or opens 
that way to regeneration, which in its most profound and essential 
meaning, constitutes a "new birth," the birth of the "new man," of the 
spiritual man within the personality." In India, Brahmins are called 
Dwigia, that is, twice born. This symbol has been much used in 
Christianity, and the mystics have spoken of the "birth of the Christ in 
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the heart." 
The Neutral zone 
Bricges (1980) describes death as the need to find out how to let 
the "person-that-had-been" die and then prepare to go through the 
renewal process. The old must be removed before the new can grow. He 
states, "Traditional people in passage suffered through it because that 
was the way, which is to say because they had faith in the death and 
rebirth process" (p. 103). Bridges believes that transitions that 
create death and rebirth sequences are appropriate to a particular phase 
°L intellectual and spiritual development. it is a time of 
disidentification, disenchantment, and disorientation. All phases are 
extremely meaningful, certainly not enjoyable. He states: 
It is a time of confusion and emptiness when ordinary things 
have an unreal quality about them. Things that used to be 
important don't seem to matter much now. We feel stuck 
dead, lost in some great, dark non-world, wo wonder the many 
myths depict this state as one in which the hero is swallowed 
and trapped in the entrails of a great serpent or fish. No 
wonder that a hero's path at that point was the convoluted 
way through a labyrinth (p. 103) . 
Bridges asserts that most of fear of a transition is the fear of 
emptiness. He says, "the problem is that before we can find a new 
something, a new us, we must deal with a time of nothingness." 
Nothingness follows the death. That is why rites of passages begin 
with a symbolic death. One must surrender to the death, which is 
extremely painful and then live for a time in a void. 
Bridges suggests dying, the neutral zone, and rebirth are not ideas 
that we bring to life; they are phenomena we find in life, ihe neutral 
pa, (eh U- pcy, feS 
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childhood onwards. Why should people in the west need two 
births to claim this natural birthright? This suggests the 
intuitive mechanism must be reborn because it has in the 
meantime died" or to put it bluntly, it has been killed. 
In the West, factors encountered before birth and 
continuously, thereafter, act to curtail the growth of human 
feelings. in some, the result is the breakdown in the 
thought and feeling processes known as schizophrenia, in 
others, physical symptoms and disease result. In the more 
resistant, a hardening occurs and they may become depressed. 
Ibey lose touch with their inner emotional world, and show 
hardening of the heart, becoming tough and unresponsive to 
both outer and inner worlds, then emotionally oetrified and 
senile (p. 98). 
Sannella suggests if the death of the feeling mechanism is brought 
about by the stress of emotional insensitivity and too early 
conceptualization on the young child by a mechanized environment, what 
then brings about the rebirth later in life?" Sannella feels: 
The inner crisis acts similarly to external crisis states to 
bring the organism back to its sense. Stress, in general, 
prepares the person to see the real for what is is, and sets 
the biological organism into increased readiness, physically 
arid mentally, to meet the emergency situation and survive. 
In other words, it is stress later in life that is necessary 
to shock the organism into a return to the feeling self, 
which was overwhelmed by too great a stress early in life. 
In the end the organism has to return to the feeling system 
to cope with the more basic needs of a biological crisis of 
fasting, war, or other life-death situations (p. 99). 
Sannella believes that "to cope with all types of'stress and its 
results, a coming to know oneself, is one of the more efficient ways." 
He also feels that "one turns to a discipline, or teacher or Guru, 
focusing on spiritual development, hopefully from a strong position of 
stability and understanding." Most of us do not turn within to ask for 
answers, unless forced to do so by a failure of the outer world to 
satisfy and protect. 
f 
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Integration 
Boisen (1936) states the experience of rebirth is frequently 
followed by what is usually described as "cosmic union." 
In the cases of the men of religious genius whom we have 
considered, the initial fear stage may or may not have been 
present, but cosmic identification in the form of a sense of 
union with the Greater-than-self is characteristic, in them 
it becomes no longer intermittent and uncertain but the 
foundation of a successful reorganization and transformation 
of the personality. This experience of union with the divine 
is probably the matrix of all religion (p. 80). 
Boisen (1936) feels the Christian church has long recognized the 
significance of the inner conflict. He further states: 
The study which we have just made of the experiences of 
mental patients has furnished us with a working hypothesis 
with which we may now approach the experiences of our men of 
religious genius. According to that hypothesis certain types 
of mental disorder are not in themselves evils but 
problem-solving experiences. They are attemtps at 
reorganization in which the entire personality, to its 
bottommost depths, is aroused and its forces marshaled to 
meet the danger of personal failure and isolation. According 
to this hypothesis the primary evil in functional disorders 
lies in the realm of personal relationship, particularly to 
that which is for most men represented by the idea of God 
(pp. 59-60). 
He further states: 
Such disturbances, as we have seen, tend either to make or 
break. Even those whose beliefs have been warped in the 
effort to interpret some unhappy life situation in terms 
favorable to their self-respect may, through the disturbance, 
find release and emerge into new life and hope. The 
emotional disturbance thus serves to break up malignant sets 
and attitudes and to make possible a new synthesis. 
We may therefore begin the study of cases of recognized 
religious experience with the assumption that, even in 
definitely psychotic cases, emotional disturbances may be 
purposive and constructive. They may, and sometimes do, 
succeed in setting an individual free from what has been 
blocking his development, in effecting a reorganization of 
the personality (p. 60). 
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He noted: 
I had also the idea that for each individual soul there were 
two possible ultimate ends, one would be eternal 
tts SeU er^id1nSiortf 1hh; pain and 
achiev^ent JTSe ‘^l^ty’S 
-rg. «r<* 
He felt "the sufferer is facing what for him are the great abiding 
issues of life and death and of his own relationship to the universe. 
He thus shows invariably marked religions concern" (p. 121). He further 
states about starbuck and what he found in his studies: 
Following these experiences he found mentioned feelings of 
other- anraae'ne°£ reUef' a new love and desire to help 
Christ (p 9ia. °neness with God, with nature and with 
Grof (1972) found: 
The appreciation of natural beauties is enormously enhanced 
and an uncomplicated and simple way of life in close contact 
and harmony with nature seems to be the most desirable of all 
alternatives. Anything of natural origin is exoerienced with 
* all„the ”Wely opened sensory pathways^ 
. . -y feelings for all fellowmen are accornoanied bv 
feeirngs of humility and a tendency to engage in service and 
charitable activities (p. 57). 
Christina and Stanslav Grof (1985) believe that if properly 
understood and treated as difficult stages in a natural developmental 
process, these experiences, "spiritual emergencies" or transpersonal 
crises can result m emotional and psychosomatic healing, creative 
problem-solving, personality transformation and consciousness evolution. 
The term Spiritual Emergency suggests a crisis, but also the potential 
for rising to a higher state of being. 
Helpful Actions During a Spiritual Emergency 
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zone-the time between the old life and the nev^-is a particularly rich 
time for indepth insight, it is a time of inner reorientation, it is a 
way of making some sense out of the fears, lostness, anxiety and 
confusions. it is a lonely phase, a destruction of an old life-phase, 
and it is an immersion in chaos. 
Scott peck (1978) calls it a growth spurt and suggests for this 
growth spurt to occur, a proportionate amount of "the old self" must be 
given up. He feels this giving up is depression. However, he states, 
"giving up or loss of the old self is an integral part of the process of 
mental and spiritual growth, and depression is a normal and basically 
healthy phenomenon." 
Many people cling to ’things" and seek to avoid the pain of loss or 
giving up. Many people are not consciously willing or ready to 
recognize that the "old self" and "the ways things used to be" are 
outdated. Hiey are not aware that their depression is signaling that 
major change is required for successful and evolutionary adaption. Peck 
states: 
What makes crises of these transition periods in the life 
cycle that is, problematic and painful—is that in 
successfully -working our way through them we must give up 
cherished notions and old ways of doing and looking at 
things. Many people are either unwilling or unable to suffer 
the pain of giving up the outgrown which needs to be 
forsaken. Consequently they cling, often forever, to their 
old patterns of thinking and behaving, thus failing to 
negotiate any crisis, to truly grow up, and to experience the 
joyful sense of rebirth that accompanies the successful 
transition into greater maturity (p. 71). 
Peck noted, "that it is in the giving up of the self that human 
beings can find the most ecstatic and lasting, solid, durable joy in 
life. And it is the death that provides life with all meaning." He 
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states: 
Sd iS the^ain °f death' but death ot the 
e£~-r -«,”» s 
understanding must die (p 74). ™ ^ 
He further states, "it is abundantly clear that this lifetime is a 
series of simultaneous deaths and births" (p. 75) . 
Sannella (1976) states: 
the rebirth i"Creaf in the number of individuals undergoing 
the reouth transformation may be a reflection of a similar 
Uansformauon taking place at a sociocultural lev"! in 
society cs a whole. Jung (1964) pointed out that a time of 
wh?rhSOC 10?' SUGh.as Prevailed during the Raman Bnpice and 
Top h aTln ln °Ur OWn era' is Simulataneously an 
he?nh? f ^ rebirth: "When one principal reaches the 
heigh,, of its power, the counter principle stirring within, 
contains m its darkness the germ of a new light" (p. 7). 
.Sannella calls the rebirth process "a new clinical entity." "it is 
a dynamic, self-directed, self-limited process of mental and 
physiological purification, leading to a healther and more developed 
state than what we usually consider normal." Therefore, the emotional 
aspects of this rebirth are very important - the feelings, the thoughts, 
the ecstasies, and the desperate confusion. He states: 
CT> the other hand, the emotional correlates of this process 
are also important. it is these, and the changed thinking 
that accompanies them that results in this process frequently 
being mistaken for mental illness, it is also these aspects 
that ultimately provide the personal meaning of the 
transformation for the people who experience it (p. 10). 
He further states of rebirth: 
in our studies we have observed the development of these 
intuitive powers as a difficult and painful rebirth occurring 
later in life, and even then only in rare individuals. But 
in certain primitive tribes such as the bushmen and the 
aborigines these abilities develop easily and naturally from 
Rebirth - Expanded Discussion 
Grof (1972) states: 
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Afte^..the subject has experienced the very depth of total 
tTsZs oT b??Vhit Kthe ™ ***»'- he is struck^"by Vrtl bllndln^ whlte or golden light and experiences 
reeing decompression and expansion of space. The universe 
qene^riVr ^ indescribablY beautiful and radiant the 
saltation iTSP ^ , 15• that °f liberation, redemption, ™1 forgiveness. The subject feels cleansed 
d purged and talks about having disposed of an incredible 
amount of "garbage," guilt, aggression, and anxiety (p 57K 
He further states: 
He feels overwhelming love for other fellowmen, appreciation 
of warm human relations, friendship, and love. Irrational 
and exaggerated ambitions as well as cravings for money, 
sta.Lu,, prestige, and power appear in this state absurd and 
irrelevant (p. 57). 
Boisen (1936) states of Starbuck's studies: 
Hie experience itself was found to involve spontaneous 
awakening and illumination, public confession, 
self surrender, the sense of forgiveness, of divine aid and 
o. oneness with God and with friends (p. 90). 
Peris (1969) states what can happen after the death: 
The implosion becomes explosion. The death layer comes to 
life, and this explosion is the link-up with the authentic 
person who is capable of experiencing and expressing his 
emotions. There are four basic kinds of explosion from the 
death layer. There is the explosion of genuine grief if we 
work through a loss or death that has not been assimilated. 
There is the explosion into organism in sexually blocked 
people. There is the explosion into anger, and also the 
explosion into joy, laughter, joi de vivre. These explosions 
connect with the authentic personality, with the true self 
(p. 60). 
Peck (1978) states that "it is also clear that the farther one 
travels on the journey of life, the more births one will experience, and 
therefore the more deaths—the more joy and the more pain" (p. 75) 
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Certainly from the previous literature review there is a need to 
explore what can help a person through a Spiritual Emergency. Scott 
Peck (1979) states in the introduction of his book: 
* Psychiatrist, I feel it is important to mention at the 
tset two assumptions that underlie this book cne is that 
I make no distinction between the mind an^the Strit and 
spiritual crowth^1^10* •• between the process of achieving 
a^j“he same achieving mental growth, they are one 
relatS the primary importance on the 
relationship between the physician and patient. He states: 
Sints^ut^J"13 methSdS of Procedure are, as Dr. Campbell 
points out, of vanishing importance compared with the 
qualities of heart and mind, the genuine interest in the 
patient and his problems, together with the balanced judgment 
9ht ^ ^ taCt necessarY to win the patient's 
nnnfnf 2?? 2? establlsh the rapport which is the sine qua 
non of all effective psychotherapeutic work (p. 245) . 
Boisen felt the experience must be dealt with successfully or they 
leave the individual with a sense of failure in his/her own eyes, it is 
most important to maintain the individual's self-respect, confidence and 
self-assurance. Perry (1974) stated about his cousin's wife: 
"What makes the crucial difference to a patient is to be able 
to talk all about it to someone who will really listen." she 
clearly pointed to this as the thing that allowed her’to get 
over her psychosis. I never forgot that tip, and have always 
put it into practice; many others since have told me of their 
recovering from psychosis when they found an understandinq 
listener (p. 2). 
He further states: 
No one is more isolated than when withdrawn in an altered 
state of consciousness. When one is thus prey to every 
psychic force, one is in desperate need of the human response 
of empathy, for which drugs are so poor a substitute as to 
amount to a mockery (p. 3) . 
Perry asserts that the main reason for psychosis is to be in 
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contact with the emotions and images that have been constricted fro, the 
consciousness. The altered state of consciousness brings one back in 
touch with those raw emotions. He states: 
personas3 JSUS tLt^he^801'1'10^ Vital t0 the Photic 
sr Id ‘d^S «dI:-“ individual's withdra^S f™ v, ™‘?"lCestations of the 
including mro drdwal .from a hostile emotional settinq 
person's journey^nto^the °un<Io ?'■ °" ^ °ther hand' th® 
sK~SSiSs.d°=;"“—'«“ 
Perry in another book (1976) states: 
A person I know was dropping into such an altered sta»-e but 
a^r-fid^ is ——- ^ 
fruitful, TUI %*** 
even though he was quite "spaced." [bw!ver, wh'en he «s 
among his psychiatric friends, they would recoil in alarm and 
ell him he must get under cover and be medicated, that this 
would never do, going around in the open like this He v^uld 
exSriSed^s °a„ly ^ CraZY' but "°uld enter’"LThe 
J x ^ insane state. This could readily be 
(p 15)ied ^ hlS intlmate friends' and he would feel restored 
Perry feels what is needed is a loving atmosphere. He states: 
Even more effective than acceptance, of course, is the 
general tenor that we can only call a loving atmosphere, The 
word love must be qualified to avoid any sentimental 
implications that it may convey. loving here means caring, 
ing attentive, really wanting to understand, to reach the 
essential person behind the outer manifestations it 
involves a kind of nurturant attitude, one that gives the 
, rh3t constitutes feeling. Such a staff responds to 
.e u gamut of emotions that the client may put forward 
wi.h an equally full range of their own. There is then no 
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holding back o£ secret feelings that might let the client do 
all the suffering while the staff are free of it. The 
experience is shared in a mutual spirit (p. 16) . 
Murphey (1969) states of Dr. Laing: 
Dr. Laing began to treat these psychoses as "voyages of 
discovery" and established "blow-out centers" in England 
where they could be experienced in a supportive and warm 
environment (p. 24). 
Sannella (1976) states: 
But in the initial stages of stress of the experience itself, 
coupled with a negative attitude from oneself or others, may 
be overwhelming and cause severe imbalance. Helping the 
person to understand and accept what is happening to him or 
to her may be the best that we can do (p. 59). 
John Weir Perry (1985) states: 
This mechanistically biased view does not hold up, however, 
since it is now well known that if the person undergoing this 
turmoil is given a loving, understanding and encouraging 
reception, it resolves in a short time (p. 2) . 
Hastings (1983) noted that a basic counseling principle would be to 
listen fully to the person tell about his/her experience. He states: 
This requires listening all the way through, without 
interrupting, to find out what happened, how he or she felt, 
how it was interpreted, and what the person did. Attentive, 
emphatic listening makes a connection between you and the 
person, and usually will reduce emotional fears. Next, one 
may make a point of saying, very explicitly, if it is the 
case, that "you are not crazy. You are not insane. Ttiis has 
happened before. Other people have had it. It has been 
studied by scientists and psychologists." This does more to 
bring rationality and calmness to the client than anything 
else (p. 148). 
Hasting's perspective is that if you give a name to something, it 
gives the person a raft in the middle of the ocean of chaos. Hastings 
felt a counselor with the appropriate therapeutic skills can help a 
person relate to these experiences in a balanced way. 
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Walsh and Vaughan (1980) state: 
Although the word psychotherapy originally meant the 
nurturing or care of the breath or the spirit (soul), it has 
come to be associated with medical practice. Transpersonal 
psychotherapy does not exclude "getting better" in 
traditional ways, but also includes a wide range of 
techniques for working with the body, emotions, mind, and 
spirit, drawn from both Eastern and Western psychology .(p. 
163) . 
They feel transpersonal psychotherapy bridges psychological and 
spiritual practice. They suggest: 
The domain of transpersonal psychotherapy thus extends beyond 
traditional ego goals and adjustments. While it addressed 
basic ego needs and aspirations, such as the need for 
self-esteem and satisfying interpersonal relationships, it 
does not stop here. it also considers the motives, 
experiences, and potentials available to individuals who have 
already achieved a satisfactory coping level in their lives 
(?. 162). 
Scotton (1985) concurs: 
Transpersonal psychotherapy must, therefore, continually 
strike a balance between two somewhat opposing tendencies. 
On the one hand there is an emphasis on the wounds, problems, 
or developmental arrests of the individual as is suggested by 
the use of the word "psychotherapy," i.e., there is something 
to be treated. Cri the other hand there is an emphasis on the 
wholeness, the completion, ol the fruition which is to be 
found in the collective, transcendent, or the spiritual. 
This emphasis is suggested by the word 
"transpersonal"—beyond the individual and the personal (p. 
57) . . 
He further states: 
Thus transpersonal psychotherapy shares with other therapies 
the belief that particular relationships and situations in 
the individual's life create symptoms and patterns which are 
emenable to treatment. It also shares with spiritual 
disciplines the belief that forces greater than the 
individual create a natural tendency towards healing and 
development in every individual, and that one can open to 
these forces and enhance this tendency (p. 57). 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) noted that a transpersonal therapist may 
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be eclectic in the employment of various techniques. They state: 
Thus a transpersonal therapist might work with dreams and 
imagery, yet also suggest that diet and exercise be taken 
into consideration in the course of treatment. Although no 
single practitioner is likely to be an expert in all areas, 
an appreciation for the value of body work, meditation, and 
attention to consciousness in daily practice frequently 
results in recommendations that may be viewed as adjuncts to 
psychotherapy, but are nonetheless an integral part of the 
search for health and well-being (p. 163). 
Cooper (1985) noted that Barbara Green has developed innovative 
approaches with meditation in the therapeutic session, she states: 
Through progressive relaxation techniques and repetitive 
sensory-based observations, such as watching the breath, she 
helps her clients relax so that they can work through major 
problem areas. she also helps them tap their dream states 
and re-experience and complete unfinished dreams during the 
therapy session. This practice proves beneficial because it 
often alters the conscious behavior of her clients. Green 
finds that by inducing a light trance state she is able to 
help her patients get in touch with their emotions. "This 
works particularly well with those who are only vaguely aware 
of their emotional life," she says. By relaxing the physical 
body, patients can often locate their feelings physically: a 
pain in the stomach or an empty feeling in the chest is often 
the springboard for identifying and sharing repressed 
emotions (p. 12). 
Grof (1985) recommends an experiential approach. He states: 
It should be made clear that in its very nature the 
psychotherapeutic process is not the treatment of a disease, 
but an adventure of self—exploration and self-discovery. 
Thus, from the beginning to the end, the client is the main 
protagonist with full responsibility. The therapist 
functions as a facilitator, creates a supportive context for 
self-exploration, and occasionally offers an opinion or 
advice based on his or her past experience. The essential 
attribute of the therapist is not the knowledge of specific 
techniques; although these represent a necessary 
prerequisite, they are quite simple and can be learned in a 
relatively short time. The critical factors are his or her 
own stage of consciousness development, degree of 
self-knowledge, ability to participate without fear in the 
intense and extraordinary experiences of another person, and 
willingness to face new observations and situations that may 
not fit any conventional theoretical framework (p. 375) . 
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Grof noted the therapist supports the experience no matter what it 
is, and also without analyzing it. He further states: 
Generally, the more complete the experience, the less 
analysis and interpretation it requires, since it is 
self-evident and self-validating. Ideally, talk following 
the therapeutic session takes the form of sharing the 
excitement of discovery, rather than a painful struggle to 
understand what has happened (p. 378). 
Also a knowledge of mythology and of the great religions of 
the world can prove of invaluable help in the process of 
in-depth self-exploration, since many clients will experience 
sequences that make sense only in a particular historically, 
geographically, and culturally determined symbolic system (p. 
379) . 
It is usually sufficient to provide a new understanding of 
the process, establish a good relationship and an atmosphere 
of trust, and create a supportive and permissive environment 
in which the client can fully surrender to the process. 
Focusing attention on the emotions and sensations, a few deep 
breaths, and evocative music are usually enough to mediate a 
deep therapeutic experience (p. 380). 
As important as it is for one to understand what techniques or 
actions will be helpful during a Spiritual Emergency, it is just as 
important to have knowledge about what is unhelpful to the experiencer. 
Unhelpful Astions During a Spiritual Emergency 
Katz (1972) feels: 
There are few teachers among us in the West who can help 
others toward transcendence, being relatively incomplete 
beings ourselves. We are at a further disadvantage, 
operating as v*2 do, without a context that exists culturally 
to support the idea of education for transcendence (p. 154). 
Walsh and Vaughan (1983) state: 
Traditionally, Western therapy has been primarily concerned 
with psychodynamics, behavior modification, and personal 
growth. A well-adjusted personality has been considered 
healthy and the realm of being beyond the personality has 
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been largely ignored (p. 161) . 
Walsh and Shapiro (1983) state: 
One of the primary reasons for the existence of Western 
psychiatry and psychology would seem to be to contribute to 
our understanding of psychological well-being and to enhance 
our ability to realize it. Yet, paradoxically, there has 
been extraordinarily little research and thinking about the 
nature of psychological health. Rather, our Western clinical 
psychologies have been almost entirely pathology oriented (p. 
4). 
They further state: 
Most observation and theorizing have therefore been on 
disturbed individuals with only occasional extrapolations to 
the healthy. Thus our major psychological models, which 
until relatively recently have been almost entirely 
psychoanalytic and behavioral, have been largely based on 
pathology. For example, the index to Freud's complete works 
contains over 400 references to neurosis and none to health 
(p. 5). 
Grof (1985) noted that sanity and healthy mental functioning are 
defined by the absence of psychopathology and that there is not positive 
description of a normal human being. Western psychiatry is rather 
confusing. He states: 
Such concepts as the active enjoyment of existence, the 
capacity to love, altruism, reverence for life, creativity, 
and self-actualization hardly ever enter psychiatric 
considerations (p. 332). 
He (1985) further states: 
There has been increasing dissatisfaction with the 
application of the medical model in psychiatry. Probably the 
best known and most eloquent representative of this movement 
is Thomas Szasz. In a series of books, including The Myth of 
Mental Illness (1961), Szasz has adduced strong evidence that 
most cases of so-called mental illness should be regarded as 
expressions and reflections of the individual's struggles 
with the problems of living. They represent social, ethical, 
and legal problems, rather than "diseases" in the medical 
sense. The doctor-patient relationship as defined by the 
medical model also reinforces the passive and dependent role 
of the client. It implies that the solution of the problem 
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depends critically on 
scientific authority, 
client (p. 319). 
the resources of the person in the role of 
rather than on the inner resources of the 
Gcof suggests all disorders that the psychiatrist deals with are seen as 
diseases for which “the etiology will eventually be found in the form of 
an anatomical, physiological, or biochemical abnormality." 
He further asserts: 
The application of the medical model to psychiatry has had 
serious consequences for the theory and practice of therapy 
in general and for psychotherapy in particular. It deeply 
influenced the understanding of psychopathological phenomena, 
the basic therapeutic strategies, and the role of the 
therapist. By extrapolation from somatic medicine, the terms 
symptom, "syndrome," and "disease" are quite routinely 
applied not only to psychosomatic manifestations, but also to 
a variety of unusual phenomena that involve changes in 
perception, emotions, and thought processes. The intensity 
of such phenomena and the degree to which they are 
incompatible with the leading paradigms of science are seen 
as measures of the seriousness of the clinical conditions 
(pp. 371 & 372). 
Western psychology and psychiatry thus tend to discard 
globally any form of spirituality, no matter how 
sophisticated and well-founded, as unscientific. In the 
context of mechanistic science, spirituality is equated with 
primitive superstition, lack of education, or clinical 
psychopatholgy (p. 333). 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) concur; they feel "FOr one, 
antipsychotic drugs help promote recovery. For the other, antipsychotic 
drugs would be worse than useless" (p. 168). 
Perry (1976) asserts that "Psychiatry has developed a new habit in 
this era of 'sane-making' drugs: that of nonhearing, of an interdiction 
against listening to the patient's 'nonrational concerns'" (p. 2). He 
states: 
But when the psychiatrist resorts only to medication and 
management to stamp out the non-ration, the "patient" quickly 
senses that this is not a congenial atmosphere in which to 
open up or a safe relation in which to reveal his actual 
preoccupations so he "clams up." The psychiatrist, who did 
not believe there was anything of note in those 
preoccupations in the first place, is then deprived of any 
opportunity to hear about them, and never canes to know what 
he is missing. He feels infinitely confident that he is 
justified in his line of treatment, and has no occasion to 
alter his firm conviction that the non-rational is simply 
pathological (p. 3). 
He (1976) further states: 
These ward policies can go on even though the staff are quite 
aware that the problem of the psychosis is that the affect is 
first withdrawn and later dulled and finally deadened. These 
emotions are the elements one is trying to reach in the 
psychotic episode, and are vital to the growth of the 
personality. I have just mentioned that the nature of 
emotion, as I see it, is not something that one should be rid 
of by getting it out like a noxious substance, but rather to 
be canmunicated and conveyed to a person. The corollary of 
this view is that it is a painful experience to have to hold 
an emotion back, because it is forbidden or misunderstood for 
sane reason (p. 18). 
Welwood (1983) states: 
No one suffers from this lack more than the psychiatrists 
themselves, more and more of whan despair over their 
inability to help other human beings in the fundamental way 
they once dreamed possible. Faced with the accelerating 
pressure of technology upon the normal patterns of human 
life, faced with the widespread effects of modern man's 
twisted relationship to nature, and yearning for a coherent 
purpose in living, they have come to see themselves as being 
in the same situation as their patients and the rest of us 
(p. 5) . 
perry (1985) states: 
There is a dismay over finding oneself in isolation inasmuch 
as communciation of one's experiences is not usually received 
empathetically. At the very time when one is seized with an 
inordinate need for- loving reception one finds oneself 
instead either alone with it all or surrounded by 
professionals who want to suppress what is happening and make 
one conform to the old ways of the former self and former 
world (p. 2). 
Boisen (1936) states: 
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Implications 
Spiritual Emergencies are difficult events to experience in a 
culture that finds it difficult to support transpersonal phonemenon. 
Our society, in general, is pathology oriented. Most of our studies, 
research, observations, and theory are based on disturbed people, in 
fact, sanity and healthy mental functioning are defined by the absence 
of psychopathology. 
Someone experiencing a Spiritual Emergency has a difficult time 
locating trained people who can help one with this particular inner 
process. Thus, one is left all alone with the feelings or with some 
professionals who are afraid of the non-rational state and want to 
suppress it. This, in turn, increases fears and anxiety and a sense of 
helplessness. 
Someone experiencing a Spiritual Emergency needs to find another 
human being who is an understanding and attentive listener so one can 
share and reveal one's deep inner feelings. Both experiencer and helper 
need to be able to accept what is happening. Thus, the helper has to be 
knowledgeable about transpersonal phenomena and be genuinely interested 
in the experience so the helpee will not feel alone. This can be done 
through a supportive and warm environment, and a loving, caring 
atmosphere to instill hope, self-respect, confidence and self-assurance. 
This will help to affirm the experience. Sometimes just stating "you 
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are not cracking up. You are not insane. This has happened before. 
It's been studied," can bring about some calmness, seme sense of hope 
and respect to the experiencer. 
Tbe literature raises serious concerns about what is healthy mental 
functioning, and also lack of knowledge around transpersonal phenomenon, 
misdiagnosis, evaluation and treatment of Spiritual Emergencies, it 
raises concerns regarding unhelpful actions during a Spiritual Emergency 
and also shares positive information on what can be helpful during the 
process. 
Summary 
There is a need for further research on Spiritual Emergencies. 
More knowledge is needed to identify specific ways of helping a person 
experience a Spiritual Emergency, and also, to identify the issues 
assoicated with unhelpful actions and responses. Fran the literature 
review one is led to believe that a Spiritual Emergency is an extremely 
painful process. More research is needed to verify this and look at the 
total process. Specifically, are there precipitating events, how the 
Spiritual Emergency is integrated into the person's life, and changes 
that may or may not occur as a result of the Spiritual Emergency. 
The knowledge gained from this study will help answer these 
important questions and increase our awareness to hopefully help the 
experiencer and helper with mutual positive actions and responses that 
can be helpful during a Spiritual Emergency. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Design of the Study 
The literature review suggests the need for an exploratory study, 
one that has as its direction a search for the richness of the Spiritual 
Emergency experience. A qualitative study, descriptive in nature, to 
explore Spiritual Emergencies with ten subjects, was undertaken through 
in depth interviewing of these individuals. 
In depth interviewing was chosen as the best method for yielding 
rich qualitative data (Maccoby, 1954; Cannell. 1963). Polkinghorne 
(1983) states: 
The face-to-face encounter provides the richest data source 
for the human science researcher seeking to understand human 
structures of experience. Tnis interaction takes place in 
the context of a relationship. The more comfortable and 
trusting a person feels with the researcher, the more open 
and giving he or she will be concerning his or her own 
experiences (p. 267). 
Qualitative analysis was chosen to allow the interviewee's perceptions 
to generate further information needed to better understand Spiritual 
Emergencies. Patton (1980) states: 
Qualitative measures describe the experience of people in 
depth. The daca are open-ended in order to find out what 
people's lives, experiences, and interactions mean to them in 
their own terms and in their natural settings. Qualitative 
measures permit the evaluation researcher to record and 
understand people in their own terms (p. 22) . 
of this type of study in this case comes from the 
researcher to 
The strength 
ability of the 
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hear from the interviewees their 
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perceptions of the Spiritual Emergency experience, its consequences and 
what was helpful and unhelpful during the experience. The way they 
describe the experience is of prime importance in increasing our 
understanding of this often misdiagnosed phenomenon. Therefore, the 
interviews were largely open-ended so that the reseracher would not 
structure the responses. 
Collection of Data 
The data were obtained through individual, in-depth interviewing of 
ten subjects, five females and five males. The ten subjects were 
selected by the researcher. Care was taken to make sure the subjects 
understood what a Spiritual Emergency was and that they fit the criteria 
suggested by the Grofs (1984). This was done throuah a cover letter 
including the definition of a Spiritual Emergency and a list of the 
criteria that suggest a person might be experiencing a Spiritual 
Emergency. Also, an article, "Spiritual Emergency: Understanding and 
Treatment of Transpersonal Crisis" by Christina and Stanislav Grof, 
M.D., was sent to each perspective subject. (See Appendix 1 - 
Announcement Letter for the Research at Association for Humanistic 
Psychologists Meeting in October 1984.) The subjects were identified by 
the researcher through a verbal announcement and the cover letter at a 
meeting of the Boston Association for Humanistic Psychologists. There 
were several responses to the researcher's request for interested 
participants, as well as suggestions from one member who knew of other 
people who had experienced a Spiritual Emergency. Further participancs 
were found through referrals from a trarspersonal psychologist. 
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Ihe researcher had brief telephone discussions with prospective 
participants to ascertain appropriateness of inclusion in the study and 
interest in volunteering. Willingness to participate and an interest in 
the topic, as evidenced by the participants chosen, were relevant to the 
selection process. 
Subjects of the Study 
The sample size was ten subjects, five females and five males. 
Demographic factors shown in Table 3.1 were identified in the initial 
part of the interview. Participants chosen resided in the following 
states: Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. (See Appendix 2 for 
further Demographic Information.) 
Protection of Subjects 
Each subject was asked to sign an informed consent statement that 
explained the rights and responsibilities of both the researcher and 
subject. Any questions that arose were answered before signing. This 
form guaranteed that the participant’s contributions would remain 
anonymous. However, anonymity was not an issue in this study. All the 
subjects were willing to have their names included within the research. 
It was the choice of this researcher to respect and adhere to the 
consent form. (See Appendix 3 for Participant's Consent Form.) 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted with three subjects to help generate 
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TABLE 3.1 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
Subjects Age at 
Interview 
# of Precipitating 
Events 
# of Years that 
Precipitating 
Events look 
Place 
Recency 
of the 
Crisis 
Females 
1 54 3 1 1984 
2 39 10 9 1975 
3 38 11 2 1980 
4 38 14 6 1982 
5 40 3 3 1973 
Males 
1 43 5 3.5 1981 
2 37 8 2 • 1974 
3 49 12 2.5 1972 
4 54 6 
-L 1984 
5 55 8 3 1974 
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the final interview guide that was used in the research, cne of the 
subjects was a personal friend who had experienced a Spiritual 
Emergency. ihe other two subjects were referred by a transpersonal 
therapist. Two were females, the other a male. 
The researcher, from the review of the literature, found several 
areas of interest, and the questions which were addressed were as follow 
- What exactly was each subject's experience? 
- Were there precipitating factors? 
- What was the outcome? 
- What were helpful actions? 
- What were unhelpful actions? 
- Were the experiences similar or different? 
- Does gender affect the type of experience? 
The researcher had brief telephone conversations with the pilot 
subjects explaining the research, mailed the cover letter and Grof's 
article explaining what a Spiritual Emergency was, and made plans to 
call a week later to see if the subjects felt they fit the criteria and 
to affirm their interest in being in the pilot study. All three 
subjects felt they fit the criteria. Interview dates were then set up 
at their hones. 
As a result of these pilot studies a written interview guide was 
generated. (See Appendix D for interview Guide.) The researcher found 
out that she had not asked some pertinent demographic data. These 
included the age at the onset of the Spiritual Emergency and how long 
the emergency, with precipitating events and integration, lasted. The 
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researcher also found out that the time it took for each subject to 
share the experience was likely to vary. Therefore, a time allotment of 
at least ' two hours was going to be needed for each subject, although 
maybe only an hour would be used (i.e. better to have more time allotted 
than less time). 
The researcher also found out that the pilot subjects wanted to 
know about her Spiritual Emergency experience. Therefore, this was 
included in the initial conversations with the subjects for the 
research. Time at the end of the interviews would be provided for the 
researcher to share her experience. The interview guide generated was 
needed to ensure that each subject was asked the same questions. 
Inter view Guide 
The interview guide was generated from the review of the literature 
and fine tuned through the pilot study. The interview guide was used to 
provide limited structure during the interviews. Specific questions 
were asxed to secure demographic data. The next part of the interview 
was open-ended with specific questions at the end. The researcher was 
interested in learning about Spiritual Emergencies from the 
participant’s perspective. The five themes that were explored in the 
review of the literature wore the topics that the researcher felt needed 
more research. 
Question 1 asked the participants to talk about their particular 
experience "as they felt and experienced it." The Grofs (1984) state: 
"Spiritual Emergencies are episodes of unusual experiences which involve 
changes in consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
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psychosomatic functioning" (p. 1). Thomas and Cooper (1980) state about 
intense spiritual experiences: 
Further, a fine grained study is needed of the types of 
experiences encountered, the way the individuals interpret 
their experiences, with an examination of the post experience 
environment, if we are to learn what permanent impact various 
'peak* spiritual experiences have on individuals (p. 84). 
This question was designed to explore the range of emotional, 
perceptual, cognitive and psychosomatic changes during a Spiritual 
Emergency. 
Several authors including Tart (1975) , Fergerson (1980) , Walsh and 
Vaughan (1980), Welwood (1978), Sannella (1976) , and Walsh and Shapiro 
(1983) stated that there is a need for further study with individuals 
who have experienced such phenomenon and are willing to share their 
personal experiences. The review of literature provided certain themes 
in regard to these experiences. Walsh and Shapiro (1983) , May (1979), 
Boisen (1936, 1951) , Perry (1976, 1985), Peris (1969), Bridges (1980), 
Grof (1972), Hidas (1981), Peck (1978), Assagioli (1973), Walsh and 
Vaughan (1980) , and Maslow (1970) were authors reviewed in the 
literature speaking to the issues of feelings one can experience during 
a Spiritual Emergency. Among those were pain, anxiety, fear, despair, 
surrender, meaningless, emptiness, peace, joy, bliss, and contentment. 
Patterns of similarities and differences of the Spiritual Emergency 
experiences were explored in depth with these emotions described in the 
literature as guideposts. 
Question 2 sought to find out if there were any precipitating 
developments prior to the Spiritual Emergency. In the review of the 
literature Christina and Stanislav Grof (1984) state: 
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Spiritual Emergencies, or transpersonal crisis, can occur 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
accidents or intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies (p. 4). 
Murphey (1969) states that Dr. Laing links the experience of his 
patients with certain precipitating life situations. Boisen (1936) 
suggests that the most acute disturbances and upheavals come as a result 
of an accumulation of strains and stresses. Walsh and Shapiro (1983) 
found that almost all traditions recognize sane type of crisis or 
suffering is necessary to bring us into efforts of change. 
The researcher was looking at the subject's stress level prior to 
Spiritual Emergency and to see if the subjects responded to the question 
regarding precipitating events by listing stressors or emotions as 
possible predecessors to their Spiritual Emergency. 
Question 3 was concerned with post experience or how the experience 
was integrated into the person’s life. Christina and Stanislof Grof 
(1985) believe, "that Spiritual Emergencies, if properly understood, can 
result in emotional and psychosomatic healing, creative problem-solving, 
personality transformation and consciousness evolution." 
Starbuck in Boisen (1936) found following a religious experience 
"feelings of joy, of peace, of relief, a new love, and desire to help 
others and a new oneness with God, with nature, with Christ (p. 91,. 
Boisen stated from his studies of the experiences of mental patients 
that "certain types of mental disorder are not in themselves evils but 
problem-solving experiences" (p. 59). Murphey (1969) states of Dr. 
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Lamg that he found these transcendence experiences: 
...guided by a will towards health" and if allowed to run 
. .c°urse, led to a positive reintegration in 
Wow Hhr patlents attained great personal learning and 
improved functioning (p. 23). y 
Thomas and Cooper (1980) state of intense Spiritual Experiences 
"that another major unanswered question is the impact these experiences 
have upon the personality and adjustment of the experiencer." 
Questions 4 and 5 looked at helpful or unhelpful actions employed 
during the Spiritual Emergencies. Christina and Stanislav Graf (1985) 
state: 
Traditional psychiatry does not recognize the difference 
oetween mystical and psychotic experiences. All unusual 
states of consciousness are essentially seen as pathological 
and attributed to anatomical, physiological and biochemical 
changes in the brain or other medical causes. There is no 
acknowledgment that any dramatic experiential states 
involving changes of consciousness could be potentially 
therapeutic and transformative. Psychiatry thus routinely 
and indiscriminately uses controlling and suppressive 
approaches to terminate such experiences. However, in the 
case of transpersonal crises, insensitive use of repressive 
measures, can lead to chronicity and long-term dependence on 
tranquilizing medication or other pharmaceuticals with 
ensuing serious side effects and impoverishment of 
personality (p. 4). 
Walsh and Vaughan (1980) concur that psychology and psychoanalysis 
Ox.ten exclude these phenomenon from consideration or misinterpret them 
as being pathological. Grof (1972) asserts there has been a tendency in 
contemporary science to label such experiences simply as psychotic and 
to consider them manifestations of mental illness. 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) suggest that a person experiencing a 
transpersonal crisis may speak incoherently and show bizarre behavior 
for which they are usually hospitalized and may be treated with drugs 
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and shock treatment that effectively bring about repression of the 
experience. 
Boisen (1936) found in his studies "that many of the more serious 
psychoses are essentially problem-solving experiences which are closely 
related to certain types of religious experience" (p. 53). 
Sannella (1976) believes helping the person to understand and 
accept what is happening to him or her may be the best we can do. 
Rational explanations, positive attitudes, and emotional support can 
help restore balance. 
Procedure 
----— 4 
The researcher telephoned each prospective participant to explain 
what the researcher was studying and explained what a Spiritual 
Emergency was, according to the Grofs. It was then ascertained if it 
were appropriate for the subject to participate and to see if they 'were 
interested. If the subject was interested the criteria for selection 
for the study were read. These included: 
1. The person experiences a sudden change in consciousness and in 
perceptual, emotional, cognitive and psychosomatic functioning. 
2. There is an absence of an organic brain disorder' underlying 
abnormal mental functioning. 
3. There is absence of physical disease that could be responsible 
for mental disorder. 
4. There is good general physical health. 
5. ifiere is the ability to see the condition as an inner 
psychological process and to approach it m an internalized way. 
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6- ^ere is an absence o£ a long history of conventional 
psychiatric treatment or hospitalizations. 
As mentioned earlier, if the subjeot agreed ^ th£y m ^ 
criteria, the cover letter was sent (See Appendix 1 for Letter, and the 
crofs article (See Appendix 5 for Article) for the subjects to read and 
confirm their appropriateness for the study. One week later a second 
telephone call was made to each participant to see if there were any 
questions regarding the literature sent, to ascertain again if each met 
the criteria, and if they were willing to participate. 
Willingness to participate and an interest in the topic, as 
evidenced by the participants was relevant to the selection process. A 
third telephone call was made to set a date, a time and gather 
directions to the locations of the interviews. The researcher 
interviewed each participant individually, at a time and location 
mutually convenient, six interviews ^re in the subject's h«es. four 
were in their place of work. 
tte interviewer, being a Certified Reality Therapist, knew the 
importance of developing mutual trust, understanding, and an involved 
caring relationship with the subjects. This relationship was important 
due to the sensitive nature of the research. Sidney jourard (1968) 
feels a researcher needs to do more than simply ask questions in a 
proper way; he or she needs to establish relational context in which the 
subject will feel free and will be encouraged to reveal his/her 
experiences as they have appeared to him/her. 
The interview began with the researcher stating the purpose of the 
study, asking the participant some demographic questions and then to 
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respond to question one (i.e. what was their particular Spiritual 
Emergency). After the participant finished speaking about the 
Spiritual Emergency, the researcher said that she had some specific 
questions which were to be asked of the participants. (See interview 
Guide in Appendix 4.) Tbe researcher would not refrain from asking a 
question because it may have already been discussed in the open-ended 
part of the interview. Sometimes the participant had more to share 
about the question or found that the question itself promoted additional 
reflection on an issue. 'Itie researcher continually asked participants 
to share thoughts and feelings which were prompted by the questions, 
even if they did not specifically address the question. Thus there was 
always the option of open-ended responses. Often new insights were 
experienced by both the subject and the researcher. 
The issue of observer bias, or the influence of the researcher on 
the behavior and recollections of the interviewees were worthy of 
consideration. The researcher tried to set a tone of non-judgment and 
not to influence the participants with her own experience of a Spiritual 
Emergency. As the researcher established rapport, her intention to 
understand the Spiritual Emergency "as they see it," was stated. 
Additional comments showing the value of their perspective were made by 
the researcher. Support and caring through stressful parts of the 
interview were utilized. Intense eye contact, smiling, head nodding, 
touching and even holding were some actions used to help create the 
environment needed to share these intense experiences. Since the 
interviewees do not interact with the researcher in the routine course 
of their lives, the opinions, thoughts and perceptions they share may 
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have been candid. Furthermore, the participants were volunteers, and 
that increased the likelihood they responded during the interview with 
interest and a desire to share their thoughts. 
At the end of each interview, the researcher shared her Spiritual 
Emergency experience. This provided for mutual sharing, and created 
warmth between the researcher and subject as well as providing further 
information about the researcher to the participants, it was stated by 
rhe researcher in the first phone conversation that this would be 
included, "in our time together." 
All the interviews were tape recorded and yielded three hundred and 
sixty-one transcribed pages. The participants received a copy of the 
taped transcript of their interview to ensure that correct 
interpretations were made by the typist. Any changes*in responses were 
noted and sent back to the researcher. This was requested by the 
researcher for reasons of accuracy, interest, and to validate the 
process as accurate and reflective of the participant’s experiences, 
observations, and comments. 
Treatment of Data 
After the researcher interviewed each participant and notes were 
rewritten, the tapes were sent to be transcribed, no participant raised 
an issue wnich was not already discussed in previous interviews, so 
repeats or second interviews were unnecessary. 
In order to analyze the data, the researcher utilized five specific 
questions which were used to guide the interviews and to organize 
analysis of the data. Patton (1980) describes the role of the 
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researcher as one of bringing order to the data, sorting it into 
patterns, categories, and basic descriptive units. The five research 
questions helped with this ordering process. 
Ceding 
The researcher, and two additional coders, analyzed the data by 
going through each page of transcript with different colored markers to 
code the five themes. The color code employed was (See Appendix 6 for 
Letter to Coders and Color Code): 
- Precipitating events before the emergency (green) 
- Bnotions during the crisis (orange) 
- Integration (yellow) 
- Helpful actions (pink) 
- Unhelpful actions (blue) 
Mrs. Ann Ayotte, Assistant Professor of Education at Keene State 
College, and Mr. William Page, a former Superintendent of Schools and 
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current co-owner of a Consulting Corporation, assisted the researcher 
with the coding procedure. Both individuals are respected by the 
researcher and were chosen for their ability to relate to the task 
seriously, to follow procedure and their knowledge and interest in the 
content. Both were most willing to participate as coders. The 
researcher selected a male and female to help eliminate gender biases. 
The coders received the three hundred and sixty-one pages of 
transcripts, the markers and decided to meet two weeks later to share 
results. At this meeting we settled any discrepancies through 
consensus. Because of the length of time involved we only final coded 
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five participants and decided to meet one week later to finish, it is 
worth mentioning that both coders stated the effects this task created 
m themselves. Mrs. Ayotte expressed being depressed and down while 
reading and coding. Mr. page experienced anxiety because he identified 
himself and his process in many pages of the transcripts. “ihe 
transcripts yielded intense, emotional and rich reading material. 
Oice the final coding was finished, the researcher began to 
conceptualize the participant's information and perceptions into a 
framework. Qualitative research of this type requires the formation of 
themes which are derived from and supported by data. As described by 
Bogdan and Biklen (1982); 
A good qualitative paper is well documented with description 
taken from the data to illustrate and substantiate the 
assertions made. There are net formal conventions used to 
establish truth in a qualitative research paper. Your task 
is to convince the reader of the plausibility of your 
presentation. Quoting your subjects and presenting short 
sections from the field notes and other data helps convince 
the reader (p. 177). 
Chapter IV, the analysis of data, was a representation of the data 
after it had been analyzed. Through the coding system, all of the 
information was analyzed and reported. The researcher chose to report 
the data by participant. Thus, each participant's experience, 
precipitating events and integration are viewed first. Chapter v 
reports what were helpful and unhelpful actions during the Spiritual 
Emergency. This is not reported by each subject but by the subject’s 
responses in totality. (Chapter VI reports the summary, implications 
and conclusions.) 
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Debriefing 
The researcher met with five of the subjects four months after the 
data were analyzed to clarify issues that arose in the data. This was a 
brain-storming session. TV) male subjects and three female subjects 
participated. Some of the insights and clarifications that arose at 
this meeting are shared in Chapter VI. It should be noted that one of 
the coders, Mr. William Page, met with the researcher on an ongoing 
basxs for support, validation and input into the final document. The 
intensity of this research was lessened when shared. There also was one 
phone cal! to each particpant seven months after the data were collected 
regarding clarification on one issue. These data appear in Chapter IV. 
These conversations were most rewarding. The support and encouragement 
to finish the document by the participants was most impressive. All of 
the subjects Look forward to reading the completed dissertation. 
Limatations of the Study 
1. The sample size was small. Given this reality, one must be 
careful not to generalize. The findings cannot be used to 
generalize; they can only be seen as a reflection of the people 
involved. 
2. The sample was selected from volunteers for their ability to 
articulate about their Spiritual Emergency. This study was an 
examination of people who had already experienced a Spiritual 
Emergency, thus it was done on a selected population. It does 
not allow for a random sample of the population, which if done, 
might yield different conclusions. 
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3. The extensive interview information was gathered from each 
subject at one point in time and did not span a period of time. 
Thus, final integration information may not be available. 
4. No control group of people with serious psychological 
disturbances and who did not meet the Spiritual Emergency 
criteria was included in the study. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CRISIS AS DESCRIBED BY TE1N PARTICIPANTS 
Content for the Findings 
The significance of this study was to begin to explore first hand 
descriptions of Spiritual Emergencies and to integrate new information 
and understandings about Spiritual Emergencies, for future experiences 
and helpers. The information and perceptions shared in the interviews 
by the ten suDjects about their particular Spiritual Emergency 
experiences were abundant and rich in content and emotion. The research 
generated three hundred and sixty-one pages of transcript. 
The challenge was to find ways to conceptualize the subject's 
unique and varied experiences and share what happened and how the 
Spiritual Emergency influenced their lives. The literature review 
suggested elements of Spiritual Emergencies but did not provide a 
composite picture or model of the complete experience. This studv was 
designed to fill that void. 
Five female and five male subjects participated in the research. 
Each reported that he or she had experienced what the Grofs (1984) 
define as Spiritual Emergency: 
Episodes of unusual expediences which involve changes in 
consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
psychosomatic functioning. There is a significant 
transpersonal emphasis in the person's process, such as 
dramatic death and (re)birth sequences, mythological and 
archetypal phenomena, past incarnation memories, out-of-body 
experiences, incidence of synchronicities or extrasensory 
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!^?Pti10n'- indication of kundalini awakening, states of 
others3(pUn4))n/ ldentlfication with cosmic consciousness, and 
The ten subjects met all the important criteria suggested by the 
Grofs that a person might be experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. As a 
refresher from Chapter 1, the criteria utilized were: 
1. The person experiences a sudden change in consciousness and in 
perceptual, emotional, cognitive and psychosomatic functioning. 
2. There is an absence of an organic brain disorder underlying 
abnormal mental functioning. 
3. There is absence of physical disease that could be responsible 
for mental disorder. 
4. There is good general physical health. 
5. There is the ability to see the condition as an inner 
psychological process and to approach it in an internalized way. 
6. There is an absence of a long history of conventional 
psychiatric treatment or hospitalizations. 
Anton Boisen (1932) concurs with the Grofs: 
I see two main classes of insanity. In the one case there is 
seme organic trouble, a defect in the brain tissue, seme 
disorder in the nervous system, some disease of the blood. 
In the other there is no organic difficulty. The body is 
strong and the brain in good working order. The difficulty 
is rather in the disorganization of the patient's world. 
Something has happened which has upset the foundations upon 
which his ordinary reasoning is based. Death or 
disappointment or sense of failure may have compelled a 
reconstruction of the patient's world view from the bottom 
up, and the mind becomes dominated by the one idea which he 
has been trying to put in its proper place (p. 11) . 
The ten subjects studied had no organic problems but certainly had 
serious disorganization of their worlds. 
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The research questions addressed were formulated from the review of 
the literature and a pilot study on three subjects. The questions were: 
1* What was each subject's experience? 
2. Were there any precipitating factors? 
3. What was the outcome, the post-experience, and how was the 
experience integrated into their lives? 
4. During the experience, what were some helpful actions or 
responses? 
During the experience, what were the unhelpful actions or 
responses? 
This chapter addresses Questions One, Two and Three for each 
individual subject. Question Two, the precipitating factors, is 
followed by Question Oie, the actual experience, the emotions, feelings 
and perceptions of what was happening. Question Three, the integration 
of the experience, follows Question One. There is a brief comment at 
the end of each subject's actual data. These comments will address the 
three research questions in terms of cause or onset based on the Grof's 
(1984) definition: 
Spiritual emergencies or transpersonal crises can occur 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
accidents, intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies (p. 4) . 
The final conclusions for these questions are presented in the 
discussion section and include combined data from all ten subjects. 
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Chapter V addresses Questions Four and Five, the helpful and 
unhelpful actions or responses during a Spiritual Emergency. 
The quotes presented in both Chapters Four and Five are direct from 
each subject's trancript. 
Precipitating Factors: Data presentation for E£ch Subject 
The precipitating factors, which the three coders identified in the 
interview data, are briefly summarized. 
Subject #1: Female, Age 51 
Factors in Brief — Within a Cne Year Time Span 
- Newly divorced 
- A life-threatening automobile accident 
- Death of the oldest son 
About these precipitating events she said: 
It was the death of my oldest son that created the crisis and it so 
happened that I was newly divorced. About a year before my son's 
death, I had an automobile accident that was life threatening. 
When asked about her feelings during this time, she shared: 
There was sadness all through that. And I cried that week. I cried 
more tears than I can ever remember crying. It's like I almost was 
crazy. It's like I've experienced a kind of craziness where you 
think you are out of control. I had to face that my son was 
controlling me — like his spirit was enveloping me. I had to 
surrender. This is the way it is. This is the lesson that really 
has come before us. 
It wa like when I first believed, it's like putting it off, and I 
don't want to know he is really gone. 
Almost simultaneously I had death and 
never to see him again. It's like I can 
much. It would have been crazy not 
I don't want to give up hope, 
rebirth. And I thought god, 
•t live with that. It's too 
to surrender. That's what the 
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craziness was. lb say, he is not dead. You know to just think, to 
refuse, and I thought no, I won't again. The pain was so much. 
When asked about how the experience was integrated in her life, she 
said: 
It's like I've got spirituality. I’ve really got a sense of that. 
And I think I had the sense of it before David died, but his death 
just made it much more clear to me, and it was the obvious, that 
level of being that absolutely transcended everything else. 
I really feel a power in my life that is beyond that which most 
people know about. I think it's there and somehow I've been able to 
plug into that. Like I plugged in the coffee pot. It was always 
there and I don't know what — I don't know how, to tell others, to 
repeat that. I don't know how to share it except just to say it's 
there and yeah, it's available. 
And I'm all right. You know, I'm free at last. 
I'm much stronger. 
You know a lot of the old patterns are still there. I wish I could 
say that I am — you know, there's a level of faith that I have that 
healed all of this and that changes my behavior. It's different than 
that. It's more like a confidence that I will know when it is right 
to change the behavior. And he died without any insurance and I am 
now responsible — or choose to be responsible for the two beautiful 
children that he had, that I thought he was crazy to have. I mean, 
somebody who wasn’t any more grounded and had no more future than he 
had must not bring children into this world. God, they are just so 
beautiful. And to have — to be in a position where I can afford to 
take care of them without sacrifice. My own life-style hasn't 
changed at all. I'm able to do that. And I'm so grateful. It's 
like it's such a purpose. It gives me a purpose. 
And so I’m in that dichotomy of what's responsibility and what's 
faith? And how much can I control? Or how much is that control 
really interfering? 
I think that I would like to turn this energy into really dealing 
with people who have had that experience. 
I think I have a great deal of tolerance for myself and for others as 
they move on their path, spiritual path. And that there is a 
struggle, and that we are - we all are here to do different kinds of 
work. And that because someone else's work isn't my work is not to 
judge them but honor them. 
I've wondered if his sudden death was to get me back on my path. In 
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fact, I've even said to myself, is this the price I had to pay? 
I feel like that s the next piece of work for me to do is to move out 
and to do more work in the world than I'm doing right now. No, I'm 
not fulfilled in my life mission at all. i don't know what it is. 
But I have a sense I will know when I see it. And that without 
question, I will follow it. 
My awareness is peaked. That's the level at which I feel a newness 
from me. 
I feel God is always available. 
When i look back, I just don't believe that this was the miracle of 
my life. 
Comments 
Subject #1 perceived the death of her son and a divorce from her 
husband and her own near death accident as what created the crisis. She 
was under extreme emotional stress. Emotional stress and accidents are 
both factors in the Grof' s definition. She felt she was crazy due to 
the death of her son. she had to surrender. She stated "almost 
simultaneously, I had a death and rebirth," which is also in the Grof's 
definition. She felt she had transcended everything else. When asked 
about feelings, she stated, "the pain was too much." 
Her integration took many forms. She felt a real power in her 
life, and she was much stronger. She now cared financially for her 
grandchildren which gave her a purpose in life. Her value was not to 
judge people but honor them. She also wanted to help people who had 
this experience. She had wondered if her son's sudden death was to get 
her back on her own path. She felt her awareness had peaked. As a 
result of the Spiritual Emergency, there was a newness, and she felt God 
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was always available to her. 
Subject #2: Female, Age 39 
Factors in Brief — Within a Three Year Time Span 
- The birth of a child 
- A child's death 
-- Pregnancy 
- Abortion 
- Process of trying to adopt another child 
- Ending of marriage 
- Not satisfied with work 
- Bored in life 
- A move 
- Illness - near death 
Said subject #2 about the precipitating events: 
It was nine years ago when I had a child. That sort of blasted me 
through to the other side. It was like that baby's birth was sort of 
raising a veil between this world and the other world. I stood in 
between this world and the other world and coming back from that was 
something that took awhile and that has continued to have its effect 
on everything that happened after that. 
The baby was born and died on the same day. The loss of my child had 
really shaken me. I had that loss, and had also begun the ending of 
my marriage. 
I was bored in my life, I wasn't satisfied, nothing was working. 
My husband and I had just built a house, we had moved into it 
unfinished. It was a tremendous strain, and the whole house added on 
to everything else. So it was like my stress level was one hundred 
percent. I was feeling like I was sitting on top of a volcano and 
that it was going to blow any minute. 
I got sick at the end of June or first of July, and in September the 
adoption worker called and said there was a little girl they wanted 
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to give us in New Hampshire. in October she arrived - three and 
one-half years old. Hie well was dry. For months we had to carry 
water. After my daughter arrived, my husband started having an 
affair with another woman. So there I was, still desperately ill, 
and my husband is in love with someone else carrying on — running 
off not wanting to be around me. We have this little girl here 
that s having temper tantrums and freaking out. It was overwhelming 
total complete overwhelming in all levels. In January or 
February I got pregnant. I had been told I shouldn't have anymore 
children particularly not with my husband because the first baby had 
died from blood incompatibility contributed to our blood types. Ibe 
likelihood of my ever being able to produce another healthy child was 
very slender plus the fact that I was desperately ill and had been 
for months. Plus the fact that every pregnancy I've ever had has 
weakened me terribly, it means a year and o.ne-half of convalescence, 
and I don't have that kind of energy, and the thing that I had wanted 
most of all was another pregnancy to make up for what I had lost and 
the thought of having an abortion was the most horrible, awful thing 
that I could face. My husband totally withdrew from me and deserted 
me. 
I had an abortion. My husband was there with me through it but left 
right after and went with his lover. Talk about abandonment here — 
the abortion was paid for by the woman he was having the affair with. 
I was slowly getting over my weakness from the illness, but you know 
I still had the abortion, and with everything else I still wasn’t 
back. I started to bleed. I had not stopped bleeding since the 
abortion. I started to bieed heavily. My husband came home but 
wouldn't make phone calls for me. I was desperate. 
At that point I had always had a hard time sort of making a 
relationship wich Christ directly because I felt as if I wasn't 
worthy of him, but I knew I was going to have to reach out for 
someone. 
I've always been weird, and I've always been strange. I've never 
seen the world around me the way other people saw it. I've always 
asked uncomfortable questions. I wasn't any different than I always 
was just, that, my body wasn't working. Everything had collapsed 
around me. 
My illness this past summer was when I really thought I was going to 
die - I wasn't going to make it - nothing seemed to be helping or 
moving it. 
Subject #2 said about feelings during the Spiritual Emergency: 
I was feeling like I was sitting on top of a volcano and that it was 
going to blow any minute. I could feel rumblings deep, deep down and 
I was scared. I knew that I didn't have the tools to deal with what 
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underneath.tQ ^ my UCe* 1 COuld iust feel the ground quaking 
stomach pains, rcouldn^eie^ea?' •inCTedibl? nausea' and 
^em^rres^ ^ ~ ^ e ^ ^ 
panic — i felt like I wan Hv’ir, e Ute mlnd Ogling, soul shaking, 
^nTalong"? 
couldn't eat anything. tremendous amount of weight because i 
nausea bladder attack ~ *»t 
tremendous nausea at two or three o^cl^k in fhe^ ni9ht' Wlth thiS 
to walk around i had cla.,=™ t w- 1 k th morrur>9- I’d have 
the middle of the night at t» o°r ^three'o^clScr^n^he0^1'36 
goingn9toUdie?d *" th<2 r0ad lr‘ front o£ the house deling like Tras 
handeie:on!ke SOm<5thing “as going on that I didn't have any kind of a 
to'me'and1!"' und«sta^ iT. '“l didn't kmfUha? 
Througn that summer I was not functional, j 
bed. i couldn't even stand up straiaht 
weakness. 
spent most of my time in 
I had this incredible 
I continually felt like I was going to die 
to feel something is happening for a reason. 
At moments I would begin 
I started to bleed, bleed heavily, and I was hemorrnaninq. i fel<- so 
me seTLTlv rJon^t'k31 (hUSband) "“"’C he^’3 me OT taking seriously, i don t know how much blood I lost, but t lost eight 
pounds. I was desperate. I felt I knew that I was going"to die! 
A lot of what I felt during that time was the 
know who I am this sense of disassociaticn, 
know who I am, I don't know where I am. 
feeling like I don't 
this sense of I don't 
in the Part of that process is to wake up 
know who the fuck I am. And I think somehow 
ego that I can do that, and that I could 
know who the fuck I am, and what I 
It's a terrifying feeling. 
morning 
« 
am 
_ and say, I don't 
I've had a strong enough 
deal with saying i don't 
doing here — it's terrifying. 
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Another feeling is that part of the process of spiritual 
enlightenment is that you're not getting anywhere until you start to 
lose that sense/ that false sense of who you are and what you are. 
It just starts to crumble and a sort of false ego just crumbles away 
and you're left with a sense of well, if I'm not that, then what am 
I? But, you got no hope in life until you start and know what you 
are. 
You know, I was afraid of what lived inside me. 
About the integration of the Spiritual Emergency exparience, Subject #2 
said: 
That was the beginning for me of tremendous changes and my going back 
to school and getting my degree in counseling and opening up a whole 
new range of exploration for me that has been beautiful. 
I went to grad school. That process was for me. it wasn't a new 
idea. I had been feeling frustrated that I didn’t have available to 
me any process or person that could help me with my spiritual 
development. I knew a lot of very wise people who had been through a 
lot. 
But I wanted a therapist, a mental one, a place where I can go to get 
help with what I was going through and there wasn't a place for me. 
It wasn't there and I was furious about that and was saying, "God 
damn it, why isn't there something for people when they are going 
through what I am going through? There has to be support for human 
beings trying to do what I am trying to do." We've all got so far to 
go and such a short amount of time to get there and there has to be 
some support for it. 
So, this little voice whispered in my ear, "You be that, you be what 
you need." And that's when I set off to graduate school to get a 
degree in counseling. And I'm doing therapy with people that are 
going through this. 
But what I found when I began to go into my inner world was wisdom, 
beauty, clarity and love. 
All I had to do was turn inside to the right place and ask a question 
and this incredible wisdom would come out of me that I didn't know I 
had. It was just there. I didn't have to look for it, I didn't have 
to do anything. It was just there. Every time, it never failed. I 
learned that and I learned how to access that and that was a lot of 
what got me through. 
I'm more accepting of the pain. O.K., here it is. 
somewhere and this is the price I'll pay. 
I'm going 
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And, i think there is something perverse about human nature that a 
lot of times we just wan’t move until there's no other choice. I 
think there's something, a wisdom, in us. Sometimes the pain is the 
only thing to get us to do it. It has to get to a point where it's 
the lesser of two pains, it's like if I don't move, i'll die. it's 
like O.K., I'm scared shitless to move forward on this thing, but the 
alternative is so much worse that I'll go ahead and go. 
I have an inner sense of my real spirit self that I have never, ever 
had. Itiat is the main thing I've gained. 
Comments 
Subject #2 states, "It was like that baby's birth was sort of 
raising a veil between this world and the other world and has continued 
to have its effects on everything that happened after that." In Grof's 
definition childbirth can trigger a Spiritual Emergency. The loss of 
her child and her husband leaving her had really shaken her. She stated 
that her stress level was one hundred percent. Grof also states that 
emotional stress can trigger a Spirtual Emergency. She was desperately 
ill which concurs with the Grof's definition of psychosomatic 
functioning. She thought that she was going to die and stated "the 
whole process was a process of dying and being reborn" which is also in 
the Grof's definition. She had a surrender when she reached out for 
Christ and said, "All right, help." 
She integrated the Spiritual Emergency by going to graduate school. 
She became a transpersonal therapist. She helps people who experience 
what she experienced. She found her inner wisdom and uses that in her 
life. She has learned to be more accepting of pain and much more clear 
and in touch with her spirituality. 
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Subject #3: Male, Age 43 
Factors in Brief — Within a Three and One-half Year Time Span 
An increasing difficulty with alcoholism which resulted in 
stopping to drink totally (twenty years of alcoholism) 
- Shooting pain in the jaw that was excruciating and blinding 
Choosing traditional medicine for help at first, then 
unsatisfied and choosing non-traditional ways 
- Polarity therapy 
— My body very tight and tied up and enormously overweight 
Said Subject #3 about the precipitating events: 
There was no activity in my life that I didn't drink during, and I 
had all kinds of ways of doing it, and it was a total immersion of my 
personality. It was my identification with this as a way of facing 
and perceiving the world. 
I was getting input from all different sorts of disciplines, i.e. 
polarity therapy, acupuncture, chiropratic, nutritional therapy, that 
I would never had sought out if it weren't for the intense pain in my 
jaw. In fact, I would suggest that these things had an effect on the 
way I came to stop drinking. All the disciplines that I'm talking 
about now are not traditional medicine. They are Eastern medicine, 
holistic. So what happened in January is that for no reason that I 
can put my finger on, I stopped. The energy for this activity just 
drained out of me, all in the space of basically a couple of days. 
There was a day when I was planning on drinking, and the next day I 
wasn't planning on drinking. 
But I see my alcoholism as a preparation and the jaw pain as a tool 
for that kind of experience to emerge. The alcohol was a way of not 
surrendering. I knew I was drinking, and it was my way of getting 
through. When you combine that with being an artist and all the 
romance that goes with the thoughts of being an artist. It was 
really a way of being in the world, and it was a tough way. A way of 
holding on. A way that no one could talk me out of. 
I was trying to understand the pain in relation to the alcohol, and I 
could never find a direct connection. So the pain took me in a way 
out of the humdrum I was in and forced me in ways and things I would 
never do. I was acutely embarrassed about my body weight, and to 
submit to some other man doing all these manipulations on me in 
polarity therapy, for instance, was part of letting go. So letting 
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go, I think, was significant. So the pain led me to those 
non-traditional ways, not the alcoholism. It's almost as if I was so 
dense, thick, insensitive, that it took pretty strong things to shock 
me. 
I would never have gone to all sorts of disciplines if it wasn't for 
the pain. 
Said Subject #3 about what he was feeling during the Spiritual 
Emergency: 
When I stopped drinking was the primary experience that had to do 
with that almost loss of identify and total re-orientation. 
I tried to stop (drinking). I was in depression and out of 
depression. Socially, I felt I couldn't see anybody. 
But, basically I felt completely alone and I felt I didn’t even 
really know who I was. I didn't know at all who T was. 
He said about his integration of the Spiritual Emergency: 
I did work on my own spirituality with more and more intensity. 
The only thing I was able to read was spiritual or consciousness 
kinds of stuff and that remains pretty true. 
I was forced to simply accept this, or not so much accept it because 
I was having trouble believing in it. I simply accepted it as the 
way I was. I gave up certain things and tank advantage of others, 
and I think somehow I tried nor to let it distort me. That was the 
trust — to somehow keep my balance through this and to see this in 
retrospect. I can't conceive of a more potent spiritual training 
that the kind of absorption this gave. 
And the one thing I acknowledged when I was very sick and going to 
the doctor, which I had never acknowledged before, was in another 
area. I was hanging onto my ego in things and I really needed other 
people. I somehow in a big way accepted that need. I felt access to 
my compassion, not a specific kind of compassion but a sort of 
generalized feeling for others which was open to me much more. 
It's just my life. It's more together but I feel like I'm engaged 
all the time now. I am constantly mindful in whatever I'm doing — 
you know, that what you are doing, you are doing. And that in a way 
is the essence of almost all spiritual work. All kinds of forms but 
at the core it's some kind of an attempt to be in the moment. TO 
really be present doing whatever it is you are doing. 
Honestly, I can't think of changing it. I mean, to me in my mind. 
the experience has such an extraordinary unity for all the pain I 
went through: I couldn't suggest that my development could really 
have occurred without it. As I said, twenty years of alcoholism may 
be too much, but it wasn't for me. It was exactly the number of 
years I seem to have needed. 
I'm probably more aware of the spiritual dimension than before. I 
have more understanding of my spiritual path and that's just a normal 
evolutionary kind of thing that happens when you start to work on 
anything. 
Comments 
Subject #3 felt his exposure to polarity therapy, meditation, yoga, 
and acupuncture all had an effect on the way he came to stop drinking. 
However, it was the physical pain that forced him to do different 
holistic practices. Alcoholism as a disease is within the Grof's 
definition, along also with meditative practices which are designated to 
activate spiritual energy. The subject stated, "stopping the drinking 
brought on the experience." 
He was feeling completely alone and depressed. 
His integration included art work, painting and sculpture, all 
being produced like never before in in such volume. A more simplistic 
life occurred. He began to have access to what was inside of him. He 
also began to work on his own spirituality with more and more intensity. 
He stated, "I am just able to read spiritual and consciousness books." 
Subject #4: Male, Age 37 
Factors in Brief — Within a Two Year Time Span 
- Loss of job 
- Split up with a woman 
Ill 
- Primal therapy 
- Mugged in a car and cut badly 
- Selling of house 
- A crazy friend visiting 
- Unwanted Pregnancy 
- Almost plane crash 
About the precipitating events Subject #4 said: 
I lost my job on Friday and we split up on that weekend. I had been 
with her for five years. And so, in this state I started having what 
I considered coincidences. There was a point when Ann and I said we 
were breaking up, and as soon as shat happened, I saw someone whom I 
hadn t seen in seven or eight years, and then there was a series of 
meeting people in very odd and unpredictable and just peculiar spots 
who I hadn't seen for a long time, who I didn't plan to see, and who 
I didn't call up. We sort of reconnected and patched up. It was 
jolting, a completely jolting experience. I got fired and she left 
me. 
Everything was happening so fast. 
I made an instant friendship with someone who also was a Primal 
Therapist. We became very good friends and it was because of him 
that I got into Primal Therapy. 
I used to live in Roxbury. Cn my way home I got mugged in my car and 
got cut. That led me to decide I had to sell the house, definitely, 
because I didn't want to live there any more. 
He came down from Vermont completely crazy. He was schizophrenic. 
And he had really gotten himself into a state. And it turns out that 
he and his wife had split, and he had taken the kids and started this 
whole big thing. And he was delusional, and he thought that the 
president was going to be assassinated and ended up calling the 
president from my house, and the Secret Service came, and it was 
quite an experience. And that ended. There was a lot of 
coincidences, and synchronisms and that whole thing being around 
someone who was so crazy, and having their energy create what went on 
around was unbelievable. 
I had gone through all of this, and I had gotten this job and was 
doing very well, but it ended. Then I was cut loose again, and I 
started to work for the contractor in November. But the job never 
clicked. There was no trust between us. There was just something. 
He was just strange to work for. And he said like he'd pay me a 
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certain salary and then he didn't pay me. 
I was going down to Baltimore and I was breaking up with a woman 
again and it only turned out that she was pregnant unexpectedly. I 
wanted to get out of the house. So while I was down in Baltimore the 
house had a freeze up, all the pipes broke. I sold my car and she 
had a miscarriage and I was almost in a plane crash. It was like all 
these things happened. I almost had like a near death. Then I got 
fired from the job. 
Said the Subject #4 about his feelings: 
The same weekend we split up, I lost my job that Friday. Actually it 
was a big relief in a way. It was a weight being lifted off my 
shoulders and I felt totally free. 
Everything was happening so fast, and it was exciting. I had let the 
situation kind of run me. I didn't feel like I was in charge. 
primal Therapy brought up a lot of pain. It was released but there 
were times I would just feel crappy for a couple of weeks. 
Oh, it was just having no energy to do anything. I remember one day 
I got up and had breakfast and went back to bed. That’s depression. 
It was sadness, just overwhelming sadness. Just a lot of loss. Juot 
a lot of things going on. And there was a catharsis. 
I had gotten this job and was doing very well, but it ended I was 
kind of feeling down again. It was quite a blow and I felt helpless 
because I figured I had done so much and why would that happen now. 
When asked about the integration of the Spiritual Emergency he said 
It was a gradual process of moving from and moving to the concept of 
a personal God and being in touch with God. 
I kept getting better relationships, more — it was a nicer 
ended up getting some nice friends and accepting myself 
single. 
flow. I 
as being 
I just felt a lot better about myself. 
So we have gotten pretty much involved with the Spiritualist Church 
and with Science of Mind. 
And there have been some remarkable healings that I can 
there's like a cause and effect that I can see. But 
learning. 
trace — 
I'm just 
My spirituality is much more an active 
take responsibility and see what it is. 
part of my life. I have to 
Tt's a very empowering thing 
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and it's always evolving. 
I move a lot easier in the world. I talk to people a lot easier. I 
take new experiences on. There's always something new coming into my 
life. I'm more prosperous. I'm happier. It doesn't seem like the 
world is out to get me. I'm more in charge and just have more 
self-esteem and more a sense of myself. I have more peace and also 
know that there's more people around that have the same viewpoint and 
support me in what I do. 
Comments 
Subject #4 lost his job and his girlfriend of five years in the 
same weekend. He stated, "it was a completely jolting experience." He 
had a near death accident and was involved in primal Therapy. He had 
many instances of synchronicities. All of these are found in Grof's 
definition. He integrated the experience by founding a spiritual 
church. He began moving to the concept of a personal God and being in 
touch with that God. Spirituality was much more an active part of his 
life. He felt more creative, and felt a lot better about himself. He 
reported moving a lot easier in the universe. 
Subject #5: Female, Age 38 
Factors in Brief — Within a Two Year Time Span 
- Divorce 
- Elizabeth Kubler-Foss Workshop on death and dying 
- Acceptance in a highly competitive graduate program 
- Selling of house 
- Leaving my dog 
Move 
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- Starts to meditate 
- Starts to heal people 
- Illness 
- Sees Psychiatrist 
- Quits graduate school 
Subject #5 said about the precipitating events: 
The divorce was three years prior. The divorce, who knows, maybe it 
led up to it. 
Anyway I thought I went to the workshop to learn about death and 
dying, and what actually happened is that I died to my own self. I 
died to the person that I was and was reborn a new personality in 
that workshop. 
I gave up everything. 
Somebody suggested to me that I learn how to meditate. 
I would go into a meditative state and sometimes I would be in it for 
two and three hours, doing healing work for two to three hours. And 
somebody would come into the Loom and I would heal them and then 
there was somebody else waiting at the door, and somebody else. Like 
there was a line that would never end, of people wanting healing. 
You know, it was like I was getting to the point of desperation. 
Because I was under so much stress at graduate school and I didn't 
know what to do with my life, I decided I'd go talk to a 
psychiatrist. I filled out the forms, and she said, you're 
depressed. And I said, I know, that's why I'm here. 
I had nothing. I really had nothing. I had no close friends. I had 
no male companion at that point and I wasn't close to any of my 
graduate school students in the program. 
About her feelings during this time, she said: 
I released, I mean, I released years and years of hatred and anger 
and all those negative emotions that had been repressed and 
suppressed inside me. Feelings of not being loved by my parents. 
Feeiings of not being worthy. Feelings of low self-esteem. 
I knew I was depressed because my hair started falling out. I wasn't 
sleeping real well at night. 
And I didn’t want to let go. Part of that fear is knowing that 
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crisis and transformation are going to involve pain. I'm not a 
masochist and don't want to go through the pain. I don't want the 
pain even though I know that on the other side there is abundance and 
greener pastures. The old ways symbolize security because I know the 
parameters. And as much as the old ways might in themselves have 
some degree of pain, the new ways may be even scarier because I don't 
know^what they are. And yet, there's something inside me that says, 
You've got the power, you've got the strength, and you've got the 
God essence that says, take the leap of faith and jump across the 
chasm that s filled with smoke and mist, and on the other side, there 
will be another side. There will be a cliff that you will land on." 
Yec, there's seme anxiety. I guess if I didn't have human emotions, 
a human body and human intellect and J totally denied the anxiety, I 
would then totally deny my feelingness. I don't want to deny'my 
humaness. If anything, I want to be more human. So yes, there's 
some anxiety and there is some fear. But I also know that somehow 
I'rc going to be guided through it. 
I felt I was really scared. 
The pain was excruciating because it was like what I call psychic 
pain or emotional pain. 
Probably on a scale from one to ten I was at a ten stress. 
There's almost always pain, because it seems that every time there's 
a spiritual crisis, I am forced to let go of an old value or I'm 
forced to let go of an old way of thinking or I'm forced to let go of 
even a habit. All of a sudden a crisis — well, let me tell you this. 
Crisis and pain for me are always hand in hand. It's like the flip 
side of the coin. I've never gone through a crisis since that first 
crisis without an attendant amount of pain. And it's for me, the 
pain is — out of the pain comes the growth. 
Fear is probably the biggest issue. I still have fear every time a 
new crisis is coming in my life. 
Said Subject #5 about how she integrated the experience: 
I quit graduate school and nursing. T got up one morning and quit. 
That was it. I just said no more. This is not my future so in that 
sense I surrendered. I surrendered my old values. I started then 
doing healing work in my home. My friends would send people to me 
and I just did a laying on of hands. 
My hair started to take care of itself. I started relating to people 
in the community. I continued going to this black prayer group. I 
started becoming more integrated into the church group. I got a iob 
that was non-nursing. I finished the first semester of graduate 
school even though I knew I was quitting because it was something I 
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had to prove to myself that I could do. I payed back several 
thousand dollars I owed from scholarships and I just started 
reorganizing my life. 
It was like the old values that all of a sudden were not there. It 
was like the value of being a nurse was no longer as attractive to 
me. 
I formed a meditation group. Here I had learned how to meditate two 
months before and here I had my own group. Sometimes we would get as 
many as thirty to forty people there. 
It seems to me that if you connected with your Godself, which for me 
is partly symbolized by a sense of inner peace, then that kind of 
pushes the fear out. I still have fear. Every time a new crisis is 
caning in my life, I realize I have to surrender some of the old to 
gain from the new. Yes, there's definitely a feeling of fear. 
You have to surrender to the calm. You have to say thy will be done. 
It's my daily prayer and it's my prayer of surrender. 
Comments 
Subject #5 attended a Kubler-Ross Workshop and "died to her own 
self." She stated "that experience changed my whole life." She is 
within the Grof's definition of an unusual experience in change of 
consciousness in perception, emotion and cognition. Also, she 
experienced a dramatic death and rebirth sequence. As a result, she 
went to graduate school which was stressful and she then decided to quit 
graduate school because she hated it. She began to meditate. Her hair 
began to fall out and she lost weight. This is within Grof's definiton 
with psychosomatic functioning. She knew her life was drastically 
changing. She stated on a scale of one to ten that her stess level was 
at ten which is within Grof's definition of emotional stress. She said 
when she surrendered, her hair started to take care of itself. 
About the feelings she experienced during a Spiritual Emergency, 
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she said the pain was excruciating. She felt depression, anxiety, 
feelings of low self-esteem and not being worthy. She stated "fear is 
probably the biggest issue." 
Hen integration was quitting graduate school and beginning a 
meditation group and healing people. She also started going to a black 
prayer group. She became a different person. She stated, "Spirituality 
now has meaning for me." She felt more in an altered state of 
consciousness. She felt connected to her Godseif by a sense of inner 
I 
peace. 
i' 
j 
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Subject #6: Male, Age 49 
Factors in Brief — within a two and one-half year time span 
- Treated like an adult at a young age 
- Workshop H. I. (Human Interaction) Laboratory, National Training 
Laboratories 
- Loss of Hearing 
- Illness - surgery 
- Friends dropped me 
- Divorce 
- Paris, a new relationship 
- Break up of relationship (6 months later) 
- No support system 
- psychiatrist visit 
- Another relationship, another split 
Subject #6 said about the precipitating events: 
I decided on very short notice to go to N.T.L. I had absolutely no 
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background, no training. I was senior software engineer. I was a 
Marine. I was emotionless. I was — I was in civilian life, but in 
fact, I was a Marine Sergeant. I was behaving as a Marine, as the 
stereotypical Marine Sergeant in a business environment. And the 
business environment I was in supported that. So I had forty-two 
years of training — it was all consistent. My outer world was 
consistent. 
That night at N.T.L. I became aware of a real pressure inside me 
because I recognized that the week was drawing to a close and the 
pressure I had that I wanted to have a chance to get the process 
started before the week was over. All the processes and the emotions 
were focused on what was outside and this was the time to finally 
turn inside and I realized I did not know what was inside. 
I did perceive that I was in an environment that T hadn't been in 
before. I found that some things really began to come up. I had 
some sense of wanting to make some kind of connection with these 
people and not quite knowing how to do it. 
A short period of hours within the time I left Bethel I discovered 
that my hearing was impaired, that I could not hear clearly. It 
sounded like I was underwater. And I went through a period of weeks 
after where everything, sounds, were muffled. It was probably 
triggered by the psychology that was going on. 
It wasn't so much that I dropped friends, but it was that friends 
dropped me. They began to feel that there was something strange, and 
they didn't know quite how to react to it, and so they figured they'd 
back off and give me space. They were expressing concern. 
It's like he's sort of on the verge of losing his mind and going to 
need to be supported through this. A friend of mine, a neighbor, who 
did see me after that experience was completely upset over what he 
had seen. 
She (wife) went back and knew she had to go somehow to keep up. She 
went to the same Lab a year later. There was no transformation. 
What it finally boiled down to was that she wanted me to go back to 
doing and being what I was and I said, "You can't put the tooth paste 
back in the tube." So, I felt this kind of pressure. Again, there 
were two forces, and one force is a sixteen year marriage, stay in 
'it. 
So I ’vent to Paris for seven days and I got three hours of sleep that 
week. I spent all my time with her. It was like this has never 
occurred before. It just had never occurred. My whole life was just 
thrown” out the window. There was absolutely no going back. You 
know, all the stops were pulled out. That was the beginning of a 
very intense relationship. Very intense - we were never apart more 
than twenty to twenty-five days. And I can recall, I knew every day 
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how many days it was until we were going to be back together again. 
Like a kid waiting for Christmas, sixteen days until Christmas, 
fifteen days until Christmas. 
She decided to stay where she was. Some part of her said that she 
was running away, so she decided to stay. I think it was probably 
made more difficult for me by the extreme high that we had. 
The whole future instantly disappeared. The whole thing was black. 
I remember the sense that I sort of scooted everything in my body 
over to the side, squeezed it up, and let her occupy the other half 
of it - and all of a sudden when that went away, there was a half 
of me that was gone. I saw no future, no reason for having a future. 
I had no experience with a loss as traumatic as that. 
Ther° wasn't a single person who was around. There was no one. The 
support system disappeared at Christmas. The shock of believeing 
that you’ve got this great support system, which in fact, is there. 
But it's like how can so many people disappear at the same time? But 
they all did. 
A friend dragged me to a psychiatrist. The first guy just sat and 
listened. He really did nothing but listen and offer me 
hospitalization. 
I had suffered a loss and I didn't know how to process it. I didn t 
know what to do to get past it. 
My ability somehow to not act was a kind of an agent for change. 
I had another fairly traumatic experience. Another relationship 
which began in May and ended in September, about five months. So 
there was a three day period when it went up and everything was just 
perfect and it fell again. 
About his feelings during the Spiritual Emergency, he said: 
That night I became aware of a real pressure inside me. There was 
panic and anxiety. I was in a state of being frozen, absolutely 
immobilized, where I was being pushed from the inside to get this 
stuff out. But, time pressures and other people's agendas were 
pressuring me to keep it in. I was not able to make a decision. I 
was actua'llv immobilized. My decision-making processes Dust -went 
away. There was a lot of anxiety. It was a sense of being frozen, 
like molded into place, with the internal pressure to get it out. 
There was a real sense of having wasted forty-two years, a sense, of 
Qhit whv didn't this happen when I was eighteen instead of 
forty-two? Like all that do^n the drain and I've got so little time 
left now to live. 
/ 
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It was a sense of powerlessness. Again, a sense of being frozen, and 
it's like, there's nothing I can do. I can't take any kind of 
action. I didn't know what to do, not with respect to her, but 
didn't quite know what to do with respect to needing her. 
This was December 24, 1979. I became very aware of a pain which was 
in many ways worse than a physical pain. With physical pain there 
are analgesics that you can always take. You can put the body to 
sleep and mask the pain while the body heals itself so that when the 
pain killer stops and the numbness stops, the healing is over with. 
But that didn't work for the psychic pain. As soon as you numb it so 
that it doesn't hurt, the healing is not going on. As soon as you 
get off the antidepressants, or whatever, you're right back where you 
started from. So for me, any kind of a drug would simply delay the 
processing of the healing. There was no way to get away from the 
pain. 
I could do nothing but lie in bed. I mean, I was crying very heavily 
and was on my stomach with my face buried in the pillow. I was 
shivering. I was covered up but I was shivering. I had the sense of 
anger with her for not being able to do what it was that we both 
wanted. I had frustration and anger at myself for not being smarter 
somehow doing the right thing to have facilitated it. I had a sense 
of loss of future and absolutely no reason, reason is not the word. 
There was absolutely no way to continue to live with half of me gone. 
People don't live if you sever half of them off. I had a sense of 
the psychic severing of that. So I took out my pistol and I loaded 
it and figured it is probably going to take twa shots to do this. 
One probably won't do it, but at the end of the first one, my 
conscious, my motor controls may be gone, so that I might not be able 
to pull the second. And so I spent time in some unconscious level 
programming my hand for pulling the trigger twice so that it would be 
automatic. I wouldn't have to have conscious control to have the 
second one occur. So I did what I could to put my hand on automatic 
control. I sat there and I looked at it for awhile, and I thought 
about the impact of that. 
So lots of times I just instantaneously started crying. Just walking 
down the steps I would start for no apparent reason. 
I'd wake up at three o’clock in the morning, not able to go back to 
sleep again. I was totally tired, physically and psychologically. 
I was in pain. I didn’t want to be drugged out of it. I wanted to 
have it somehow. And I didn’t know quite how to do that. I'd never 
been in therapy. 
The pain and anxiety are still there, absolutely. I wasn't able to 
work. I was not able to concentrate and had no ability to do 
anything. I was just totally self-absorbed. But, I was physically 
there. 
/ 
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You know, I wasn't crazy. I was in pain. 
I was still in the mourning process. I still had a sense of regret, 
of feeling a loss, a sense of inability to do anything about it. 
That's probably the strongest part of it — this sense of impotence 
and out of my control. I was definitely in mourning and still 
depressed. 
But, the parts of me that got hurt were the parts that for the first 
time I let come out. I laid it out on a table and somebody dropped a 
hammer on it. 
And I don't know how to put it, depression, shock, I don't know, but 
the taste is associated with it. And I've since talked to other 
people who have been under extreme trauma, and they have volunteered 
the fact that there is a taste, that they haven't tasted before and 
haven't tasted since. 
When asked about how the experience was integrated into his life, he 
said: 
I went to N.T.L. every summer for the next five to six years and five 
years later I was an apprentice trainer. 
I went to three years of training in Neuro Linguistic programing 
which included an internship. That's really where my therapy 
practice started from. I went off and got my masters in counseling 
and consulting at the School of Education at Harvard. 
By 1979 I had developed a willingness to be open and a willingness to 
talk about myself and admit sane things about me that I hadn't been 
able to admit before. I began to build friendships with people that 
were different than before. 
There was a friendship built on a real connection as opposed to one 
built on some commonality of job and interest. There was a 
friendship built on internal commonality rather than external 
commonality. 
I became aware during this period — for the first time, I guess 
of the whole concept of existential loneliness, the ultimate 
aloneness that we all have. And for me by only recognizing that 
ultimately I am by myself, and only then, was it possible to do any 
kind of connection with someone else. 
What followed from that was that the realization that the most 
powerful action can be taken at the time is just to be -- to allow 
rather than force. An agent for stillness instead of an agent for 
change. TO let be. It was that thought of letting things be and 
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ori,-Wln9^ feCOnd thou3ht ^hich was, I realized, that I was in a 
pretty good place in my life even though I was depressed and in 
mourmng I realized that what I had been doing the last few years 
, that 1 had through — had put me in a place that I 
on t think I would have wanted to have been in that place then. And 
of kasic reaction I had was that I was in good shape. 
It didn t matter about the pain and the mourning but in a much more 
global, sense, I was m good shape. I would have not been where I was 
nor would I have been standing on the mountain with the realization 
ilfe ?as ln the right PlaCG* That wouldn't have occurred if 
she hadn t called me on December 24th. of course, i.t wouldn't have 
occurred if it weren't for other things that happened either. But I 
wouldnt be in this good place that I'm at if she hadn’t called me 
Maybe in another place or a better place, who knows? The point is 
^t I'm okay now and all the events of the last seven months were 
simply mechanisms for getting me to the place I'm in. Therefore, 
instead or mourning them, it's time to celebrate the fact that they 
occurred. Because of that sense of those events and mourning being 
necessary predecessors of where I am combined with the sense of the 
majesty of a mountain which doesn't even move, and that extreme power 
made it okay for me to just let go. The instant that came, I 
realized the mourning was over. It was done. 
I wouldn't have escaped the pain, in fact, my whole attitude toward 
pain is physical as 'well as psychic. I’m able to get into it and 
revel in it and open my arms to it and experience it. It’s 
interesting. How is it possible to hurt like this? it's more of an 
exploration and an acceptance of either psychic or physical pain 
wnich for me lessens it rather than fighting or trying somehow to 
escape from it. 
Then I had a choice. I could say I'11 never do that one again. But 
I made the conscious choice that it wouldn't change what I was doing. 
I am still going to go out there. Anytime I have started to have a 
new kind of a relationship since then, I've recognized that this 
carried with it this double-edged sword of the possibility that harm 
is inherent in it. I accept that and say, okay, so that possibility 
is there. That's okay. When in fact that occurs, the pain comes. 
It's not going to accept the pain as the growth — I accept, I accept 
the risk of the experience — that if pain comes that's sort of an 
effect. 
Knowing than the pain is part of a healing process as opposed to a 
part of a downward spiral that's getting worse the further it is is 
also easier to take. 
I’m certainly more introspective and more in connection with myself 
and therefore, closer to my original definition. What I've got is an 
acceptance of the fact that whatever is happening is what needs to 
happen. 
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Comments 
Subject #6 attended the National Training Laboratory and had an 
intense experience. He stated "for the first time in my life, I 
experienced my feelings and found it was time to finally turn inside." 
He changed completely and made a complete transformation. He fits 
within the Grof's definition of changes of consciousness in perceptual, 
emotional and cognitive changes. He also experienced a loss of hearing 
which is within Grof's definition of psychosomatic functioning. This 
was the beginning of many changes in his personal and professional life 
all causing extreme emotional stress. 
Feelings that he experienced were panic, anxiety, being frozen, 
immobilzed, powerlessness, and psychic pain. 
He integrated the experience by going to N.T.L. the following six 
summers. He began to see different kinds of people and to develop some 
interests that he had never considered before. He went to graduate 
school in counseling. He went through NLP training (Neuro Linguistic 
Program) . He began to look at his experience as one of celebration 
rather than one of mourning and he began to have a different attitude 
about pain. He was more introspective and more in connection with 
himself. 
Subject #7: Female, Age 35 
Factors in Brief — Within a Six Year Time Span 
- Moving 
- No money 
» 
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- Relationship problems 
- Family problems 
- Professional problems 
- Another move 
- Quit smoking 
- Illness 
- Start of therapy 
- Career leave 
- Jean Houston Workshop 
- Family crisis 
- Self-work 
- Second Jean Houston Workshop 
About the precipitating events Subject #7 said: 
I moved from St. Louis to Boston by myself, without any friends, 
without knowing anybody. And from the moment I moved here everything 
started falling apart. I didn't have enough money, the cost of 
living was too much. I didn't have friends. I didn't have the money 
to do things in order to make friends. 
I had an experience with my mother where she emotionally disowned me 
for awhile. The man I had been involved with in St. Louis had gotten 
married. And my brother and sister-in-law separated. It was — it 
was pretty bad. 
I had trouble with my principal. I was told I wouldn't be rehired, 
and that was the final thing to go. It was like my whole identity at 
that point was resting on the fact that I was a teacher. At the time 
nothing else was good in my life, except I was a teacher. 
I had never really had a good relationship, any long-term 
relationship. 
I had all kinds of pain — stomach aches. I think I went to three or 
four doctors to find out. I thought I must have had ulcers or had 
stomach cancer or I had problems with my ovary. 
I decided I had to do therapy. 
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I took off. 
district. They offered a career leave for the first time in my 
It was called a career leave, and I jumped at the chance I had no 
^°Pe^' no resources, and I had nothing saved, but I just decided that 
teacher?Way ^ “ *U £ind °Ut was thS p^nlf^m 
^eDe^9i»in?ea?L ^°Vember I started almost digging down deeper and 
deeper. Ah, really going inside myself. This first year I went very 
32 i" «nt Xn£'- J° *53 501,11 oE “"*• ** ottTffi 
dartness feven losi taages W1"ter' 1 ^ ■“* lnt° this 
iorl'SI^ed • t0-t borcow the money from my mother and went to this 
January of 1982. that's the way all this mythological 
and spiritual stuff started. ^ 
When asked about her feelings during this time, she said: 
^hen when that went, I just crumbled, i thought I was nothing. 
I felt like a slob, i felt suicidal but I didn't have enough enerqv 
to commit suicide. And, I didn't think seriously about it, but I 
certainly didn't want to live the way I was. I really wanted to find 
out who i was. I was very depressed, just sitting like a blob, i 
was so much stressed that whole time. When I say a blob, I was 
beyond stress. I had been stressed out for three years, and this was 
the final thing. I was vegetating. I had no interest in anybody or 
anything. All of a sudden I just felt so terribly, terribly needy. 
I didn't know who I was. It was very scary. 
k high stress symptoms at this point. I was very stressed and 
had all kinds of pain and stomach aches. I went to four different 
doctors. 
I knew I wasn't crazy, but I knew I was presenting myself as if that 
were true. 
And I felt very, very fragile, and I felt very, very new. And that 
was in April. All of sudden everything started to make sense to me. 
And my body has been painful, incredibly painful. I'm anxious, but 
I'm also not too sure. I feel all kinds of things. I feel anger, I 
feel happiness, and I feel like there has been this wonderful mystery 
taking place about me. I feel very nervous and anxious about what I 
am going to discover. I feel embarrassed and that's how I know it's 
something sexual. 
I was very lonely then and my body hurt a lot. 
I'm scared to death, and I feel myself backing off, and yes, there's 
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a struggle going on. I'm not having any fun, no relationships. 
S' 
If head trips. And emotionally, and feeling, you know - feelina liteJ 
surrounded?"6 "* £eeUn9 total even 
When asked how the experience was integrated into her life, she said: 
1 ^.Sta^ed readin9 literature that had to do with women's osvcholnnv 
h™d6SS Pt^l!0lSy and£ried to £ind out that th^'s IS3&& 
appens that the outer world almost dries up when this is 
happening. I was really in awe of this whole thing. 
Sp i* ?Ue?f 1 Understood freedom as being the scattered part of me, 
world1 h^f hC°T ent and asking for commitment to life, to the 
SnidhJS ^ ° mm But not in the way of the past and not in the 
tJiildhood way. You need to have your spirituality in order to do 
?hl-c^1?tmaS 1 st?rted to receive communion for the first time under 
., f feeling. I did this in front of my mother who didn't understand 
Zu un1S WaS lmP°rtant and special. Up until Christmas I felt all 
the holiness of this experience. But truly I had not felt the 
hoiiness, the holiness of this experience. Then there was the 
yearning' the absolute yearning to have this manifested in 
my body. Td really feel the divine in my body knowing that my body 
would feel different and finding myself invoking that and creatinq a 
ceremony to invoke it. 
Sonetimes I feel so connected. 
I absolutely feel more spiritual now. I feel I have a groundedness 
m my spirituality and I've always been a spiritual person but when I 
lost a form by which to identify, I lost myself, i feel like I'm not 
only spiritual, but I feel like I'm more human and humanistic. I 
have more and I have a world vision, it's not only — it's not an 
idealistic world vision but just the absolute knowing of the 
dimension of the oneness — the knowing of the oneness. 
I think it's quite interesting and wonderful how it connects and 
feels and enlarges. I have found that for other people who have had 
this process, my friends, that the same thing has also happened to 
them. No matter what religion or non—religion they were brought up 
in, their path has led them back to their roots and has enlargened 
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the vision, whatever they were given or not given as children. 
Whatever was important to them is relooked at now and revisioned in a 
much broader sense. 
I think there's a time for us all and I think absolutely I know this 
is my time. I know that these things were somehow manipulated for me 
and I feel watched over, protected, led, guided and cheered by a 
great many spiritual beings. 
I feel real self-actualized. I see my work in a new way and what I 
have to offer people is also very profound learning and the ability 
to help people look at their own images using one’s own images. 
Sometimes I'm scared to death, but I'm going to go through it, and 
I'm going to love myself thoroughly in the process. I think that's 
the most important thing I got is how much I love myself. I really 
like this person. I really like myself. 
Comments 
Subject #7 moved to a new location, did not know anyone, 
experienced her mother disowning her and had problems with her new boss. 
She felt as if she were going crazy. She was ill with stomach problems. 
She had high stress symptoms. These fit within the Grof's definition of 
emotional stress and psychosomatic functioning. Her intellect shut 
down. She experienced a letting go saying, "Okay, I accept. She 
attended a Jean Bauston Woikshop which involved changes in consciousness 
in perceptions, emotional and cognition functioning. 
She experienced feelings of suicide, depression, and being very 
fragile, anxious, angry, lonely, nervous, scared to death, incredible 
pain, and totally isolated. 
Her integration included going back to graduate school, reading 
literature on women's psychology and mythology. She started going back 
to church and receiving communion. She stated, 'Sometimes i feel toe 
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connected." 
She saw her 
loved. 
She felt absolutely more spiritual and self-actualized, 
work in a new way. She saw herself as someone whom she 
Subject #8: Male, Age 54 
Factors in Brief — Within a One Year Time Span 
- New relationship 
- TVc quick moves 
- increase in pot smoking 
- Splitting from new relationship 
- Reading 
- solitude living 
When asked about the precipitating events, Subject #8 said: 
I had another girlfriend, and she kind of got me into smoking dope. 
I got so I could produce this state, and I began to recognize it. 
Then in the past six months I met this other woman and things really 
began to escalate then. >nd dope was the trigger for it, really. We 
moved to two places in quick succession. 
I was reading in this area. 1 minored in psychology, and I was 
reading the books Agartha and silent Pulse, both wh^ch sort of 
triggered me off. 
I know that I was onto something very, very big. It was like my life 
had been moving in this direction and so I had to deal with it. I 
couldn't back out now. I had to deal with it and I had to keep it 
under control. I had to keep pushing to find out more and more and 
more. 
I would say that this recent woman marrying me and my meeting her was 
a much bigger jolt. Her leaving was also a positive jolt. None of 
this stuff that happened to me after she left could have happened to 
she were here. I mean I had to experience that kind of 
isolated sort of life. 
About his feelings during this period, he said: 
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I started to get worried. Where to hell is this going? 
I thought I might be in a crisis. It would have 
hadn't known I was producing it myself and if 
those were fears that I was working through. 
been terrifying if I 
I hadn't known that 
I was most afraid of death, 
deal with my wife. 
and that I was not going to be able to 
So I had _o deal with it. I couldn't back out. I had to deal with 
i and I had to keep it under control. i had to keep pushing, to 
find out more and more and more. it was really a crisis of 
understanding completely for me. 
About integrating the experience, he said: 
I quit writing for one thing. 
Well, at least that's happened in the past twa years. I've quit 
writing impulsively - you know, every day. i can contro] the process 
by not smoking dope and by doing something besides being here where I 
have all the opportunity to write and to get into that state. My son 
came to visit a couple of weeks ago. He injured his knee so he was 
kind of recuperating and for four days I just kind of forgot about 
it. I would talk to him about it. But none of this sort of maniac 
stuff was happening and so I knew that I was in control of it. 
Oie of the things that happened was that I began to see my next stage 
of existence and what I was going to do rather than be here, i could 
imagine another place to be which was to go live with my son. So 
that was another kind of control that I had and that I could get out 
of this place and start a new and different Kind of life. I wasn't 
possessed by this thing. 
I talked to my friends. I prayed. I'm going to work with my son for 
$17.00 an hour. It's three times what I ever made as a carpenter. 
And I'm planning to write a book. 
I take action on the kind of person that I see myself as being in the 
future, to actualize that, which is very new for me. I was very 
passive up until I quit teaching. And I've been kicking myself 
yearly, I mean, to be more active. And now, you know, it's taken off 
like a rocket. I have this energy. I’m very efficient in thought 
and I'm the kind of person I want to be. you know, I've always 
wanted to be. 
I want to improve the quality of other people's lives, as well as my 
own. And that is a very general kind of statement, but I have a real 
sense of wanting to communicate integrated ideas to people so that 
they won't feel that they are screwing themselves up, so that they'll 
live their lives better. 
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I feel more integrated. I feel more integrated literally. I'm 
convinced that everything has spirit and that everything has 
vitality. I'm definitely more self-actualized. I'm no longer 
passive. I've had many deaths in the last six months. But, that 
kind of ego death was really very growthful. 
But I understand my relationship to Gad and to the universe is a 
different one than what I perceive and what most people perceive. 
Comments 
Subject #8 was involved with a psychedelic drug which is within the 
Grof's definition. He, also, was involved in a very intense 
relationship that lasted only a few months but caused a great deal of 
emotional stress. He states, "The dope was the trigger for it, really.” 
He knew he was onto something. He stated, "I didn't understand it very 
well and I'd run around telling people, you know, I've seen God." He 
prayed a lot and said "Whenever I get scared, I just said thy will be 
done." 
He experienced feelings of crisis, worry and fear. He thought he 
was manic. People thought he was crazy. He also experienced 
forgiveness. 
His integration was to quit writing impulsively. He moved and 
started a new job. He was planning to write a book. He had the desire 
to improve the quality of other people's lives. He felt more integrated 
and was convinced everything is related to spirit. He felt more 
self-actualized. 
Subject #9: Female, Age 40 
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Factors in Brief — Within a Three Year Time Span 
- Yoga 
- Divorce 
actively 
question 
to that 
question 
question 
- Therapy 
When asked about the precipitating events, Subject #9 stated: 
I guess I married into a structure that I believed was the way to go 
in life. I guess the precipitating part of it for me was getting 
involved in yoga, and both my husband and myself were involved, 
together. And touching some place inside, where I began to 
a lot of what I believed and to accept it. At first I clung 
voqa structure as another structure. And then I began to 
it all and question myself and question my marriage and 
what I was doing with my life and question why I was so 
uncomfortable in my own bcdy. It was like a question °* *“";' * 
think it started when I was married and that I started having 
difficulty immediately. But I think it got to a point where I just 
had to replace those skins, those false skins that I had placed all 
around myself. 
well we went to therapy. We tried to do therapy. We tried a lot of 
stuff, traditional and non-traditional. Then I ended up realizing it 
wasn't going to work. And so I got out. I got a divorce. And that 
was really like cutting the cord that held me. That s when I hit o 
of the lowest places in my life. 
Every time I finished with this therapist it was that old y°£ 
taow! I probably brought from my childhood, the parental kind of 
voice and the societal kind of voice. And so I left. 
About her feelings during this time, Subject #9 said 
I felt myself thrown back into childhood and the little child had to 
grow up. 
I lay in bed in utter hopelessness. I couldn't even get up to feed 
my kids. I just couldn’t move. 
lb me the feeling was like going to the bottom of a well or down to 
the depths of a cave and to get rid of all the shit that is not me. 
I was riddled with fear in the marriage. 
I was confronting fears. I was crazy, 
all the time. 
I was like churning inside 
I feel like it's a 
carves out more. 
fashioned clay cup. Each time I go into it, it 
You know, it's like turning despair into hope. 
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It's just flipping it over. It's being able to see how that is 
potentially going to fill me even more and open me even more. There 
is a part of me that doesn't ride in fear of it and that welcomes it 
in a way* I mean, not in a masochistic sort of way but understanding 
that it has its place in carving out this cup. 
I felt that rejection. I was right in that place of judgment and 
rejection in myself, and it sent me into such despair. I had never 
been in this place. I had never done that. I had always come to 
that place of — putting myself aside to taking care of the needs of 
the kids. And I couldn't even do that. So I knew I had hit a point 
I had never hit before. I couldn't move. I just couldn't get up. 
It was over. It was all over. 
That despair is like that. It's like what is the reason for going 
on? What am I doing with my life? Can I ever feel all the joy I 
know is there? And can I reach inside and open it up? I know it's 
in there, but I couldn't. So it's that place where all doors are 
shut. Every door is shut. And I remember calling my ex-husband and 
feeling like, I can't do it on my own. I can't make it. And he came 
over and I cried, and I told him I want to go back. I want 
something, I can't go on. And he knew I had thoughts of ending my 
life. 
I had lots of moments of seriously considering suicide. 
I felt manic-depressive. You know you go high and low. 
I felt like the whole world is out there and where am I in that? I 
felt like I was inside that tooth and the only way anybody could 
contact me in all my pain — my breath steamed the glass and like 
tears were coming down. 
I couldn't meditate in the same way that I had meditated for years. 
I couldn't just sit there because the rush of mental -- my mentai 
anguish was too much. 
And then I would have these infusions of light and joy and all that I 
had known before in another way. 
About integrating the experience, she said: 
I let go of a lot of structures that I just questioned totally. 
I started my writing very intensely at that time, but in a different 
way. 
I quit therapy because the therapist was so judgemental. 
And I had just decided at that point to start to clean houses for 
people. That was a complication for my ego. But when I started to 
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do it I felt really freed. 
I got in touch with my female power. 
I was getting closer to feeling and living in my body and feeling an 
aliveness through.my body. 
I started reading Tarot cards. 
I also feel I'm changing toward my children and how they are in the 
house. I realize outside events are changing because something is 
shifting in me. 
I attune myself every day to allow that space and being open. 
Whether it's dancing and freeing myself in that way or listening to 
music. 
I feel more unconditionally loving of myself and others. 
I became a healer/counselor. 
Comments 
• Subject #9 was involved in yoga which is within the Grof's 
definition of various meditative practices which are specifically 
designed to activate spiritual energies. She divorced her husband which 
brought her to one of her lowest points in her life. This fits within 
the Grof's definition of emotional stress. She felt a surrender and 
then an ecstatic experience. 
Her feelings were hopelessness, fear, being crazy, rejection, 
despair, and manic-depressive. Her mental anguish was just too much. 
She also felt joy. 
She integratred the experience by becoming a healer and therapist 
with people having similar experiences. She also started reading Tarot 
cards. She felt she was more unconditionally loving of herself and of 
others. 
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Subject #10: Male, Age 56 
Factors in Brief — within a Three Year Time Span 
- Self change 
- Illness 
- Questionable marriage 
- Therapy, then analysis 
- Back to school 
- Divorce 
- Move 
- Quit job 
When asked about the precipitating events. Subject #10 said: 
I woke up one morning with a whole new appreciation of what x was 
doing, it was a^gradual kind of awakening, over a period of perhaps 
a year. I was tninking that what I was doing was valuable, really 
important and smart like that. But what I was doing was manipulating 
and teaching other people how to sell things to other people for so 
much money chat they didn't need in the first place. This began to 
take place over a level of consciousness that I was not in touch 
with. I began to work less efficiently. 
I got sick, bronchial asthma out of the clear blue sky. I had lower 
back pain, which was diagnosed as a disk problem. There was a lot of 
pain. I couldn't move and was bedridden for almost a month. 
I realized that when I started to drive home and when my car was on 
my street where I lived, I didn't want to go home. I lost all pride 
and respect for myself. I realized that the rewards in what I was 
doing were material rewards and they were simply toys. I had a 
Mercedes toy, an airplane toy, and a nice house toy. It's hard to 
separate the respect for what I was doing with a major portion of my 
time and respect for myself as a person. And so the loss, the sense 
of loss was the loss of self. And if I took away the instruments of 
my life, there wasn't much left and my life was pretty barren. 
I certainly was not intact. The institutions in my life and the 
framework all began to just crumble around me, including in an 
interpersonal way, my marriage. Tins was the kind of a marriage 
which disguised itself as a good marriage. It was polite and very 
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nice. But it was not a loving relationship in the way I understand 
it today. And so there was no nurturing in that. 
First, I went into therapy and then into analysis. I can discuss it 
in two ways, metaphorically. It occurred to me that my life had been 
very misdirected and that I had put all my eggs in one basket and 
sort of put an enormous amount of energy into what I was doing. But 
it was the wrong thing for me. And I said often at the time, you 
know, I wished I would have flunked earlier. I was successful at 
least, by one standard. If I had flunked earlier, I would have 
looked at myself and said, hey, but I didn't. I got lots of 
applause. And I worked hard for it. I was quite concerned that I 
was dumb and had lots of evidence for that later. I found out I'm 
learning disabled. 
T applied to Harvard and got in. I thought I was home. Ahead of the 
game perhaps, but at the same time I was divorcing. I moved out of 
my nice little house in the suburbs 'to an apartment. My children 
were absolutely angry at me. Definitely, they woke up one day, and I 
was gone. I knew I was the dumbest man at Harvard. T lost all my 
pals — very significant part of it, by the way. Having cane from 
the king of the mountain to like kindergarten, I didn't know 
anything. I was intimidated as hell by these recent College 
graduates who were sharp and into studying. 
All of a sudden I realized that I was in my mid-forties and there was 
nothing in my life that I was proud of except for my children inspite 
of the fact that to others it looked like I was king of the mountain. 
I was learning to get along in the world in a very intellectual, 
cognitive way, but not feeling — not as Maslow called the peak 
experiences and not being alive. And I saw myself as a dead person. 
I said, literally, quote unquote, the man is dead. You're not 
loving, you're not smiling, you're not laughing. I was looking 
around me at people who were alive. 
I was divorced more or less before I quit my job. I resigned as 
President of the corporation and sold my stock. It was a three year 
process to extricate myself from that. I rejected money. I was 
paying terrible alimony and trying to pay at the time my oldest son's 
tuition and my own tuition. I borrowed money. There was a very big 
sadness around the divorce. What really pissed me off is that I 
lived with her for nineteen years and suffered that. And I didn't do 
sanething earlier. 
About his feelings during this time, Subject #10 said: 
It was immensely painful, both physically and emotionally. The 
feeling of loss, feeling of separation, enormously frightening 
because if I wasn't the hot shot corporate executive, then who was I. 
Who was I? The frightening part came when I didn't know what to do 
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about it. 
The thought occurred to me to die. When looking over my options, the 
thought had to occur to me because I was so depressed. And when that 
thought did occur to me and I looked at that, what I came up with was 
— no way. I want to salvage myself. I love life, I don't want to 
die. I want to live. 
At some level I knew that I was quite dumb. It had to do with my 
self-esteem, self-worth. 
Not knowing who I was, but very quickly, in a matter of a month or 
so, there were beginnings of strong hope. 
I was riding along in my car one day out of town somewhere, really 
depressed and looking at my life, and all of a sudden I realized 
there was nothing in my life in my mid-forties that I was proud of 
except for my children. And I pulled over to the side of the road 
and started to cry. Really cry. For the first time in my adult life 
I allowed myself to do that, to really feel. 
About his integration of the experience, Subject #10 said: 
But that experience very greatly influenced what I am today at the 
professional level. My doctoral work is the psychophysiology of the 
immune system — the whole mind and body relation and not 
psychosomatic illness but taking that same imagery and applying it to 
healing. Why does the placebo work? That type of thing. I realized 
that what I was emotionally was affecting itself in my body. I was 
immobile because of my back which was stiff and rigid. I had asthma 
because I was smothering. I was drowning as a personality, as a 
persona. 
In my work with cancer and personality, it's just mind blowing with 
the connection between the types of cancer and types of personality 
that superimpose themselves on each other. So I see a lot of disease 
as a result of resisting those forces of the universe which are 
simply health. There is no ill health in the Universe. It's not 
designed that way. 
I describe it for myself now, sort of as the energy, the life force 
of the universe which is there for us, and if we just play with that, 
we're cool. And if we try to resist as if we know better, then what 
comes out of that is what my more learned colleagues call neurosis — 
pain, psychosis, and all of that stuff. 
I used to say to myself in terms of the material stuff that I don't 
care if I have to live in a garret. You know, eat T.V. dinners but 
I'm going to do this. And I never lived in a garret and I didn't 
have to eat T.V. dinners. But I was really broke. 
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I came to the realization that I was living my life in a way which 
was inconsistent with my values. 
The metaphor that I often used in this whole remediation was that I 
saved my life. 
I started to write a book. The copyrighted title ofjny book is "You 
might be losing your mind, but you're not going crazy . 
I knew that I had to lose my mind. I had to lose my mind which gave 
meaning to the world in order to make room for a new mind. I had a 
metaphor of a rainbow. I knew that there was a pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow. I just knew it. Even though I also^knew that ^ 
had a ways to go through shit to get there. It didn c make any 
difference. 
I turned much more to Eastern things. This is a tradition with which 
I feel more comfortable and in a more comfortable way to express the 
way I feel about it. My connectedness with the universe and Goa I 
guess, just about everything I do or feel now is related to that 
understanding of connectedness. I began to s®e Uke 
which I didn't see before even m some more tradltl0Tnaf1^t1hl^ri‘1is 
Tunq He talked about a collective unconscious. I feel there is 
more*of a collective conscious, and I think that what he was saying 
is that we are really one. 
I had a death and rebirth. It's sort of like starting all over 
again. I feel like I am more self-actualized. 
t wa- fiftv—six years old last week. I’ve never been happier, 
Ughter or Lre turned on. I used to say in the old days that I 
can't wait to retire. There's so many things I want to do. I nave 
the talent. I just can't wait to retire was a big part of what 
consumed me. J I look back at that now and 1.say how si_lly. you 
don’t want to retire. This is what I do and this is who I am. I 
never want to change the way I do it. But I feel I am alive now 
Other things happened too that might be interesting to you I had 
camera and \ useTto take pictures and I had run doing it. . I 
was divorced I began to have some more room — more time for mys . 
I was divorced more or less before I quit my 30b. I resigned as 
President o£ the corporation and sold my stock. It was * three year 
process to extracate myself from that. I began taking pictures an 
found out that I had this talent, and I had a couple of one man snows 
and got in the library at Harvard. It’s much a very part of who I 
am. 
The aesthetic kind of person who I am today. I ignored this part and 
didn't let it come out before. 
I’m beginning to draw and paint now. I do stuff like that. !t^s a 
neat part of me and I love that part of me, but it didn t _xist 
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before. 
I have my children with me and that's not changed although the way I 
relate to them has changed. My role as a parent is like a lot 
different now. 
It's love in a more profound sense and kind of more of a feminine 
energy. An archetypical feminine side is what I exercise now which 
includes my sensitivity and my tenderness. I cry now and it's no big 
deal. I could never do that before. I didn't bring much with me. 
And when I remember or try to remember those times, I can tell you 
anecdotes as I'm doing, but in truth I don't know that other person. 
It's just incredible. I'm with my former wife now and she's just 
like this woman who I have had some attachment to, you know, the 
kid's mother. I have absolutely no concept of having been married to 
her. And the person who made his living the way I did is the 
strangest part of it. 
Gonroents 
Subject #10 became sick with bronchial asthma and lower back pain 
which would both fit within the Grof’s definition of psychosomatic 
functioning. He went into psychoanalysis and then into therapy which 
involved changes in his perceptual and cognitive functioning. He 
divorced his wife, quit his job, quit analysis, and went to graduate 
school, all causing emotional stress found within Grof's definition. 
He expressed feelings of loss, fright, depression, low self-esteem, 
self-worth and hope. 
His integration included going to graduate school in counseling. 
He is doing therapy with people who have similar problems. He also is 
working with cancer patients. He began to draw, paint and take 
pictures. He ignored that part of him before and never let it come out. 
He also rejected money and materialistic viewpoints. He did a complete 
re_evaluation of his life. His values changed. He began writing a 
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book. He stated, "I knew I had to lose my mind which gave meaning to 
the world in order to make room for a new mind, a new world." He felt, 
"love for everybody and realized then that he couldn't escape the 
literal evidence of Qod." He felt his connectedness with the universe 
and God, and everything he felt is related to that understanding and 
connectedness. He was more in touch with his femine side of being. He 
realized he needed to understand his spiritual path better. He felt 
more self-actualized. 
Discussion and The Model 
Ihe discussion of the findings will be in five sections. The first 
section will look at the Grof's definition and relate that definition to 
each of the subjects. The second section will look at precipitating 
events. The third section will examine the experiences of "What was 
happening," and the fourth section will address the integration process. 
The fifth section will present the model. 
The Definition 
The experience reported by the ten subjects studied fit with the 
Grof's definition of a Spiritual Emergency. As stated earlier, the 
\ 
Grofs (1984) define a Spiritual Emergency as: 
Episodes of unusal experiences which involve changes in 
consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
psychosomatic functioning. There is a significant 
transpersonal emphasis in the person's process, such as 
dramatic death and (re)birth sequences, mythological and 
archetypal phenomena, past incarnation memories, out-of-body 
experiences, incidence of synchronicities or extrasensory 
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—es Of 
others (p. 4). with cosmic consciousness, and 
No one had all the Grot's symptoms. However, all the subjects had 
at least one of the defining characteristics. four subjects had a 
dramatic death/rebirth. 
Subject #5 said: 
What 'actually 
person that I was and was retorn a new p.r^naUtTto'thi^^ 
Subject #2 stated: 
througV"to Ihe^othe^side?" Jt ^as like^hat trbt"^ t°h blasted' ^ 
raising a veil bet^en thisJld atothTotht lor a TsS °f 
on everything that happened after that. tS effect 
Subject #3 said: 
I wouid say that alcoholism itself and when I stopped drinxina was 
the primary experience that had to do with thatalm^l 1(?9 f 
identity and total re-orientation. m°St l0SS of 
Subject #1 said: 
death'and VSry ^ “ W3S si^ltaneously a 
Subject #4 experienced an incidence of synchronicity: 
fnQt-thefr WaS ful0t °f coincidences, and syncronicities because there just was one thing after another. There's no way that I could have 
what wouxd be called a normal life. Like, right - ah, a 1 
n tft the SPT there "? a riVer 9°in9 ** ■* I »old gu^jump in. At the end, 1 was changed. 1 wanted to change and wanted 
changes, and 1 just went with whatever came along. 
Subject #7 experienced both mythological and archetypal phenomena. 
She said: 
mythologies 13 S’ ™scu)Uf W ^ « **'re going to do something yt oiogical, I m going to take a nice masculine guy. 
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What do I know about Pan? Pan is a terrific guy. He loves children 
being in the fields, and he plays music. He is part of nature and is 
sexual. • 
Now, this is the first time it really got known to me that that's 
what was happening. That process — and I just started walking. And 
after I said, well this Priestess — now I might still have been in 
trance, but I just had this image of a priestess standing there with 
these golden wings. I remember focusing on the golden wings. I 
started being in this priestess image. And then I started moving my 
body and moving my wings. I moved my wings and became birdi_ike, like 
a bird. And the wings started changing color and glowing to more of 
a white birdlike thing. Then I became smaller and smaller and I was 
like this mother-bird, a Goddess bird. 
Most notably was the fact that I found out that I had gargoyles or 
harpies sitting on my right shoulder talking to me. And this was the 
first other world kind of thing that I had. And they talked to me 
about my mother, and they tcid me Ikdw hateful she had gotten. I 
can't wait until she's dead. I can't wait. I want her money. I 
want her out of the way. All these ugly things that I had never 
consciously let myself think about my mother. They just sat here on 
my right shoulder. 
Subject #8 said of a mythological experience: 
Well, the image I always had of it was like there was this witch at 
the top of the well whipping at me and pushing me down more and I was 
just clinging to the side. You know, and feeling like how could I 
hold on. 
Five of the subjects experienced a mystical union with God. 
Subject #5 said: 
I felt one day while I was in a meditative state that this Christ 
figure came to me. It was a figure in white with flowing robes and a 
sort of glowing light all around it and very gentle. I felt a 
tremendous sense of power and peace. The figure said very clearly, 
"It is not your responsibility to heal the whole world." 
Subject #7 said: 
I had felt this — like spiritual being, spiritual mother emerging 
really on the left side, who was always there present, out I didn t 
realize she was present until towards the end. I knew she had just 
been there. This really bothered me because I kept thinking this is 
the whole Blessed Mother bit again. Here I am trying to combine my 
spirituality and sexuality and who pops up but good old Blessed 
Mother. 
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Subject #2 said: 
I don't know how much blood I lost, but I lost eight pounds so I lost 
a tremendous amount of blood. It was just gushing and it wouldn't 
stop. At that point I had always had a hard time sort of making a 
relationship with Christ directly because I felt as if I wasn't 
worthy of him but I knew I was going to have to reach out for someone 
and so I reached out for him and said, "All right, help. And the 
experience was that it seemed as though he was suddenly standing 
there. I didn't so much have a visual experience but there was a 
sense. It seemed inwardly that he was there standing beside me and 
he wasn't being all sort of holy. I could almost see him with his 
hands on his hips and tapping his foot, and he said to me, "When are 
you going to stop doing this to yourself?' And that was sort of like 
news to me — he said, "You’re doing it, you’re punishing yourself, 
like you have always punished yourself and I want you stop, now. I 
want you to just stop it. You don't have to do that, you don't have 
to do that anymore. It's time to stop." He said, You've done it 
all your life because you have never felt worthy of anyone and I want 
you to start from right now and I want you to understand that where 
you are right now is just fine. You don't have to wait for me to 
love you and to accept my love when you're better or you're more 
perfect or more of a good person. You're just fine right now. You 
don't have to wait anymore. You don't have to make up for anything. 
You don't have to atone for anything. You start right here and let 
me love you. Peel my love and feel that Gad loves you and that you 
are all right, right here, right now. What you do, you have spent 
your life denying me. I've been standing right here all along, 
always loving you, holding you up, carrying you on and you've turned 
your back on me over and over again.. What you do is you turn your 
ba-k on me every day, all the time, and I don’t know why you are 
still doing that." And he said, I couldn't believe this — "Why do 
you think I do what I do. You are not worse than anyone else. You 
are just a human being like everybody and I did it for you and 
everybodv like you. You don’t wait until you're better. I'll take 
you as you are. You don't need to forgive yourself. You’re already 
forgiven." He said "Sweetheart you are forgiven for everything 
you've ever done in your whole life. It’s already done. It's 
already been taken care of and when you don’t accept that, you don t 
live that then you are denying me and denying part of yourself, and I 
want you to stop it because it hurts me every time you do it, you're 
hurting me. You're crucifying me by not letting what I did work and 
I want you to stop." And that’s what got me. You know when he said 
I was hurting him, I said, "Uncle, I'll do it. I'll take care of 
that." 
Subject #2 continued: 
And it was like this peace came over me and I felt like everything 
was going to be all right. The bleeding started to stop and the next 
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day I got better and something had changed. 
It was like I let it in, and it got through to me. And I guess there 
were a bunch of other insights that had been coming and I think had 
crystalized. One that had been caning all year was the journal work 
and the meditating and the stuff that I had been doing and that I'd 
been saying, "What is this about?" "What is going on here?" And one 
image I had gotten was that I had felt my angels had wrestled me down 
to the ground and said, "O.K., boys we've got her now. Now she is 
going to have to look at all of this stuff." So I had realized 
number one that I wasn't doing with my life what I had come here to 
be, and the fact just got clearer and clearer and it felt like one of 
the messages that came through from my angels was now back off and I 
needed to start over again somewhere else. You either do it and no 
matter how scared you are of doing it, or else. So I knew I was 
making a choice and I think the encounter with Christ was, in a way, 
a place to stand to start that process. The crisis, the illness, the 
almost dying, all of it, the pregnancy — all of it had to do with 
it. 
Subject #9 said: 
I guess I was contacting the earth, staying with that energy, of the 
Earth Mother, the healing of the Goddess. 
I needed the stable, loving — it's like knowing that God and Goddess 
are always there, like knowing that included in this space of 
unconditional love. 
Subject #8 said: 
You know, just energy. You know most people have a level of 
interaction, that they interact with socially. And if something has 
more energy than that, they wonder what's wrong with them. They call 
it manic. Well, I didn't understand it very well and I'd run around 
telling people, you know, I've seen God. 
Three subjects had episodes of unusual experiences which involved 
changes in perception, emotional, and cognitive functioning. 
Subject #10 said: 
It was a gradual kind of awakening. But when I really began to 
crystalize — to be able to focus on what was happening, I saw myself 
and what I was doing and made a one hundred and eighty degree change 
in thinking that what I was doing was valuable, really important and 
smart and all that. I lost all my pals, a very significant part of 
it, by the way. 
Subject #6 said: 
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That was the beginning of what has turned into an eight year shift in 
my work, in my personal life. I have none of the friends I had then. 
Basically everybody I knew and everything I did — all that has 
completely disappeared. 
Subject #5 said: 
I knew that something was drastically changing my life. But I didn't 
know how to put it into any kind of an order, even relationships with 
people. I didn't even know how to act with people any more. I just 
sort of became withdrawn because who was there to talk to and explain 
all this to? I felt like I had this gift of healing, but I didn't 
even know what healing meant. I didn't know what it meant to be a 
spiritual person. 
Bbur subjects experienced an identification with cosmic 
consciousness. 
Subject #3 said: 
Where you would really start out the same way, that there is one God, 
one Mind, and then I describe the mind. And the God, you know. And 
any kind of wonderful words I can think of. And then I affirm my 
connection to it and then I state the truth about different 
situations and conditions in my life. And I let go of any fear or 
doubt I may have and then so it is. And there have been some 
remarkable healings that I can trace — there's like a cause and 
effect that I can see. 
Subject #2 said: 
It's a belief and knowing of being totally connected to life and the 
oneness of it. And feeling it in my heart and in my mind and knowing 
that I — that I chose to be here and I have certain work to do. I 
am constantly evolving into that work and who I am in that work. 
Subject #1 said: 
I really feel a power in my life that is beyond that which most 
people know about. I think it's there and somehow I've been able to 
plug into that. Like I plugged in the coffee pot, you know. It was 
always there, I don't know what — I don't know how, to tell others, 
to repeat that. I don't know how to share it except just to say it's 
there, and it's available. 
6 
Subject #10 said: 
I describe it for myself now, sort of as an energy, the life force of 
the Universe which is there for us. My connectdness with the 
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universe and Gad. I guess just about everything I do or feel now is 
related to that understanding of connectedness. 
The ten subjects studied experienced the Spiritual Emergency 
differently. This aspect of Spiritual Bnergencies and how they were 
experienced differently warrant further attention. a Spiritual 
Emergency is not experienced universally but in a variety of different 
forms within the Grof's definition. 10 recognize the many different 
forms would be helpful to the helpee and helper. 
Precipitating Events 
The Grofs (1984) state: 
Spiritual Emergencies or transpersonal crises can occur 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
accidents or intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies (p. 4). 
None of the subjects reported a spiritual emergency that occurred 
spontaneously without any precipitating factors. All ten subjects 
listed precipitating events as significant in influencing and creating 
the Spiritual Emergency. Most of the subjects would agree with Boisen 
(1932) . 
The facts considered in our hopsital cases have shown us that 
we are not to look for the explanation of such disturbances 
in the immediate occasion which precipitates them. Most 
acute disturbances and upheavals come as the result of an 
accumulation of strains and stresses. The break occurs when 
the load becomes too heavy, and the occasion which 
precipitates it is usually a mere last straw (p. 64). 
Boisen speaks of the accumulation of strains and stresses. it 
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would appear from the data that all ten subjects would fit his 
description. Eight subjects had precipitating events within a period of 
one to three and one-half years, cne subject experienced six years of 
precipitating events and another nine years of precipitating events. 
The data show that there are similar patterns of precipitating 
events. These patterns include: 
Five out of ten were divorced, one terminated a five year 
relationship and one was just separated. 
- seven out of ten became sick with an illness. 
- Six out of ten had career changes and four were drastic changes. 
- Eight out of ten went into some form of therapy or self-help 
programs. 
- Six moved and relocated. 
- Four were involved in meditative practices. 
- cne had a death of a child. 
- rne had a birth and death of a child on the same day and larer an 
abortion.. 
— Four had near death accidents. 
- Cne quit drinking after twenty years of alcoholism. 
The fewest number of precipitating events reported by a subject was 
three and the most was fourteen. The overall pattern in this study is 
that precipitating factors occur prior to the Spiritual Emergency. 
The psychosomatic illnesses took the forms of stomach pains, bac< 
pains, breathing problems, hearing loss, hair loss, loss of weight, 
insomnia, crying and sobbing, early morning wake, extreme high energy, 
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extreme low energy, and an overall general weakness. Some of the subjec 
they had internal work to do. Subject #7 said: 
Che of the things I've learned during this program is that my body 
knows when I don't. It's like my body tells a story and finally I 
get a vision of what my body is saying. 
Subject #9 said: 
The signs were physical, my body feels, I got more in touch with my 
body and that energy. I'm really in touch when I am closed off. 
Subject #2 said: 
Even though the crisis is primarily spiritual, there's physical 
symptoms. I was ill the whole time we were gone and when I got back, 
I collapsed and the symptoms were not being able to eat anything. 
Tremendous waves of panic, absolute mind boggling, soul shaking panic 
— I felt like I was dying. This wave would come over me and I felt 
like I was dying. For no reason it wouldn't be as a response to 
anything obviously external happening, I'd just be walking along. So 
I lost a tremendous amount of weight because I couldn't eat anything. 
I'd wake up every night with tremendous nausea at two or three 
o'clock in the morning. I'd get up and walk up and down the road in 
front of the house feeling like I was going to die. I'd have to go 
sit in the backyard with a little cup of yogurt and I would pray or 
meditate and then I would take a little tiny bit of a spoonful and 
try to open myself up to taking it in and then it would take me one 
half hour or forty-five minutes just to get one half cup of yogurt 
down and I'd meditate the whole time. 
Subject #5 said: 
I couldn't sleep well. I lost ten pounds in the first couple of 
weeks. It wasn't so much that I refused to eat or didn't eat but it 
was like my body wouldn't even assimilate it. The crisis in my life 
was that I was doing, I was doing a one hundred eighty degree turn 
and I didn't know that. And there was nobody to say this is okay. 
You're changing your life here. 
My hair was falling out so much that I went to see a dermatologist at 
the University, this big medical school university, and so I could go 
to all these clinics. And I had to count my hair every day, believe 
it or not, that fell out, and she agreed that yes, I was losing more 
than the average perosn and it was probably stress related. 
Subject #3 said: 
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And so I lost a lot of weight and at the same time, I still was 
experiencing pain. The pain persisted but was manageable, without 
medications. 
Subject #10 said: 
It was immensely painful, both physically and emotionally. I was 
lying in bed and in pain and came to the conclusion that my li^e 
style and that what I was doing with my life had a lot to do with 
what was going on in my body and is the direct result of having 
beyond a shadow of a doubt I realized that what I was emotionally was 
affecting itself in my body. I was immobile because of my back, 
stiff and rigid. I had asthma because I was smothering. I was 
drowning, as a personality, as a persona. 
All the subjects reported being at a high stress level. Sannella 
(1976) states: 
The inner crisis acts similarly to external crisis states to 
bring the organism back to its sense. Stress, in general, 
prepares the person to see the real for what it is, and sets 
the biological organism into increased readiness, physically 
and mentally, to meet the emergency situation and survive. 
In other words, it is stress later in life that is necessary 
to shock the organism into a return to the feeling self, 
which was overwhelmed by too great a stress early 
in the end the organism has to return to the feeling system 
to cope with the more basic needs of a biological crisis of 
fasting, war, or other life-death situations (p. 99). 
All ten subjects reported being emotionally stressed out. Many 
stated on a scale of one to ten that they were well over ten. All 
reported being physically drained during some parts of the crisis. When 
looking at the relationship between inale and females around 
precipitating events, three women and two men were divorced, one man 
terminated a five year live-in relationship, one man was separated, and 
two women were single throughout the experience. The recovered 
alcoholic was the only subject married prior, during, and after the 
Spiritual Emergency. Pour women and three men became ill or experienced 
changes in psychosomatic functioning. Pour men and four women went into 
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therapy which influenced cognitive and perceptual changes. Three women 
and three men had career changes. Three females and three males 
relocated. Two women had a death of a child and one male encouraged his 
partner to have an abortion. Two females had life-threatening accidents 
along with two men. Three females and one male were involved in 
meditative practices. One male quit drinking. One male was exposed to 
psychedelic drugs. 
Thus, an analysis of the data showed that subjects in this 
particular study reported precipitating factors of emotional stress, 
accidents, childbirth, perceptual, cognitive and psychosomatic 
functioning, and exposure to psychedelic drugs as triggering the 
Spiritual Emergency. 
One important piece of information from this particular study was 
that the precipitating factors hnd the stress levels that triggered the 
Spiritual Emergency were common among both the males and females. 
The study raised questions about the Grof's assertion that 
Spiritual Emergencies can occur witn no precipitating factors. No such 
case was found in this sample. However the sample was small and the 
'wording of the interview question may have urged the subjects to seek 
precipitating experiences in their life before the emergency. More 
research is needed regarding this finding. 
The Ex perience: What Was Happening 
The feelings, perceptions and emotions were many among all ten 
subjects. All subjects were in touch with the the feeling side of their 
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being. Anton Boisen (1932) states: 
In the hospital to which I was sent as a patient little 
attention was paid to my ideas. It was assumed that such 
disorders were rooted in seme as yet undiscovered organic 
factor and that the ideas were secondary or accidental. Such 
a view has been fairly common in the psychiatric world. The 
great advances have come however with the recognition of the 
tremendous significance to the patient of his ideas and 
emotions. They are to him reality, grim, terrifying, 
torturing, mocking, fascinating, and if we are to arrive at 
any true understanding of our patient and of the world in 
which he lives we must know what is on his mind. This is in 
fact the inner world which it is our task to explore (p. 30). 
Some sample common feelings from Table 4.1 below expressed by the subjects 
were feelings of not being worthy, low self-esteem, total confusion, 
scared, fear, panic, anxiety, immobilization, powerlessness, the ultimate 
aloneness, inability to make decisions, rejection, annihilation, inability 
to interact with people anymore, loss of control, not knowing who you are, 
loss of self, deep pain, despair, helplessness, depression, sadness, 
psychic pain, surrender, letting go, larger force in charge, death, 
rebirth, hope, feeling and being alive, bliss, joy, freedom, light, 
happiness, and ecstasy. Listed below are the feelings and emotions 
expressed by subjects in the data collected. 
Table 4.1 
Feelings and Results of Those Feelings Cited by Subject During the 
Spiritual Emergency 
Pain 
It's like I almost was 
Joy 
Think you are out of 
Sadness 
I had to surrender 
So it was like my stress 
level was 100% 
Overwhelming 
Ground quaking underneath 
Soul shaking panic - I 
had death and rebirth 
Overwhelming in all 
crazy 
Almost simultaneously I 
levels 
Lost tremendous amount 
control 
The pain was so much 
Desperately ill 
Desperate 
Tremendous waves of 
of weight 
A panic 
panic 
Feeling like I was 
going to die 
felt like I was dying 
Incredible weakness 
Helpless feeling 
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Out of control feeling 
Nothing to hang onto 
Out at sea with no 
bearings 
Terrified 
Was part of letting go- 
So letting go, I think 
was significant 
Unbelievable diffi¬ 
culties 
Everything was happen¬ 
ing 
Letting go 
I felt totally free 
It made me feel very 
alive 
Overwhelming sadness 
I died to my own self 
Desperation 
Feelings of low self¬ 
esteem 
Depressed 
Something was drastic¬ 
ally changing my life 
I lost ten pounds 
Fear 
No control over what 
I was doing 
And I realize I did not 
know what was inside 
Panic 
Being frozen 
Psychic pain 
Sense of impotence and 
out of my control 
I was so much stressed 
that whole time 
Feeling total isolation 
Anxiousness 
I feel happiness 
Very lonely 
Lost all pride and res¬ 
pect for myself 
Feeling of separation 
Hopelessness 
Despair 
Such despair 
Mental anguish 
I know that I was onto 
something very, very 
big 
Intense level of 
anxiety all the time 
Something was happen¬ 
ing to me and I 
didn't understand 
it 
Felt completely alone 
I didn't even really 
know who I was 
Series of meeting peo¬ 
ple in very odd and 
unpredicatable and 
peculiar spots 
Let the situation 
kind of run me 
Depression 
Just a lot of loss 
I died to the person 
that I was and was 
reborn to a new 
personality 
Scared 
Pain 
Psychic pain 
Probably on scale 
from one to ten, I 
was at ten stress 
Controlling 
Powerless 
Pain which was in 
many ways worse than 
physical pain 
Pain 
Depressed 
Didn't want to live 
the way I was 
Scared 
Letting go and saying 
okay, I accept 
Wonderful mystery 
taking place about 
me 
The loss of self 
Enormously frighten¬ 
ing 
Hope 
Despair 
Panic 
Fears 
I don't know what's 
going to happen 
I felt like something was 
going on that I didn't 
have any kind of handle 
on 
Desperate 
Loss of identity and 
total re-orientation 
I lost a lot of weight 
Ooincidences-I saw someone 
whan I hadn't seen in 
seven or eight years 
Synchronisms 
Fear 
One thing after another 
No energy 
Sadness 
Completely jolting experi¬ 
ence 
Feelings of not being 
worthy 
So much pain 
Painful 
Excruciating 
Emotional pain 
Letting go 
Anxiety 
But really, there's a 
larger force 
Shock 
Real pressure inside me 
Anxiety 
Absolutely immobilized 
Immobility 
Something deep inside me 
that started shaking 
I didn't know who I was 
Feeling nothing 
Find out who I was 
Anger 
Nervous 
Feeling total isolation 
Sense of loss 
Peeling of loss 
NO self-esteem, self-worth 
Riddled with fear 
Rejection in myself 
I can't make it 
Light and joy 
I started to get worried 
where to hell is this 
going 
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Fragmented Ecstatic 
Most afraid of death Crisis of understanding 
feelings expressed, one can conclude that a Spiritual 
a powerful emotional component. The suffering and 
experiences in a Spiritual Emergency is overwhelming. 
Grof (1972) states: 
Suffering and agony culminate in an experience of total 
annihilation on all levels—physical, emotional, intellect¬ 
ual, moral, and transcendental. Hie experience is usually 
referred to as an "ego—death"; it seems to involve an 
instantaneous destruction of all the previous reference 
points of the individual (p. 30). 
Anton Boisen (1936) concurs: 
The impact of such an experience is apt to be terrific. It 
may destroy the foundations of the mental organization and 
upset the structure upon which the judgments and reasoning 
process are based. 
The sufferer finds himself in a strange new world in which 
previous experience and accepted standards of value do not 
apply. He sees strange meanings in everything about him and 
he is sure of only one thing, that things are not what they 
seem (p. 30). 
Maslow (1970) , Walsh and Vaughan (1980) , Boisen (1936) , Ram Dass 
(1980), Assogioli (1973), Halifax (1979), Bridges (1980) , and Peris 
(1969) all found in their studies of crisis, change, transition, 
psychosis, and spiritual awakening, that there was deep despair, painful 
feelings of inadequacy, failure, confusion and chaos in the process. 
The same held true in this study. Common to all the subjects was the 
sense of intense conflict, pain, crisis, and anxiety culminating in a 
sense of total despair. It was at this point of intensity that many of 
the subjects reported that they "let go," or surrendered though not 
Surrender 
Fears 
From the 
Emergency has 
confusion one 
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without a struggle. 
Hidas believed the crisis created the struggle within, which was 
followed by an experience of surrender. He (1981) states: 
The role of crisis in this process may be understood in the 
light of the nature of surrender to occur independently of 
control by the rational, ego—bound mind. Surrender involves 
a leap, a push, a giving-up, an abandonment of hope, a 
cleansing through painful purgation for which no exclusively 
rational process can substitute. Hence, surrender comes over 
one in a wave, when reason, will, and knowledge are no longer 
adequate to sustain self-directed life. A severe crisis thus 
may act as a major catalyst in the surrender process, for in 
crisis or catastrophe the personal world, and perhaps the 
larger world as well, loses its carefully ordered reason or 
meaning. A pervasive sense of despair and meaninglessness 
may herald the end of all previously held world views as the 
essential impermanence, transitoriness, and illusion of all 
life forms are experienced as an ontological truth (p. 30). 
Hidas suggested one finally gives up any willful intention of further 
influencing his fate, hits point zero, becomes nothing, dies and then 
there is an opportunity for a new being to emerge from the rubble of the 
former self. He states, "Ihe process of surrender, from a 
psychospiritual perspective may be at a most vulnerable beginning to a 
profound and perhaps enduring reorientation toward the whole of life" 
(p. 31). 
Most of the subjects can be described as letting go of the old self 
through the experience of a "death." They made way for a new self to 
emerge, experienced as rebirth. This was the transpersonal experience. 
One had a loss of identity — the old self must be given up so that the 
new self can emerge. 
Subject #2 said: 
And so I'd love to know some people again who had known me before, 
and see their perception of how I've changed, i mean people who've 
known me here in my community for the past few years and people who 
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rprh^w f , ??y ^ clofe Wl11 saV' oh, You’ve changed so much. I 
certdinly feel I ve changed. I know that I move through the world in 
a totally diff^nt way. The false me is dying and the real me is 
being reborn. I'm getting to be more me, and the me that I am is the 
me that has always been there — but it’s been buried under all kinds 
Subject #9 said: 
And that comes a lot with you know, working with any sort of 
spirituality — that there is that surrender. You know, that’s like 
the fool who jumps off the cliff in the Throt deck. He totally has 
faith of I don't know what is going to happen. 
Subject #3 said: 
In sufism this state corresponds to what is called the Inspired Self. 
It has to do with the falling away, to some extent, by no means all, 
but the falling away of the ego, demanding self to the extent that 
you get a glimpse of other possibilites for yourself. You really 
tend at that point to sort of begin to perceive consciously or a 
little more consciously any how. 
Subject #6 said: 
That was the begining of what has turned into an eight year shift in 
my work, in my personal life. My voice has changed. I have none of 
the friends I had then. Basically everybody I knew and everything I 
did all that has completely disappeared. 
Subject #10 said: 
It s love in a more profound sense and kind of more of a feminine 
energy. An archetypical feminine side is what I exercise now which 
includes my sensitivity and my tenderness. I cry now and it's no big 
deal. i could never do that before. j didn't bring much with me 
And when I remember or try to remember those times, I can tell you 
anecdotes as I’m doing, but in truth I don’t know that other person. 
It’s just incredible. I’m with my former wife now and she's just 
like this woman who I have had some attachment to, you know, the 
kid's mother. I have absolutely no concept of having been married to 
her. And the person who made his living the way I did is the 
strangest part of it. 
I saw myself and what I was doing and made a one hundred and eighty 
degree change in thinking. 1 
Subject #2 said: 
Oh God, the whole thing has been a process of dying and being reborn. 
Q/er and over and over again. 
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Subject #5 said: 
I'm a whole different person. I did a one hundred and eighty degree 
turn from just about everything in my life. I mean, spirituality for 
me now has meaning. Before it was like religion. Now I realize that 
religion and spirituality are two very entirely different things. 
Religion is a set of doctrines. Spirituality is realizing that every 
person has God within them and you go around looking for that and you 
relate to people on that level. 
Subject #1 said: 
Almost simultaneously I experienced a death and rebirth. 
Scott Peck feels it is the death that provides life with meaning. 
"For us to develop a new and better idea, concept, theory or 
understanding means that an old idea, concept, theory or understanding 
must die" (p. 70). He further states: 
What makes crises of these transition periods in the life 
cycle—that is, problematic and painful—is that in 
successfully working our way through them we must give up 
cherished notions and old ways of doing and looking at 
things. Many people are either unwilling or unable to suffer 
the pain of giving up the outgrown which needs to be 
forsaken. Consequently they cling, often forever, to their 
old patterns of thinking and behaving, thus failing to 
negotiate any crisis, to truly grow up, and to experience the 
joyful sense of rebirth that accompanies the successful 
transition into greater maturity (p. 71). 
Boisen (1936) stated of Starbuck: 
As conditions preceding such conversion experiences, he finds 
the sense of sin, the sense of estrangement from God, the 
desire for a better life, depression, anxiety, restlessness, 
sense of helplessness, et cetera. The experience itself was 
found to involve spontaneous awakening and illumination, 
public confession, self-surrender, the sense of forgiveness, 
of divine aid and of oneness with God and with friends. 
Following these experiences he found mentioned feelings of 
joy, of peace, of relief, a new love and desire to help 
others and a new oneness with God, with nature and with 
Christ (pp. 90-91). 
John Weir Perry (1985) states: 
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This I find helpful to an understanding of how spirit 
operates in psychological experiences. For here again we 
find spirit tending constantly to seek release from its 
entrapment in habitual, routine, or conventional mental 
structures. Spiritual work is one of liberating this dynamic 
energy which must break free of its suffocation in old forms: 
old emotional patterns, i.e., the complexes engendered in 
the family system; old assumptions about the nature of the 
world and human life; old values that need revision from time 
to time as conditions change; and old cultural forms derived 
from family, subculture, or dominant cultural conditioning 
that must change with the times (p. 1). 
Grof (1972) found: 
After the subject has experienced the very depth of total 
annihilation and "hit the cosmic bottom," he is struck by 
visions of blinding white or golden light and experiences 
freeing decompression and expansion of space. The Universe 
is perceived as indescribably beautiful and radiant; the 
general atmosphere is that of liberation, redemption, 
salvation, love, and forgiveness. The subject feels cleansed 
and purged and talks about having disposed of an incredible 
amount of "garbage," guilt, aggression, and anxiety. He 
feels overwhelming love for other fellowmen, appreciation of 
warm human relations, friendship, and love. Irrational and 
exaggerated ambitions as well as cravings for money, status, 
prestige, and power appear in this state absurd and 
I^celevant. The appreciation of natural oeautxes is 
enormously enhanced, and an uncomplicated and simple way of 
life in close contact and harmony with nature seems to be the 
most desirable of all alternatives. Anything of natural 
origin is experienced with utmost zest by all the widely 
opened sensory pathways. Brotherly feelings for all 
fellowmen are accompanied by feelings of humility and a 
tendency to engage in service and charitable activities (p. 
57) . 
Most of the subjects perceived the rebirth as a sense of joy, 
bliss, harmony, peace and warmth. Listed below are insights shaded by 
the subjects regarding rebirth and feelings and changes after the 
rebirth. 
Subject #1 said: 
The crisis was the loss of him, and the joy of really experiencing 
him at that new level and new dimension — that level of being that 
absolutely transcended everything else. 
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I think I would like to turn this 
people who have had this experience. 
energy into really dealing with 
like maybe Hospice work. 
Subject #2 said: 
And it was like this peace came over me and I felt like 
was going to be all right. everything 
going"through SCh°°1 in oounselin9 so I could help people 
There's just peace and blissfulness 
safety, a state of ectasy. and blessedness and love and 
Subject #3 said: 
I felt access to my compassion, not a specific kind of 
a sort of generalized feeling for others. compassion but 
I found that I could accept things. i could accept that I was 
running this school. I always looked at the school as just something 
Aa t1 and 1 dldn really care about it, but I was an artist. 
And I did art, and the school was just something that I had to do. 
So I was able to accept that part of my time that I was to spend, and 
was able to engage myself in that. At the same time, I started 
what for me was a really full artistic production. I lost a lot of 
parameters for things that I cared about that didn't really matter to 
me anymore and ideas that I had cared about. Ways of projecting 
myself into what I perceived to be an art culture and ways of 
expressing myself in relationships perhaps to other artists or other 
movements just weren't there. And I just was making things. So I 
made sculpture, paintings and they came out very, very easily. I had 
never produced art like that before. It just really poured out of me 
-- in volume and really in the end, I would still consider it solemn 
work for me. So that began to happen. There was this access to what 
was inside, somehow. And it was a very loose easy access. There 
was nothing really to restrain it any more. I think the primary 
thing about the alcohol going away was that there was an enormous 
amount of pretension and self-serving ideas that went along with it 
so that things really began to flow. And there were countless other 
ways that this happened in terms of my relationship to things. I was 
able to think about even ideas of simplicity, that to me sort of 
overwhelmed me. I had a longing for simplicity — that was I think 
born out of probably less ego involvement in maintaining a persona. 
I was just filled with excitement. I was feeling wonderful about all 
kinds of things. 
That you are constantly, whatever you are doing, mindful. And that 
m a way is the essence of my spiritual work. TO really be present. 
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doing whatever it is you are doing. 
Subject #4 said: 
I was much freer in my time and was going to be able to be much more 
creative. 
There have been some remarkable healings. 
I just have more self-esteem and am more at peace. 
Subject #5 said: 
I realeased, I mean, I released years and years of hatred and anger 
and all those negative emotions that had been repressed and 
suppressed inside of me. 
There's almost always pain, because it seems that every time there's 
a spiritual crisis, I am forced to let go of an old value or I'm 
forced to let go of an old way of thinking or I'm forced to let go of 
even a habit. 
I surrendered my old values. 
I felt a tremendous sense of power and peace. 
It was like I had been energized and new life was burning inside me. 
I just started sort of reorganizing my life. 
I just kept getting higher and higher levels of what I call 
spirituality. And I kept divesting myself more and more of material 
values. 
I'm the type of person who would stop the car and look at the sunset, 
or would chase a rainbow in the car. 
Subject #6 said: 
What followed fran this was the realization that the most powerful 
action that can be taken is just to be — to allow. 
Therefore, instead of mourning the events, it's time to celebrate 
that they occurred. 
Subject #7 said: 
I felt very, very new. All of a sudden everything started to make 
sense to me. Something inside of me said, cane on, you know, you're 
going to do it, you're going to find out. I'm going to find out who 
I am. i understood enough to know I am not these other things. I am 
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not someone's daughter, someone's sister, someone's 
mother or teacher or anything. i'm not those roles. 
lover, someone's 
Who am I? 
I see my work in a new way and what I have to offer other people is 
also very profound learning. ^ p 
I really am coming from my heart center. 
Subject #8 said: 
I want to improve the quality of 
my relationship to Gad and to the 
other people's lives, x understand 
Universe. 
At times I felt this immense power that I was hooking up to. 
I've come to realize that the scientific reductive materialist view 
o the Universe is total horse shit. And it has devastated peoole's 
relationship with their own spirit. it's devastated their 
relationsnip with nature. it’s devastated their relationship with 
each other. 
± felt that the kind of ego death is really growthful. Whenever I 
got scared, I just said ”Tiny will be done." 
Subject #9 said: 
Doing this work is really important. Letting people know you're not 
<~razy. You re really not crazy. This is a new energy, that no one 
Knows about yet and no one really understands, none of us, that is 
trying to be birthed — and I’ve likened all of this to a birth 
process, because there is pain in the birth process and there is 
wonderful joy, and so ycu welcome the pain, because you know that 
there is new life coming. 
And then I would have these infusions of light and joy. 
I'm more tuned into a sense of peace. But to be, to celebrate our 
individuality and in that celebration this joyous connection then 
forms. 
Subject #10 said: 
I lost all pride and respect for myself. I had a sense of loss of 
self. The institutions in my life and the framework all began to 
just crumble around me. 
I lost all my pals, a very significant part of it, by the way. 
I was learning to get along in the world in a very intellectual 
cognitive way but not feeling. I saw myself as a dead person, not 
smiling, not laughing. I was looking around me at people who were 
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alive. 
I resigned as President of the company and sold my stock. I rejected 
money. 
I came to realize that I was living my life in a way which was 
inconsistent with my values. 
I feel there is more of a collective conscious, and I think what Jung 
was saying is that we are alone. 
I'm beginning to draw and paint and take picutres. I do stuff like 
that. It's a neat part of me and I love that part of me, but it 
didn't exist before. 
My role as a parent is like a lot different now. 
I felt love for everybody and realized I couldn't escape the literal 
evidence of Gad. 
Integration 
Question Three was concerned how the Spiritual Emergency was 
integrated into the subject's lives. All ten subjects reported 
experiencing a transformation similar to that reported in the 
literature. They reported changes perceptionally, emotionally, 
cognitively and psychosomatically. The Grafs state (1985): 
Spiritual Emergencies or transpersonal crises, can result in 
emotional and psychosomatic healing, creative problem¬ 
solving, personality transformation and consciousness 
evolution. This fact is reflected in the term 'spiritual 
emergency' that suggests a crisis, but also the potential for 
rising to a higher state of being (p. 4). 
Anton Boisen (1936) found that the difference between mental 
illness and spiritual emergence lies in the outcome. He states: 
He succeeds in effecting a synthesis between the crisis 
experience and his subsequent life which enables him to grow 
in the direction of inner unification (p. ix). 
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He farther states: 
Religious experience as well as a mental disorder may involve 
severe emotional upheaval, and mental disorder as well as 
religious experience may represent the healing forces of 
nature. The conclusion follows that certain types of mental 
disorders and certain types of religious experiences are 
alike attempts at reorganization. The difference lies in the 
outcome (p. ix). 
The outcomes were different for the individual subjects, yet there 
were many common themes. Listed below are some quotes of the subjects 
showing further changes that they experienced or what changes emerged as 
a result of the Spiritual Emergency. 
Subject #1 said: 
I am much stronger. My awareness is peaked. I am free, at last. 
Subject #2 said: 
I have a inner sense of my real spirit self that I have never, ever 
had. I feel the whole process was a process of dying and being 
reborn. 
I am much more clear and in touch with my spirituality. The real 
spirit self is the main thing that I've gained. 
Nothing is back to normal. 
I went to graduate school. 
Subject #3 said: 
I did work on my own spirituality with more and more intensity. 
I am more together and am trying to be more in the moment. I am more 
aware of the spiritual dimension than before. 
I found I could accept things. There was an access to what was 
inside. 
I read only spiritual and consciousness kinds of things. My life is 
more together and I feel I am engaged all the time. I m more 
creative. 
Or to think about art with the same relationship. I certainly do art 
now but I don't know, it would probably be a long conversation. I 
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don't have the same relationship to doing art. 
In a normal life crisis, the event ends and the resolve is things go 
back to normal. in a spiritual emergency you are led to something 
that wasn't there before. 
I would say that the most important spiritual counterpart to all of 
this has been for me self-acceptance. 
Subject #4 said: 
I felt a lot better about myself. My spirituality is much more an 
active part of my life. I move a lot easier in the world. 
I take on new experiences and am more prosperous. I'm happier and 
have more self-esteem. 
I am more in touch with my personal God. 
I saw flowers and everything differently. 
Subject #5 said: 
I was much lighter. Spirituality for me now has meaning. 
I am more accepting of pain. I am more in an alert state of 
consciousness I let go of values, habits and former ways of 
thinking. 
I became a healer. 
I'm more connected with myself and am more aware of nature. I 'm 
learning to love myself. I say "Thy will be done," more often. 
Subject #6 said: 
I'm more introspective and more in connection with myself. 
I've got an acceptance of the fact that whatever is happening needs 
to happen. 
I lost friends I had before. 
I got faith that things are in tack. 
I feel more self-actualized. 
I went to graduate school. 
Subject #7 said: 
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5 £e®1 ““e spiritual now, sometimes I feel 
I feel I m more human and humanistic. 
self-actualized^ ViSl°n' 0,8 kn°"in9 °f 
so connected. 
I feel real 
1 feel watched over and protected by a great many spiritual beings. 
I found a very, very strong connection to the mythological world. 
I went to graduate school. 
I think the most important thing I got is how much I love myself. 
Subject #8 said:' 
i more 
Subject #9 said: 
I feel more unconditionally loving of myself and others. 
I began reading Tarot cards. 
I’m more tuned into a sense of peace. 
I’m learning to confront my fears. I have an 
spirit self, it's opening your heart to your* 
inner sense of 
spiritual side. 
my real 
Subject #10 said: 
I went to graduate school. I turned much more to Eastern things. 
JnUf ab°ut everything i do or feel now is related tc 
understanding and my connectedness with the Universe and God 
is much more of a connection with nature 
that 
Ibere 
I've never 
alive now. 
values. 
been happier, lighter or more turned on. r feex j ^ 
I am a totally different person. I questioned all my 
I was beginning to draw and paint. 
I am more in touch with the feminine side of rny being 
need to undestand my spiritual path. I realize I 
I am more self-actualized. 
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Ihe previous comments certainly support the Grof's definition of 
cnanges that can occur during and while integrating a Spiritual 
Emergency. However, from this study, one can conclude that a measurable 
result of a Spiritual Emergency was the increased spiritual dimension in 
the subject's lives. This happened for all ten subjects. The 
researcher can conclude from this study that increased spiritual 
awareness and developnent *ere an important outcome of a Spiritual 
Emergency. Listed below are further comments by each subject regarding 
what their spirituality meant to them as a result of having been through 
a Spiritual Emergency. 
Subject #1 said: 
Just in terms of a deep faith and belief in that level of my being. 
It s like I've got it. That level of being that absolutely 
transcends everything else. 
Subject #2 said: 
/our experience with Gcd is a very personal experience, extremely 
personal and that has been sort of living in me and growing in me. 
If you asked me what I loved I'd say that I loved truth but what i 
found out was that truth is God to me. That's truth and love. 
Subject #3 said: 
Well, the meditation I've done is vipassna meditation. And I've also 
worked in hatha yoga and in Sufi work. So basically, I practice all 
those three things as my spiritual work. 
Subject #4 said: 
Spirituality is very important to me; it's the most important part of 
my life. it governs everything I do. It's a personal connection, 
and it includes seeing everyone as God, and being part of God and 
being God and seeing everyone the same way. That's it. I practice 
my spirituality through a method of scientific prayer treatments 
based on the Science of Mind Model. There's a few principles in that 
and the main principles are a perfect God, pefect man, perfect being, 
and there is everyone — there is one mind, and we are all connected 
and by seeing people as being perfect manifestations of God, healing 
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and changes in life come about. 
Subject #5 said: 
Spirituality for me, anyway, means connecting with and reaching 
inside yourself to the Gad within. And my belief is that everyone, 
everyone has a divine nature, and that divine nature is actually — 
you could call it the higher self, the higher consciousness and 
that's really the controlling factor in our lives. 
Subject #6 said: 
It's my connection with other human beings on some kind of a true 
self level that's below the socialized shell. It's a combination of 
introspection and my being with my friends, others that understand 
and that have the same sense that I do. 
Subject #7 said: 
It's a belief and knowing of being totally connected to life and the 
oneness of it. And feeling it in my heart and in my mind, and 
knowing that I chose to be here and I have certain work to do. I am 
constantly evolving into that work and who I am in that work. I work 
real hard on myself. 
Subject #8 said: 
It's a primary process and continually in process. 
Subject #9 said: 
It's being in touch with the life force, the closer and less close of 
that presence. 
Subject #10 said: 
When I talk about spirituality in a personal way, the concept of 
religion is not part of that definition, but more who I am in terms 
of the way I make my living in the world. It's incorporation of my 
values and who I am and how I conduct myself on the face of the 
earth. My philosophy of life, my acceptance of who I am in the 
considerably greater human thing, and what I do and how I behave in 
terms of tuning into that "great esteem" thing. 
In short, increased spiritual development is the highest and most 
consistent form of change and integration found from this study. Some 
subjects perceived that the Spiritual Emergency was the jolt that got 
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them back on their spiritual path. For some of the subjects, as a 
result of the Spiritual Emergency, the spiritual dimension in their 
lives became the most important aspect to develop more fully. All ten 
subjects emerged from the Spiritual Emergency different people. A 
personality transformation seemed to have taken place. Seven subjects 
experienced psychosomatic healings. When the Spiritual Emergency was 
dealt with and integrated into their lives, their illnesses disappeared. 
Six subjects viewed the experiences as creative problem-solving 
solutions regarding heightened career aspirations. Two changed previous 
vocations and became healers. Four subjects went back to graduate 
school, one at the master's level and three at the doctorate level. Two 
of the subjects were in degree programs in counseling and therapy, one 
subject was in education, one subject had graduated and was currently a 
practicing transpersonal therapist. One subject began an alterantive 
spiritual church, another changed his form of how he creates his art 
work, another wished to help people through the bereavement process, and 
three subjects had serious intentions of writing books to help people 
understand more about their experiences. One book was being written at 
the time of the data gathering. Many subjects perceived their emotional 
lives as more calmed down and perceived themselves more at peace. 
Several subjects experienced nature in a different way than prior 
to the experience. Many stated that they were more in touch with 
nature. 
Subject #6 said: 
It was only the dirt and the small grass that was growing there 
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the porous rock had collected water in the pores, but the smooth, 
hard condensed rock had basically collected nothing. That seemed to 
be a metaphor for what I did the first forty-two years, as that same 
rock collected absolutely nothing. 
Subject #4 said: 
This was the first spring I had to myself and I saw the flowers and 
everything. 
Subject #5 said: 
When I wake up and the sun is shining, I stop whatever I'm doing and 
thank God for the sun that is shining. I'm more aware of nature than 
I've ever been — of its healing qualities and also of pollution in 
the sense that we're destroying that. I'm more aware of the God 
essence in other people. I'm aware that people are basically good 
rather than basically bad. I'm aware of the fact that I don't need 
things on T.V. programs and martinis before dinner to be happy. 
Those are so extraneous. I find that happiness itself is a word 
that's abused in its definition. Happiness for me is the people I 
work with. There has to be inner peace. When you have that sense of 
inner peace, it doesn't matter a whole lot what's happening around 
you because it's sort of like you can go into that space and that's 
where peace is and that’s where the important things are. And the 
rest of it is just flowing around you and it's going to flow anyway. 
I am now the type of person that would scop the car and look at the 
sunset, or chase a rainbow. 
I saw myself as a seed and I planted myself and I saw myself growing 
like this small tree. I saw two or three green leaves come out on 
this sort of tender, young shoot, and then I saw myself being as if I 
were the sun and watering and nuturing it. I realized that this was 
the new self that I had been born and that I had to now be my own 
parent. The only one that could nurture this was oneself. I had to 
nurture myself. I had to grow. 
Subject #10 said: 
And then during this transformation one day, I saw a flower. I felt 
love for everybody and realized then that I couldn't escape the 
literal evidence of God. 
Subject #6 said: 
We got there and did a lab that used the I Ching. Tbat lab involved 
a good number of field trips and getting off the grounds and going 
and spending an afternoon in silence at an absolute still lake. Just 
being there with fifteen other peole, climbing up some slippery rocks 
at a waterfall and each place was carefully chosen to represent one 
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of the aspects of the I Ching. The thing that did it for me was when 
I climbed to the top of a place called Tip Oh Wah. I spent a portion 
of the day up there totally silent. And then as I got more porous 
and softer, more things began to happen. But the thing that ended 
the morning really was simply standing there looking at the mountains 
and thinking about the eternity of the mountains. The fact that the 
mountains look at nothing and there is no activity in that mountain. 
It just is. Yet, for me the mountain was very powerful. So how is 
it possible that something that absolutely so beautiful takes 
absolutely no action? 
A couple of the subjects felt their intellectual processes shut 
down during the Spiritual Emergency: 
Subject #3 said: 
I had always read, and even at one time in my life really worked at 
becoming a writer. As this occurred during that year, it became 
impossible for me to read any kind of literature with real interest 
any more. 
Subject #7 said: 
That first experience, my first Goddess experience, my intellect was 
cut off. It was totally cut off. I knew nothing. I knew nothing. 
I couldn't do anything. I could not talk right. I'm not sounding 
too coherent now, but that year, I absolutely lost the words. 
Summary 
All the subjects felt the Spiritual Emergency had made their life 
better, and that they were better people for having gone through it and 
more self-actualized. All ten subjects experienced consciousness 
evolution. They became more aware of who they really were and how they 
wanted to experience life. All subjects became more aware of "oneself" 
and the importance of the spiritual dimension in their lives. Several 
subjects expressed a new inner self-awareness that continually was 
processing actions, reactions, feelings and emotions. They viewed the 
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experience as an important part of their growth and in becoming more 
self-actualizing human beings. Many subjects expressed themselves as 
being on a spiritual journey or path and felt the experience heightened 
their inner spiritual way of knowing. 
Subject #2 said: 
I'm involved in a continual process of interaction with the spiritual 
world and with my own inner spirituality. That's just brushing my 
teeth in the morning to me — a continual internal dialogue with the 
Gads, with God, with Christ, with my own inner high self. 
That was reinforcement of the premise of this study: that 
Spiritual Emergencies, if properly understood both by the experiencer 
and the helping professional, do produce changes that can have a 
positive impact on the individual's life. The ten subjects perceived 
themselves as experiencing changes. This is an important factor and one 
of the most significant measurable results of a Spiritual Emergency. 
The significance of the change depends, of course, on the individual 
experiencer. All ten subjects viewed the Spiritual Emergency as 
necessary for their growth and development, both personally and 
spiritually. 
All ten subjects stated they had a desire to help others. Six 
subjects chose professions to be able to help people experiencing 
types of crises. All the subjects expressed wanting to help make life 
better for other people. I feel it most significant that six of the 
subjects are studying to be able to or are already working with people 
in similar crises. Certainly, one who has been through a Spiritual 
Emergency can be a tremendous help in understanding and helping a person 
through this process. 
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Chapter V will discuss what was unhelpful and what was helpful to 
the subjects during the Spiritual Emergency. This research and previous 
research can be integrated and extended into a model, a visual 
interpretation, that seeks to explain and understand more fully 
Spiritual Emergencies. 
The Model 
As stated previously, as a result of the literature review and the 
data from this study, a Model emerged. This Model is a visual 
interpretation of what takes place within a person experiencing a 
Spiritual Emergency. See Model on Page Number 175. 
This study showed that precipitating events create an experience of 
pain. The pain found at the bottom of this Model represents human 
suffering. The pain is manifested through feelings, emotions, and 
physical ailments. These in turn, create anxiety and fear. Anxiety is 
defined as being troubled about some uncertain event. Boisen (1951) 
noted that anxiety was the awareness of some threat to the integrity of 
the personality. 
As anxiety increases, it pushes one into crisis. The crisis 
becomes an alternative point. At this point, the person has basically 
three alternatives as to how to reduce or remove the crisis. One 
alternative path leads to Psychopathological Phenomena. This phenomena 
include any and all addictions as ways to suppress and repress the 
anxiety. Anxiety reducing drugs are ways to relieve the intense pain 
that the anxiety produces. Another alternative path and a quick and 
sure way to reduce the anxiety, which is extremely uncomfortable, is to 
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return once again "to the way things used to be." Thus the crisis and 
suffering is suppressed and "nothing has changed." However, with both 
of these alternatives, people stop. Eventually, for some people, they 
begin to recognize, even dimly, that there must be a better way because 
the pain emerges and once again the cycle begins. 
The other alternative path available is to stay and be with the 
anxiety. This in turn catapults one into a more severe anxiety. 
However, this is the anxiety of despair. This despair creates a severe 
crisis and another alternative point. The same alternatives are 
available at this point. One can take the path that leads to the way 
things used to be, or the path to Psychopathological Phenomena, or one 
can stay with the despair and move into a severe crisis, a surrender 
and thus experience a Spiritual Emergency. The depths of this despair 
c^s^he the feelings that are necessary for one to let go and surrender 
to a higher force for help. one stops the struggle of trying to 
preserve the ego. This creates an ego death or a death of the old parts 
no longer needed of the person. in surrender there emerges some 
feelings of hope, trust, confidence and safety. There is a sense of 
faith in a power that heals all the pain. John Perry (1985) states: 
...whenever a profound experience of change is about to take 
place, its harbinger is the motif of death, it is not 
particularly mysterious why this should be so, since it is 
the limited view and appraisal of oneself that primarily must 
be outgrown. This issue is compacted in the self-image, and 
to accomplish its transformation it must dissolve in the 
manner of death to be renewed. In several visionary states 
one may feel one has crossed over into the realm of death and 
is living among the spirits of the deceased, in all this one 
is being forced to let go of old expectations of oneself and 
to let one be tossed about by the winds of change (p. 2). 
One must give up the outgrown. The death is followed by the 
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Neutral Zone, a time between the old and the new. Life feels 
meaningless. This phase creates pain also, but this is a different kind 
of pain than the one experienced in the initial stages of the Model. 
Ibis pain has hope. This hope creates a trust in the process, a trust 
that someone or something is helping and guiding one through to the 
emergence of a new form, a rebirth, a new self. With this rebirth comes 
new understanding and insights, about the parts lost and the parts 
gained. Integration takes the form of a shift in feelings, alterations 
in the conditions of the body, awarenesses of the mind, needs of the 
soul, and a different response to life. Peace and stability emerge. 
Increased spiritual development and a trust of one's spiritual path is 
heightened. There is a desire to help others, improved health, and one 
becomes more in touch with nature. 
One stays in this form until one experiences pain and the cycle 
begins again. The pain becomes a sign that there is new growth, 
awareness and truths for the person to experience, assimulate and 
integrate. Anton Boisen (1932) states: 
I had also the idea that for each individual soul there were 
two possible ultimate ends. One would be eternal life and 
the other eternal sleep or death, pain and suffering would 
thus be only incidental to the process of growth and 
achievement. They would cease with the possibility of 
attaining life and happiness. From this point of view they 
were to be welcomed and borne bravely (p. 121). 
While the Model reflects three alternative paths, a given 
individual may be aware of the alternative paths but would not 
necessarily experience a choice around them. For seme individuals the 
pain is so traumatic and overwhelming that there is no alternative path. 
It is important to note that not everyone can go through the intense 
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pain and anxiety of a Spiritual Emergency. 
The Model produced is a way of visually perceiving the elements 
involved in a Spiritual Emergency. One can learn and gain knowledge 
from it without directly experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. However, 
the major contribution could be to help those who are experiencing a 
Spiritual Emergency by giving some comfort and knowledge in seeing what 
the process looks like. Hie Model also can benefit the helper in trying 
to explain the process and help in keeping gentle pace with the helpee 
through the transition phases of the Spiritual Emergency. 
Itius the Model suggests that the direction and movement of the 
anxiety are important in determining whether a Spiritual Emergency is or 
will be occurring. itie two alternative points influence the three 
possible outcomes (i.e. returning to the way things used to be, an 
involvement in Psychopathological Phenomena, or experiencing a Spiritual 
Emergency) become important guideposts to the helper and helpee. 
Rajeneesh in Walsh and Shapiro (1983) believes the anxiety to be a 
spiritual anxiety. He states "this spiritual anxiety is the first step 
toward understanding true reality, or liberation" (p. 462) , though two 
of the choices will not lead a person to such a realization. 
Anxiety, perhaps best thought of as spiritual anxiety, is an energy 
force that pushes or catapults one towards a Spiritual Emergency, 
towards a death and rebirth of one's self. 
It is hoped by this researcher, that the Model created will help 
impart a new knowledge and understanding about Spiritual Emergencies. 
It is also hoped that the visual interpretation created can help one to 
understand the inner process and content of a Spiritual Emergency 
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without having to experience it directly. 
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CHAPTER V 
UNHELPFUL AND HELPFUL ACTIONS AND RESPONSES TO A SPIRITUAL EMERGENCY 
Introduction 
Ihe pain, anxiety, fear, despair, confusion, and other intense 
emotions and feelings that one experiences during a Spiritual Emergency 
create a critical need to learn and to educate ourselves as to what 
might be helpful for a person experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. In 
the same light, what is unhelpful is also important so that one can 
avoid such actions. 
As cited earlier in the review of the literature, the Grofs (1985) 
state: 
Traditional psychiatry does not recognize the difference 
between mystical and psychotic experiences. All unusual 
states of consciousness are essentially seen as pathological 
and attributed to anatomical, physiological and biochemical 
changes in the brain or other medical causes. There is no 
acknowledgment that any dramatic experiential states 
involving changes of consciousness could be potentially 
therapeutic and transformative. Psychiatry thus routinely 
and indiscriminately uses controlling and suppressive 
approaches to terminate such experiences. However, in the 
case of transpersonal crises, insensitive use of repressive 
measures can lead to chronicity and long-term dependence on 
tranquilizing medication or other pharmaceuticals with 
ensuing serious side effects and impoverishment of 
personality (p. 4). 
Grof (1972) asserts that there has been a tendency in contemporary 
science to label such experiences simply as psychotic and to consider 
them manifestations of mental illness. 
Mintz and Schmeidler (1983) suggest that a person experiencing a 
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transpersonal crisis may speak incoherently and show bizarre behavior 
Cor which they are usually hospitalized and may be treated with drugs 
and shock treatment that effectively bring about repression of the 
experience. 
Boisen (1936) states of his personal experience: ' 
Of course I spent much time puzzling about my own case. I 
tried to get a chance to talk with the doctor about it. In 
this I met with little success. That particular hospital 
took the organicist point of view. The doctors did not 
believe in talking with patients about their symptoms, which 
they assumed to be rooted in some as yet undiscovered organic 
difficulty. The longest time I ever got was fifteen minutes 
during which the very charming young doctor pointed out that 
one must not hold the reins too tight in dealing with the sex 
instinct. Nature, he said, must have its way. It was very 
clear that he had neither understanding nor interest in the 
religious aspects of my problem (p. 5). 
Clearly from these authors and others cited in Chapter II, 
misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment is a serious problem for the 
person experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. 
Unhelpful Actions and Responses During A Spiritual Emergency 
The subjects shared their perceptions as to what was unhelpful 
during a Spiritual Emergency. Probably the most outstanding and common 
unhelpful response during a Spiritual Emergency was either 
psychiatrists, psychologists, or psychotherapists who simply did not 
know or understand "what was happening," and therefore could not give 
appropriate help. This was a very emotional laden issue and these 
comments were shared by the subjects: 
Subject #2 said: 
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I finally ended up going to a clinical psychologist in Nashua, but it 
was just exactly the way I knew it would be. I couldn't talk to him 
about ninety percent of what was going on. He helped me with the 
little mundane ten percent. At least it was a little bit of a straw 
to hang onto. But he couldn't deal with what I was and I knew he 
couldn't deal with what I was and that is why I had never gone to a 
therapist in the first place because I didn't know anybody that could 
deal with what I was and what I was going through. I didn't want to 
be fucking psychoanalyzed. 
Subject #3 said: 
Alcohol is a dangerous withdrawal because of the possibility of 
convulsions. Long after you stop that remains a possiblity. So it 
was suggested that I should see someone and so I went to a 
psychiatrist at the Retreat. I went about three times and that's 
all. He simply informed me of some statistics about alcoholism and 
pointed up some of the dangers and some of the things to look for. 
Subject #5 said: 
So then the intake psychiatrist sent me to a psychiatrist who said, I 
was depressed and I would need years and years of psychotherapy to 
get me out of the depression. And since I was already thirty-three 
years old I was coming very late and she didn't know if it would help 
me. When she said that, I got very angry. Not so much angry at her. 
I liked her. Hie psychiatrist gave me exactly two insights. 
Wnat they seem to be denying is the fact that uniqueness and 
extraordinariness and individuality cannot really bo labeled in this 
one as psychotic and this one as neurotic or this one as obviously 
hallucinating. It's almost like they only reach a certain plateau 
and it's almost like they cannot expand beyond that. It's like the 
psychiatrist saying to me, — well, obviously that's a hysterical 
reaction when I told her that I had been healed by the prayer group. 
I knew that it had happened. I also realized that since she had not 
experienced that, that yes, it was probably hard for her to identify 
with that. 
Now, I'm not a psychotherapist and net a psychiatrist and not trained 
to do therapy. I do not do psychotherapy, and I tell that to 
clients. As a matter of fact, I would say at least six out of every 
ten clients or maybe seven out of every ten clients have been to a 
psychiatrist or a psychologist before they come to see me, and they 
are not helped. 
Subject #6 said: 
I had a friend who picked me up three days later and took me down to 
my local psychiatrist. I worked with him in therapy and sat down and 
began to give him some background. But in the space of forty-five 
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minutes, we didn't get to the sense of it. At the end of forty-five 
minutes, he said, okay, our time is up for now. He said on the way 
out, would you please pay the receptionist and make another 
appointment? It's like I haven't even told this guy that three days 
ago I had a pistol to my head. 
A few days after Christmas, a friend dragged me down to another 
psychiatrist. I saw him for probably three or four visits. He spent 
the bulk of his time sitting there with a note pad and pen saying 
that must be very difficult or you seem to be very depressed. He 
offered me hospitalization the first time I saw him, and I said, I 
don't want to do that. He did give me a prescription for sleeping 
pills. 
A clinical psychologist said, "I am not going to be able to work with 
you because I realize I am not qualified to do this." 
The early part of the intensive therapy ieft me isolated in a sense 
that nobody understood and that nobody has been through this. Nobody 
else can really understand. After all, all of my friends of the last 
few years didn't understand it. 
One hundred percent of the psychiatrists that I saw were less than 
helpful. They didn't see me somehow. It was a clinical experience. 
What I was doing had no clinical cure. The psychiatrists I think 
were not capable of wanting to do that. 
That's what the psychiatrist did is to empathize at an intellectual 
level of how difficult it must be. And they know it must be 
difficult because they've read about it. 
Subject #9 said: 
Fran different therapists who started to put their structures on me. 
I just ended therapy with a therapist. He felt that he saw a child 
in me that had come out and whom I loved dearly. It is the playful 
part of my personality which I need to live in this world. He wanted 
it always to grow up. He wanted to push it into a structure like you 
have to go around and have to be practical and have this full time 
job. You know, go that route. And he wouldn't let me be me. He was 
really judgmental. 
Subject #10 said: 
I went into classic analysis three to four days a week. That was not 
only not helpful but was also malevolent, in analysis you study 
yourself and you get to know yourself really well, but there is 
nothing inherent in that process which promotes change. 
It would seem from the reports of the above subject's perceptions 
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that some professional helpers were unable to provide appropriate help. 
Psychotropic drugs were mentioned as also unhelpful. This is what the 
subjects shared: 
Subject #2 said: 
Tranquilizers and heavy drugs are not needed and not useful. 
Subject #5 said: 
Most of the people I know who come to me are on strong medications 
like thorazine. My experience has been that their psychiatrist just 
keeps reordering it. usually, he doesn't even see them any more. He 
realizes that he can't help these people. He puts them on the 
thorazine because for some people that is the only thing that keeps 
them functioning. Unfortunately, it keeps them functioning at such a 
low level. 
Subject #6 said: 
The first guy just sat and listened to my history until maybe five 
years before and said your time is up, pay the receptionist and come 
back. The second guy I saw for several weeks. He really did nothing 
except offer me hospitalization, sleeping pills and say that it was 
probably very difficult to be going through what I was going through. 
Subject #9 said: 
If I had been pushed into a place to take drugs for my highs and 
lows, and somebody said well, I should take something for that. 
Subject #10 said: 
I went to three of the best orthopedic people in the city, and they 
all essentially said the same thing. I had this condition and you 
should rest a lot and ta*e exercises which I couldn't do because it 
was too painful, and have surgery. They didn't guarantee that the 
surgery would do anything for me. I distinctly remember talking 
about triggering events preciptating into this. I was thinking and 
lying in bed the one position that I found comfortable, tranquilized 
out of my skull. Itiey were smart enough to know that they had to 
tranquilize me, but none of them ever said to me, and this is what I 
realized — what's going on in your life? 
A Spiritual Emergency is not a disease, and therefore, the medical 
model efforts to cure it will not work. As the Grof's (1984) state: 
"Psychiatry thus routinely and indiscriminately uses controlling and 
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suppressive approaches to terminate such experiences" (p. l). 
The second most unhelpful action, in terms of times mentioned, was 
no support group, either family or friends. These are the reflections 
from the subjects: 
Subject #1 said: 
My mother wanting me to be stronger. 
Subject #2 said: 
It's that nobody understands what the process is. 
Subject #5 said: 
I chink the biggest thing that was painful that in every spiritual 
crisis that I've been through is the lack of a support group. Even 
when I was in graduate school and going through the crisis at that 
point, it seemed like there just was nobody to talk to. As far as 
the psychiatrist, I think I helped her more than she helped me. 
There were no people who understood. My roommate — and this is 
laughable — my roommate at that time was a medical student in the 
University. I tried to taxk to her a couple of times about what was 
happening to me because she could obviously see things were 
happening. She just would look at me like I was going totally 
insane. 
My family has never been supportive because we've never been even in 
the same city with each other. 
Subject #6 said: 
I think I've still got a crumpled piece of paper, an eight and half 
by eleven sheet of paper where I've written down names of people, 
friends, people to call, and they were all out of town for Christmas. 
I couldn't reach them and they all had answering machines. There 
wasn't a single person who was around. There was no one. The 
support system disappeared at Christmas. The shock of believing that 
you've got this great support system which in fact, is not there. 
But it's like how can so many people disappear at the same time? But 
they alx did. It was Christmas, and they just weren't there. 
Friends were expressing concern for me. It's like he’s sort of on 
the verge of losing his mind and going to need to be supported 
through this. It wasn't a sense of abandonment, but it was a sense 
of heightened concern on their part for me. But they didn't 
understand. 
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It's not helpful to have friends who are trying to help but at the 
same time are treating you as though you were somehow off your 
rocker. I never got the sense that I was, but with the doubting that 
was going on, it was just clear to me that they had no idea what was 
going on. Therefore, they were of no use in being supportive or 
holding onto in any way. They simply didn't understand and 
therefore, there was no point in being around them. I might as well 
be around a chair. In fact, I did reach one woman who has a Ph.D. in 
applied behavioral science. I was finally able to reach her a few 
days after that and there was some form of connection. She was a 
trainer for the first HI lab. And at that point she said, I'm not 
trained. I can't help you with this. You know, she has no clinical 
training. I knew when I called her that she had no clinical 
training. I wasn’t calling her for that. But she backed off on the 
basis that she couldn't handle it. Lack of clinical training was an 
easy way for her backing up. I think the only reason for her backing 
off is that she didn't know what to do. 
Subject #7 said: 
I had no support whatsoever outside of one really good friend. 
Subject #9 said: 
Friends who did not want to deal with me. 
Judgments by friends hurt at the time terribly and made me fall back 
into the well. 
Subject #10 said: 
My family wasn't helpful because they couldn't understand. 
Sure, all my friends and my parents wanted to have me committed. 
Literally, what are you nuts? Giving up that wonderful woman? And 
we're so proud of you, the president of a company, a big corporation. 
You're in the book. What are you nuts? Give that all up. And it 
made me think for maybe seven seconds. But in spite cf all that, ybu 
just don't know. But it didn't make it easy. 
Boisen (1936) states: 
For four and a half months I gave most of my attention to the 
attempt to understand my experience and also to convince my 
friends that I was as well as I had ever been. The harder I 
tried the less they believed it. The result was to increase 
my own fears and my own sense of helplessness (p. 6). 
Many of the subjects concur with Boisen and much of the literature 
in Chapter II. Thus, one can sense the profound impact a Spiritual 
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Emergency has on the experiencer. Ttiere is enough pain and despair to 
be in the process and then to feel isolated and not be able to 
communicate with loved ones or dear friends can only add to the fear and 
sense of helplessness. It is this exact fear, anxiety and confusion 
that lead people to seek help. 
Summary 
Helpers, friends, and family that did not understand what was 
happening proved to be the most unhelpful action and response to a 
Spiritual Emergency as perceived by most of the subjects. Some subjects 
perceived that the psychologist, psychiatrist, and psychotherapist that 
they seeked for help just didn't know what to do to provide that 
appropriate help and comfort. Tranquilizers were found to be an 
unhelpful response to this particular crisis for same of the subjects. 
Certain judgemental family and friends were also unhelpful actions 
and responses for several of the subjects. It seems ironic that for 
many of the subjects at the very time they needed helpers, family and 
friends for support and comfort, understanding, that they found 
themselves isolated and alone or with professionals who might want to 
suppress the experience. The isolation and the sense of separation from 
others cause much suffering and despair for the experiencer. It is, 
therefore, very important to know what the subjects perceived as helpful 
actions and responses during their Spiritual Emergency. 
Helpful Actions and Responses During a Spiritual Emergency 
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It is interesting to note that some subjects perceived certain 
family, friends and therapists as helpful during their Spiritual 
Emergency. Some of the subjects felt these people were supportive, 
loving, and understood what was happening to them. The following is 
what was said by the subjects about family: 
Subject #1 said: 
He (my ex-husband) supported me emotionally and at the time of my 
son's death, there was just no one that could have taken his place. 
I needed him to be with me through that. 
Subject #3 said: 
My wife and son and friends were helpful. My family was intact. My 
son was in relatively good shape and my wife stayed with me for all 
this time so I had support from them and I had friends. The main 
elements of my life were still stable and so I didn't have to go to 
an organization like A. A. to get support. 
Subject #8 said: 
Vicky, my wife, was good that way because she understood all this. 
She was kind of my guide in a sense. Vicky helped rne a lot. She had 
a lot of understanding because she had read a lot of stuff herself. 
She was very supportive and she let me see where things were in the 
ordinary course of spiritual events. TO her it was familiar so she 
could tell me it's okay. 
Subject #9 said: 
Ir. a sense my ex-husband said, "You can't give in to this despair, 
this depression. You have to fight it" which was all right. It was 
a pep talk. 
The following was said about friends: 
Subject #2 said: 
I needed somebody that understood something about spiritual crisis 
and spiritual' development and the kinds of deep things that people go 
through. 
I had one or two friends who understood and who could say no, you're 
not going to die. You're not falling apart. 
I was lucky enough that there were a few people in my life who did 
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understand. Thank God for that because if I had been going through 
it all alone, it would have been ten times worse. And it was awful. 
Subject #4 said: 
Supportive people. That was the benefit of the therapy group and my 
friend, Alan, who was the primal therapist and friends that he had. 
And everyone had the same kind of mind set. It was emotional and 
spiritual. But it wasn't people I had known before and it wasn't 
people I knew from work or anything. A whole new group appeared. 
Subject #5 said: 
My lovers have been the people that have understood better than any, 
because at this point, they are very spiritually oriented. 
Subject #6 said: 
I called a friend I had known and done a N.T.L. lab with, a 
psychologist who lived in Cambridge. I called him up and said I 
needed to see him pretty quickly. I spent an evening with him 
telling him what was going on. He was the first help. I walked away 
from him with a sense of some kind of connection and some kind of a 
lifeline. You know, I made a contract about the suicide. It took a 
while and took a lot of rationalization and logic for him to find a 
way to get me to agree to a contract. 
Subject #7 said: 
I had one really good friend here. 
Subject #9 said: 
I had good friends. I realized a major energy that was helpful from 
outside was that of unconditional, non-judgmental.support that I 
received. This is about jampolsky's attitudinal healing program and 
that sort of work. And it's those people, non-professionals, just 
friends or professionals who were totally accepting of who I was that 
made it all right and made me feel this was all right, this process. 
Those people who have really committed themselves to spiritual growth 
are all going through unbelievable traumas. And the support that we 
qive each other in just holding hands or just being there is so 
helpful. Doing this work is really important. Lotting poeple know 
you're *not crazy and you're really not. crazy. This is a new energy 
that no one knows about yet and no one really understands. This is 
an energy that is trying to be birthed, and I've likened all of this 
to a birth process because there is pain in the birth process and 
there is wonderful joy, and so you welcome the pain because you know 
that there is new life coming. 
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Unconditional love of friends was extrememly helpful. 
I need the the stable loving friends, it's like knowing that God and 
Gaddess are always there and like knowing that includes the space of 
unconditional love which my friends personified. 
Subject #10 said: 
I got a lot of support, wonderful support, which I really needed. A 
lot of affirmation. All the encouragement that I got was in one case 
from somebody who was a role model and from people who I really 
admired. Those are the people who said go for it. There was a 
physician friend of mine who is at the world wide top of his 
profession. He's a very distinguished guy, a friend of mine, and he 
kept saying go for it, go for it. And the professor that I studied 
with. He was the person who helped me with affirmation of my own 
intellect. 
The subjects stated about therapists and psychologists: 
Subject #7 said: 
My therapist helped me see it. My sexuality I think was part of my 
link up too. The salvation was that all the various therapists that 
I worked with even though they may have had their limitations sparked 
some love. " 
Subject #6 said: 
A good therapist. First of all, in order to be able to share it, 
they have to convince you that they understand it. They are not 
holding ik. at arm's length. They are not afraid of it and somehow, I 
think they have to have had the experience themselves. That's a way 
of convincing you that they really understand because so many people 
I've run into do not understand me or what I'm going through. I need 
to know that somehow they've already been there and been there in a 
way that they understand it. And if I get a sense that they've been 
there, then tnev re able to hold the pain. I think if they've been 
there that's probably where the capacity and the recognition for me 
comes as 'well. I used a metaphor earlier about wanting somebody down 
in the mud and blood on the field with me instead of up in the 
stands. That is just another way of saying I want somebody who can 
hold the pain to,help me hold it rather than to stand over there and 
talk about how difficult it must be for me to have this pain. 
Talking with lover's therapist. He tried ways of convincing me that 
she was going to find out about my commiting suicide. What he 
finally used was that I obviously had much more information about her 
than just the ten minute phone call that would be useful. And that 
if I did this now, then everything additional would be lost. And so 
I made a contract with him that I would write it down and mail it to 
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him. He wanted just a complete dump of everything that I knew about 
her that might be useful. I did that and got over the next couple or 
three days by writing a long letter about what the situation was 
about her. 
So I called a psychologist. He set up an appointment for the 
following day. I went to see him and at the end of the hour again I 
knew that I'd made a connection. This person understood. He knew 
what was happening. i trusted him. it was a totally, absolutely 
different experience from the two psychiatrists. Somehow it was a 
promise of seme understanding. We made a contract that I would go 
home and get rid of all the poisons, the pills, the pistol, the three 
p's, and see him three times a week. That was kind of strange. Gee, 
three times a week and not the classic once a week. So I said fine. 
It was difficult not seeing him the following day. Two days later I 
did see him. 
But I chose the clinical psychologist. I went to see him the next 
day. I went to see him three times a week. The same kind of 
connection happened and exactly the same kind of stuff. I would 
later go on to describe this in a paper. But I had the sense of 
being down in some kind of a battleground, some kind of muddy and 
bloody field of some kind. And the things that I was fighting were 
sort of nebulous. I couldn't identify them. But it was muddy and 
bloody and tiring. What I had around me was a whole group of friends 
who were sitting in the stands who were cheering me and urging me on 
and wanting me to succeed past this. All the people were around. I 
said, they're all up in the stands but I want somebody that's down 
here in the field. I want somebody who is bloody and muddy like I am 
instead of sitting up there and offering me support. I want real 
supportive ones who are down here, and I had the sense that he 
understood. 
The difference between the twD clinical psychologists and the two 
psychiatrists was the difference between somebody paid to be a fan up 
in the stands versus having somebody where the payment wasn't there 
but it was an unimportant detail. The difference was somebody who 
would get down in the mud and knew how to fight and how to play the 
game as opposed to being a paid spectator. A spectator who pays to 
get in versus someone you pay to go sit in the stands. 
I think that was one of the things was that I somehow thought that 
this guy knew what was going on. He knew and dealt with me in a way 
that was totally different from that of the two psychiatrists. He 
provided lots of sharing of his own life which helped me. It did 
lots of things. But one thing it did was that it convinced me that 
he knew what it was like to be where I was. I didn't have to try to 
explain this. He gave me assignments at which time I did them. He 
gave me an understanding of what was going on. It was an 
understanding that everything was okay. Even this for me was a 
unique experience that there was a way of applying meaning to it, and 
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that I was not the first person to ever have gone through this. I 
had a sense of someone else who understood it and a sense that 
theoretically, Freud understood it. What I was going through wasn't 
totally isolated and an alone kind of thing even though I was going 
through it alone. Other people had gone through this. I just knew. 
I didn't have to know who they were. It was just the sense that I 
was not embarking on new territory which was helpful in some way. 
It appears positive attitudes, unconditional love and emotional 
support can help the experiencer restore some balance. Also Subject 
#2 commented on a place to go. She said: 
It's going somewhere — places where I could talk about my fears and 
where I could talk about my crazinesses and what I was going through, 
and it was understood because most of the people would have looked 
and would have said I was having either a physical breakdown or a 
nervous breakdown and wouldn't have understood it at all. 
The second most helpful action and response to a Spiritual 
Emergency mentioned by the subjects were workshops, training, and 
reading. These helped them understand the process and added strength. 
Subject #3 said: 
Spiritual input. I had been to a couple of workshops and things — 
Sufi workshops actually in New York City. I did work on my own 
spiritual development. I did a lot of yoga and then went to a Sufi 
retreat, dancing, whirling and chanting. 
I did a Vippasna Retreat and sat for three weeks. I really believe 
that many people, simply because of whatever they are, are positioned 
to move immediately into spiritual work in their lives. But, I see 
my alcoholism as a preparation, as a tool, for that kind of 
development. My spiritual experience has been and was growing so 
strong in my own mind that it was a real source of strength. 
Subject #4 said: 
The Loving Relationship Training teaches you to have a loving 
relationship with every aspect of your life, say with money. They 
emphasize relationships but also with your parents, lovers, friends 
and your career. There's just a lot of different things and you get 
to know the idea that thought is creative and the breath is cleansing 
and freeing up your creative powers. 
Workshops. And it turned out to be.a spiritualist conference and 
their emphasis is on the mediums and communicating with discarnates. 
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People who have passed on so that was quite mind blowing and as a 
result, we have gotten pretty much involved with the Spiritualist 
Church and with the Science of Mind. 
Silva Mind Control. I had gone through some Silva Mind Cbntrol 
training. That was very helpful. The programming skills I learned 
were very helpful to me. I took three different Silva workshops. 
Then I took more Silva Mind Control courses. I was very active with 
that for three or four years. 
Subject #5 said: 
The Elizabeth Kubler Ross Workshop and what that workshop was. it 
was through her techniques and her own abilities and powerful 
spiritual forces that she gathered around her that she calls 
spiritual guides, that I released. 
Subject #6 said: 
Training at National Training Laboratories (N.T.L.). I went to 
N.T.L. every summer for the next five or six years, and five years 
later I was an apprentice trainer. 
I went to three years of Neuro Linguistic programming including an 
internship. 
Subject #7 said: 
A healing course. Oh! I know, and I got very involved with healing 
things like touch and other body type things. 
Jean Houston Workshop. I picked up a brochure at this Wellness 
Center that talked about this workshop by jean Houston. I knew 
nothing about this woman named jean Houston. I had never heard of 
her before in my life. I read the brochure and said, this is meant 
for me. The next thing in terms of the program is that Jean 
announces that they're having a three year training program in the 
cultivation of human capacities that incorporates everything I had 
been studying on my own. By this time I had started getting into 
sane philosophy, Hedonistic philosophy. This was about all kinds of 
educational principles, and I had been working with nutrition and 
with other physical things I had done. And she said besides that, 
we're going to hook it up with a college so that we would be able to 
do a doctoral program with it. I can’t believe this. This is made 
for me. 
It started with a summer program. Meditation started at seven 
o'clock in the morning. The morning had lectures through all kinds 
of different physical, psychological, mythological and psychophysical 
processes. It was a very, very rich and very, very immersed process. 
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Part of this program with Jean Houston is that we all had mentors. 
My mentor happened to be a person who had worked with Jean and 
actually was her right arm. He believed in process so completely and 
that the process was the important thing and not the intellectual 
knowledge. 
Subject #9 said: 
Psychosynthesis program and support group. I went to this 
psychosynthesis program at that time. It was like intuitively out of 
fear and letting go, being led to these people that supported me all 
through the crisis. 
About helpful reading material, the subjects said: 
Subject #2 said: 
■Self-help books. I started reading a lot of self-help books. 
Subject 3 said: 
I had always been attracted to Buddhism, so I did a lot of reading at 
the time. That's the only thing I was able to read, was spiritual or 
consciousness kinds of things. I sort of found my way into poetry 
from time to time, but usually it's related to that as well. 
Subject #4 said: 
Reading. I remember being interested before in Edgar Cayce and I 
started reading him again. I'm an avid reader. 
Subject #6 said: 
Reading the book called "loneliness" by Clark Moustakis. Again, it 
made my experience make an awful lot of sense. The readings helped. 
It helped in the sense of making sense of the experience. 
Having insight and knowing that other people had been through it was 
helpful. Reading was one way of doing that. But what was helpful 
was knowing that I wasn't alone and that I wasn't working new ground. 
Nobody ever had been through this or could know what it is. I think 
that is tied to the first point as well about a therapist who knows 
what is going on. 
Subject #7 said: 
Mythology. Actually, I got to be crazy in a very sane way. And that 
was really important to play out my stuff mythologically. TO 
constantly be in process and to be a part and acknowledge and honor 
that. The other thing that helped me was seeing the story of oneself 
through mythological stories of the past and then to see how maybe 
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one's own story is different from what's happening and what had 
happened in the past or similar to it. Matter of fact, that's the 
only reading I did do was fairy tales and mythology. 
Subject #8 said: 
I've also been reading in this area for quite a few years. But, 
certainly I had a lot of knowledge. I was reading Agartha and what 
an input that was. Books totally do that for me. I also have a girl 
friend who is a librarian and so she has fed me a great many 
marvelous books such as George Lenard's "Silent pulse" and Bucky 
Fuller. 
Subject #10 mentioned reading and tapes. He stated: 
Reading Books and listening to tapes. At that time I was reading 
books that were specifically designed to help me. 
The third most helpful action and response to a Spiritual Emergency 
was sane form of physical help. 
Subject #2 said: 
Some kind of physical support because even though the crisis is 
primarily spiritual for anybody, there's going to be physical 
symptoms. And anyway, that can be supported through proper kinds of 
fasting, you know, bowel cleansing and diet. 
Subject #3 said: 
First, I went very much into traditional medicine and then I started 
more non-traditional ways. These are Eastern medicines — holistic. 
Some of these therapies were very painful and physical because I was 
very tight and tied up in my body. 
I started to do fasts and that was a wonderful experience. 
Subject #4 said: 
I got into Primal Therapy. I took a massage class and made an 
instant friendship with someone who also was a primal therapist. Vfe 
became very good friends and it was with him that I got into primal 
therapy. 
Rebirthing is breathing. Through the breath you release your birth 
trauma. It was a weekend with follow up. There was another support 
group created from that. We were supportive of each other for a good 
ten years. That worked out good. 
Subject # 7 said: 
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Massage classes. 
Body Worker. My body just said something was going to happen, wc 
ms- in the spring at this conference center, and one of the men is a 
body worker. I wanted him to do some work on my body. My body was 
b^dvin9 anV° hS Started usin9 those techniques with my 
body. First he balanced my energy and then he started talking to me 
^rt.°f y°u? *** hurtS and a11 that* Sometimes he had to point out why it was blocked. 
Physical things like swimming, massage 
of life drawing. 
high ropes course, art course 
Osteopath and going back into therapy, what was just incredibly 
helpful right before going into therapy was this doctor, i did qo to 
is osteopath. I have had three sessions with him that have 
corresponded to my going back into therapy. And it's been 
incredible because he has helped unblock a lot of the blocked parts 
Oi. my body and freed up their movement which also frees up the 
energy. ^ 
The other thing that's 
especially massage, 
manipulation. 
very, very helpful is physical contact, 
J think I really need that physical 
Subject #9' said: 
Massage and Breathing. And I nad several people who worked with me 
And that was like having this network, it was wonderful you know to 
work with each other. I used that with my breathing work that I did 
and 1P* 301116 daYs w6 ^rk on certain areas with massage, and I 
would breathe into those areas and then I would release what was 
there. I ve really done a lot with the breathing work that I do. 
Just being, just knowing where I am holding and where I am tiqht in 
my body. ^ 
Some doctors were mentioned as helpful people. 
Subject #2 said: 
Herbal and hcmopathic medicine. I also had a physician who 
understood that it was a developmental/spiritual crisis, and an 
antipassovical homopathic physician, and he was there for me. i 
would call him in a panic at three in the morning and he would say it 
was this, you know, take your drops, it's gonna be all right. He was 
a lifeline for me and I think you need to have a lifeline, and the 
more you can have lifelines with a person you feel really trusts and 
really understands and has got sane expertise. 
Subject #3 said: 
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The medical community. So in the end it wasn't the spiritual 
community but it was the medical community which at least since last 
summer has relieved the pain for me. At the same time I feel the 
holistic things were completely instrumental for me. 
In fact I'll tell you one example which may show you where I am. I 
did the second surgery; the one that was, at least until now, 
successful and immediately after that surgery, I had some pain. And 
I called the doctor and he said, this happens sometimes and don't 
worry about it. So I went home and the pain increased so I knew 
through a friend, a kind of famous healer in New York. And we raced 
down to New York to see this guy, and I had a session or two with 
him. As I went home, coming back from New York, the pain started to 
fade. And it's been fading or it's been gone, virtually ever since. 
Subject #7 said: 
Holistic doctors. I was hooked up with whole health center and a 
holistic doctor. She told me chat my physical problems were from all 
the stress and recommended vitamins. I said to her that I've been 
thinking maybe it's time for therapy and she said she thought that 
was a good idea and recommended somebody who is part of that holistic 
practice. So that's how I found a therapist. He played a wonderful 
father role for me that I needed very badly. I didn't have a 
^sitive male in my life at all. I hadn’t had a good relationship 
with men in many, many years. He played a therapist role but also a 
father role which I very much needed. And the therapy lasted about a 
year or little less actually, about nine months. 
Other subjects stated that their job helped them. 
Subject #3 said: 
Mv art work. But, I hadn't out and out lost my life work, with my 
son, or broken off friendships. I still had several very, very close 
frierdships — old close friendships that really stayed with me. I 
had a slightly extended family that definitely was supportive, and 
you know, there was work. There was art still, there was the school. 
I was still teaching and I had taught all through this. 
Subject #5 said: 
Clients and work. What I do with my clients is to take them to the 
orecipice and then I push them off and go with them hand in hand. I 
tell them you're not flying alone — I’m with them. When I do a 
visualization with my clients that takes them into all their parts of 
their consciousness, I say, whether you know it or not, I was with 
you in that visualization. I was right there every minute. And they 
say, across the board, yes, I felt your presence. 
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Subject #7 said: 
Job as First Grade teacher. As a matter of fact I think the kids 
helped me. They gave me love and support. 
A couple of subjects mentioned journal writing and meditation as 
helpful responses to a Spiritual Emergency. 
Subject #2 said: 
My inner spiritual guidance, my journal writing, my spontaneous 
conversations. I've got notebooks full of dialogues with inner 
figures and having tools and having processes with which to do those 
kinds of dialogue. 
Subject #4 said: 
Meditation. I meditate four or five times a week for about one-half 
hour. It's like an active meditation. Where you would really start 
out the same way and that there is one God, one Mind, and then I 
describe the mind and the God and any kind of wonderful words I can 
think of. And then I affirm my connection to it and then I state the 
truth about different situations and conditions in my life. Arvd I 
let go of any fear or doubt I may have and then so it is. And there 
have been some remarkable healings that I can trace — there's like a 
cause and effect that I can see. But I'm just learning. 
Subject #5 said: 
Meditation. But on the third session of meditation she said, 
visualize there is a healing room in your consciousness while you are 
in a meditative state and bring someone into the healing room and 
heal than. I closed my eyes and went into a meditative state and 
someone came into my consciousness and I was directed. 
I would go into a meditative state and sometimes I would be in it for 
two or three hours doing healing work for two to three hours. 
A couple of subjects also mentioned time, the time needed to do 
this type of work that one does during a Spiritual Emergency. 
Subject #4 said: 
Having the space and time to do the work. 
Subject #7 said: 
Time and space. It was also really important because I had the 
freedan of not working and of taking off. 
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Still other subjects found individual things that might help them 
during the Spiritual Emergency. 
Subject #2 said: 
nf^hluL *. 2nd that 3009 1 told you 1 kePfc singing that caused 
of bliss to bring peace to my soul. 
Subject #6 said: 
Another part that helped was having been through it once and then 
when it happened a second time, I knew that it was okay. 
Ive T?1S° 9°5 a ment:al strategy that I realized that I've developed 
f go backnto th Pth? of,uhatever it; is that I'm in at this instKt,' I go back to the past and recall times when I've been at an eaual or 
worse condition, and I compare what happened a?ter ?ha?to the 
ti^e" tad 1 know that even thou9h it seemed bad at the 
time, that now that pain doesn't seem so bad at all. it almost qoes 
away. en I can sit here and talk about what happened in 1979 from 
a distance and go into the depths, i go back an^ find one of those 
occasionswhen I was just as bad off. i think how that has faded and 
how that doesn t seem like much now even though at the time it seemed 
okav^the ;And J look.at that and 1 move ifc into ri9ht now and I say, 
f ^ S5me thing is going to happen with this. And I look toward 
the future when I look back at this and don't even remember any of 
Stuff* 1 s°rt of have a vague recollection of pain, trauma or 
whatever. So my way of getting out of where I am now is to get to 
Sa SS SSrS and l0°k b3Ck Where 1 ^ now and won't seem so bad And the way I know that's true is by recalling. Fbr me, I 
QonS S- one lfc- It relieves the hopelessness and the 
sense that it might not be surviveable. 
Subject #8 said: 
Psychology. 
knew all 
psychology. 
A background in psychology is tremendously valuable, 
the time what the hell was happening to me. i minored 
I 
in 
Subject #9 said: 
Women's Group. I have just joined a women's group, 
who does astrology work and is a good counselor, and 
of this experience needing masculine energy. 
I have a woman 
I'm coming out 
Music and Dancing. Chris Williamson was a wonderful woman that sinqs 
llling up and spilling over, it's dancing and the freeing myself up 
in tnat way. ^ 1 ^ 
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Subject #10 said: 
Interest. One of the things that helped me during that transition 
was that my son was also learning disabled, somewhat more severely 
than I. I became very interested obviously in what that was all 
about and realized all the mistakes I was making as a parent. 
Support, acceptance, being there, unconditional love, being non- 
judgemental, affirming and validating the person and the experience were 
all helpful responses to a Spiritual Emergency. The following were sane 
of the more helpful responses and actions shared by the ten subjects: 
someone familiar with the process so they can say "No, you're not crazy, 
you're not going to die" and who can guide you through it; saneone 
spiritually oriented; someone trustworthy; and someone who knows about 
this and can share his/her experience. 
Loving people around the experiencer, good attentive listeners, 
touching and holding, allowing behaviors that might otherwise be a 
concern and can support the experiencer where he/she is in the moment 
are all responses that friends, family, and therapists employed to help 
the subjects through their Spiritual Emergencies. It is only those 
people who authentically care and are willing to participate without 
fear in the intense experience of another person that can help an 
experiencer through a Spiritual Emergency. Tenderness, gentleness, 
reaching out, being attentive, really wanting to understand are also 
needed responses that can be helpful. 
Sane subjects needed and received continual support by many people 
during the crisis. Other subjects needed just a few people some of the 
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time. Still others needed one or two people for short periods of time. 
Knowing that one has access to this type of support when needed, helps 
ease some of the anxiety and fear associated with a Spiritual Emergency. 
When one is experiencing a Spiritual Emergency there are feelings 
of helplessness and low self-esteem. The above responses from helpers 
to people experiencing a Spiritual Emergency allow the experiencer to 
accept and validate himself or herself and to instill somewhat the 
emotional support, the hope, comfort, dignity and trusting that is 
needed to continue on through the process until self-acceptance, 
self-worth and self-love emerge. 
It is evident that these ten subjects were able to find other ways 
to help them through the experience. This raises the question for 
people who cannot find ways to help themselves and what happens to them? 
It is hoped that the different helpful actions and responses 
generated by the ten subjects will provide fresh insights for the helper 
and helpee during a Spiritual Emergency. 
Summary 
In the future, people experiencing a Spiritual Emergency might 
benefit just from reading about what was helpful and seeing in print the 
many helping alternatives that the subjects provided. It is hoped that 
what was helpful to some experiences might be helpful to other 
experiencers. 
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This researcher hopes that helpers can learn from the experiences 
of these subjects and can gain from this data without actually 
experiencing a Spiritual Emergency directly. However, it is no 
coincidence that six of the ten subjects have chosen professions that 
can provide appropriate help to people in need of it. It may just be 
that the one who has experienced a Spiritual Emergency, the helpee, 
later becomes the best helper. 
John Weir Perry (1985) states: 
What turns out to be the ultimate goal of spiritual emergence 
and renewal process? I think the most concise way of putting 
it is that it is the same as that of the mystic way or of 
meditation, which is phrased in Buddhist practice as wisdom 
and compassion or love. That pair is what emerges in the 
process and what is required of the partner in the work (p. 
2). 
The ten subjects studied assimulated the constructive aspects of 
their particular Spiritual Emergency. They each experienced valuable 
spiritual growth, increased understanding, and some attained better 
physical health and emotional balance. This researcher, having shared 
time with each of them, is convinced that they each emerged more wise 
and loving, and will impart that wisdom and compassion with those who 
happen to cross their spiritual paths. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to gather together the information 
that was available about Spiritual Emergencies and to find out if this 
adequately describes what happens to people by interviewing individuals 
who have experienced a Spiritual Emergency. This information is to aid 
those experiencing a Spiritual Emergency and to provide helpers in being 
more effective. 
A Model, a visual interpretation, emerged from the research to 
present a clear and inclusive sense of what happens inside a person 
experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. The Model shows that precipitating 
events create pain that is manifested in feelings, emotions and physical 
problems. These in turn, create anxiety and fear which create a crisis 
and an alternative point. Three paths are available at this point, cne 
can return to former ways of being, another towards Psychopathological 
Phenomena, or else one can remain with the anxiety which leads to 
despair and a severe crisis. This crisis, again, leads to another 
alternative point. Three paths are available also at this point. Che 
can return to former ways of being, or move toward psychopathological 
Phenomena or stay with the despair and exparience a Spiritual Emergency, 
a surrender to a higher force, experience a death of the self, a neutral 
zone, and finally, a rebirth of the self. Integration takes many forms 
depending on the individual. For sane there is a value re-orientation, 
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new truths surface, increased clarity and awareness about life, a new 
connection with self experienced by some subjects as self-love and 
self-acceptance, inner direction, trusting one's path, a desire to help 
others, an influence on professional life, more in touch with nature, 
improved health and a deep desire for continued spiritual development 
and growth. 
Ta utilize the findings of this study and to identify its 
contribution to the field, a review is done of the crucial questions 
asked in terms of the existing literature and what has been discovered 
in this study. Conclusions from this study as well as their 
implications and recommendations for future research are also given. 
How the Findings of This Study Relate *IP the Research Presented in the 
t Review of the Literature 
This study supports much of the literature on Spiritual Emergencies 
described by Christina and Stanislav Grof (1985). Spiritual Emergencies 
are: 
...Episodes of unusual experiences which involve changes in 
consciousness and in perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
psychosomatic functioning. There is a significant 
transpersonal emphasis in the person's process, such as 
dramatic death and (re)birth sequences, mythological and 
archetypal phenomena, past incarnation memories, out-of-body 
experiences, incidence of synchronicities or extrasensory 
perception, indication of Kundalini awakening, states of 
mystical union, identification with cosmic consciousness, and 
others (p. 4). 
All ten subject's experiences reflect and concur with this definition. 
The subjects partially supported the Grof's (1985) definition as to 
what can cause a Spiritual Emergency. 
Spiritual emergencies or transpersonal crises can occur 
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spontaneously without any precipitating factors, or be 
triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and disease, 
accidents, intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or 
exposure to psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances 
the catalyzing factor seems to be involvement in various 
meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies (p. 4). 
This research concluded that all ten subjects had precipitating 
factors that triggered the Spiritual Emergency. Pour subjects had near 
death accidents, four were involved in deep meditative practices, one 
subject was exposed to a psychedelic drug, one subject had a childbirth, 
however, all ten subjects were emotionally stressed out. This research 
concurs with Anton Boisen (1932): 
The facts considered in our hospital cases have shown us that 
we are not to look for the explanation of such disturbances 
in the immediate occasion which precipitates them. Most 
acute disturbances and upheavals come as the result of an 
accumulation of strains and stresses. The break occurs when 
the load becomes too heavy, and the occasion which 
precipitates it is usually a mere last straw (p. 64). 
All ten subjects had an accumulation of precipitating events, the 
least amount experienced were three, the most experienced fourteen. 
These precipitating factors took place within a year, the least amount 
of time involved, to within nine years, the most amount of time 
involved. 
The subject's reports support the Grof's (1985) statement regarding 
how a Spiritual Emergency can be integrated into a person's life. They 
state: 
If properly understood and treated as difficult stages in a 
natural developmental process, these experiences, 'spiritual 
emergencies' or transpersonal crises, can result in emotional 
and psychosomatic healing, creative problem-solving, 
personality transformation and consciousness evolution. This 
fact is reflected in the term 'spiritual emergency' that 
suggests a crisis, but also the potential for rising to a 
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higher state of being (p. 1). 
Hie subjects also support the findings of other authors cited in 
the review of the literature. Murphey (1969) found greater learning and 
improved function. Maslow (1962) found such experiences as highly 
therapeutic for some people, and for others a whole new outlook by some 
great moment of insight or inspiration or conversion. These experiences 
can contribute to personality integration. 
This researcher and the two coders are convinced from the subject's 
accounts that the ten subjects emerged from the Spiritual Bnergency with 
new insights, resolutions, psychosomatic healings, emotional healings, 
and creativity which solved major life problems around relationships, 
careers, values and spiritual development. 
Integration on the spiritual level was experienced by the subjects 
as needing that dimension in their lives to emerge more fully. The 
subjects all practice their spirituality in different ways, but the need 
to have continual growth and development in that sphere of their lives 
was important to all ten subjects. Integration on the feeling level 
shared by most of the subjects took the form of self-actualization, 
self-connectedness, self-acceptance, self-worth, self-love, and the 
desire to help and make life better for other people who might be in a 
similar crisis. 
Many of the subjects had personality transformation. Several 
reported a death and rebirth sequence and some to a surrender. A couple 
of the subjects said on these occasions, "Thy will be done." The 
subjects also experienced a time of formlessness. Several subjects 
stated "I didn't know who I was." Many experienced joy, light, peace 
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and Gad at the rebirth stage. All the subjects became more self-aware. 
Most of the subject's whole outlook on life changed. 
The changes that one experiences are an important measurable 
outcome of a Spiritual Bnergency. The ten subjects all viewed the 
Spiritual Bnergency as an important part of the growth process, even 
though extremely painful. Grof (1975), Walsh and Vaughan (1983), Boisen 
(1936), Perry (1986), Peris (1969), Hidas (1981), and Bridges (1980) all 
speak about the terrible pain, despair, anxiety, confusion and suffering 
that this type of crisis creates. All ten subjects shared the intensity 
of this particular pain, the growth and the peace. 
The ideas presented by Grof (1975), Boisen (1936), Murphy (1967), 
Walsh and Vaughan (1983), Sannella (1976), Mintz and Scheidler (1983) 
regarding misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment seem most appropriate 
to this study. The most common unhelpful response reported by the 
subjects during a Spiritual Bnergency were professional helpers, family 
and friends who did not understand what was happening. However, the 
subjects would also describe as most helpful those professional helpers, 
friends, and family that were there and knew what was happening and 
could provide the kind of support they needed through the crisis. 
Murphy (1969) , Perry (1986) , Walsh and Vaughan (1983) , Grof (1985) and 
Boisen (1976) concur that a supportive and "warm environment, the need 
for loving understanding, and people who can really listen" are all 
important helpful responses during a Spiritual Bnergency. The ten 
subjects mentioned the need for support, unconditional love, and 
understanding professionals, friends, and family, as what they needed 
most. 
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Conclusions Arising From This Qualitative Study of Spiritual Emergencies 
This study thus supports much of the existing data, but also 
provides new and expanded knowledge, such as: 
1. The death-rebirth Model which can be a valuable visual 
educational tool explaining a Spiritual Emergency. 
2. The documentation of what exact changes took place in the 
individual subjects. These changes were drastic in some of the subjects 
(e.g. changes in professional life, desire and need for further 
spiritual development, changes in relationships, changes in physical 
health, changes in one's outlook on life, new values regarding money, 
power and prestige, and desire to help and make life better for others.) 
It may create less fear when the experiencer realizes that dramatic 
change in the self is an important and positive outgrowth of a Spiritual 
Emergency. 
3. The responses of what was helpful during a Spiritual Emergency. 
This could be extremely valuable to experiencers and the helping 
professionals as a place to begin to alleviate some stress. 
4. The understanding that there are types of Spiritual Emergencies 
such as mythological, archetypal, Kundalini, Shamaric journey, past 
incarnation memories, dramatic death and rebirth sequences, extrasensory 
perception, incidence of synchronicities, mystical union and cosmic 
consciousness. Although these may overlap in the experiencer, there are 
certain patterns common to a particular Spiritual Emergency. This 
information would be helpful to the helpee and helper defining why "what 
is happening" in same particular experience. 
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5. Even though the experience is called a Spiritual Emergency, 
little has been stated in the literature concerning increased spiritual 
development as an important outcome of a Spiritual Emergency. The ten 
subjects all reported to be more actively pursuing their.spiritual 
development, spiritual path, and self-actualization. They all were 
very much aware that their own personal spiritual life took on a new 
dimension. Their spiritual path and journey was a much more important 
part of their life than prior to the experience. They may each have 
expressed that spirituality in different forms, yet the importance of 
that connection in their lives was similar. 
6. The precipitating events and the stress levels that triggered 
the Spiritual Emergency in this particular study were common among both 
rhe males and females. Gender issues and the Spiritual Emergency 
experience are worthy of more study, in many cultures, specifically, 
men and women are supposed to experience life differently. Much of our 
socialization speaks to enhancing our differences. This researcher 
j-inds it quite unusual that the precipitating factors and stress levels 
experienced were common to both males and females. However, this study 
din not do special analysis to specifically ferret out gender 
differences. This refined exploration is left for future studies. 
Further_Conclusions Arising From the Qualitative Study of Spiritual 
Emergencies thatSupport the Earlier Literature ~--- 
1* medical model for helping will most likely not be a healthy 
response to a Spiritual Emrgency. This is a soul and spirit pain and 
cannot be healed with medications. Medications suppress the experience 
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and hinders the growth that can potentially emerge from a Spiritual 
Emergency. Also, the potential problems in not understanding Spiritual 
Emergencies are extremely significant. Several of the subjects felt the 
lack of appropriate help as the most detrimental aspect of the 
experience. 
2. Understanding helping professionals, friends and family when 
needed by the experiencer are extremely helpful in making the process 
more bearable. The individual subjects were all very different, but 
loving, understanding, caring, warm and accepting people were much 
needed and shared by each of the subjects. 
3. The length of a Spiritual Emergency depends on the individual 
and the intensity of upheaval during the experience and what is needed 
for the integration process. 
4. It is hard to know if age is a predictor of a Spiritual 
Emergency. In this particular study the subjects were in their 
thirties, forties, and fifties. The youngest subject was thirty-seven 
and the oldest was fifty-six. Che could say, from this study, that a 
Spiritual Emergency occurs in mid-life. Further research is needed to 
determine the relationship between age and Spiritual Emergencies. 
5. All the subjects came from a religious background. There were 
three Catholic subjects, five Protestant subjects, and two Jewish 
subjects. Further research is needed to determine if there is a 
relationship between religious background, non-religious backgrounds and 
Spiritual Emergencies. 
Other Results Arising from the Qualitative Study of Spiritual 
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Bnergencies that Support the Model 
1. were are physical components that make the spiritual emergency 
look like a medical problem. a™ expressed by the subjects were 
nervousness, hair loss, inability to concentrate, breathing probes, 
rlity to function, fearfulness, anxiousness, fast weight loss, 
insomnia, inability to eat, back aches, stomach aches, and head aches.” 
°* can be irrational, unable to make decisions, experience early 
morning wake, be unable to do anything constructive, be i^bilized and 
experience intense inability to concentrate, There is an incredible 
loss of energy and a general physical feeling of coming apart. 
2. There is pain, anxiety and despair. The despair is experienced 
ing a loss of self. There ls hopelessness, and emptiness. Many of 
the subjects stated, "i didn't know who I was?" 
3. There is the despair of isolation. Many of the subjects 
stated, "Who can understand this?" feople who do not understand or do 
not know -what is happening" increase the sense of despair. The 
despair, at this level, is what pushes the experiencer into surrender. 
Many subjects stated "Thy will be done," which brought about a sense of 
hope. 
4. Between the death and rebirth is a period of formlessness and 
meaninglessness, which also creates fear and anxiety, but at this stage 
there is hope which helps one through to the rebirth. Many of the 
subjects felt "it was a life and death struggle in which many of my 
former accepted beliefs and values were overturned." 
5. The rebirth brings a sense of relief and contentment, it can 
be experienced as peaceful, joy, bliss, light, and inner harmony. 
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6. There are measurable changes as a result of a Spiritual 
Emergency. Some of the subjects changed careers, values, experienced 
improved health, became more in touch with nature. Their own spiritual 
development and journey became a more important goal in their lives. 
Oie value that all the subjects expressed was a willingness and desire 
to help others. 
7. Some of the new feelings expressed by the subjects as a result 
of the Spiritual Emergency were less rushed, increased patience, flow 
attitude, less control, less troubled about the future, watch life 
unfold, less judgmental, peacefulness, the universe is in charge, 
trusting the process, you're on your path, finding spirituality in many 
places, and an inner harmony. Some subjects felt that the Spiritual 
Emergency was the jolt that put them on their spiritual path. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
In the case of a subject area so recently researched and a Model 
just developed, there is a need to test, refine, and add to this base. 
1. A follow-up study of the subjects, known only to the researcher 
for more information after a period of time has passed. Are there other 
integrations still emerging from the Spiritual Emergencies researched 
earlier? Have there been any further Spiritual Emergencies experienced? 
And if so, how was it experienced, similarly or differently? 
2. A study to test the conclusions drawn from this study would be 
useful if done on a randomly selected sample of larger size. Can the 
Model be generalized? 
3. The same research design extended to recovering alcoholics, drug 
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addicts, recovered psychotics or born again Christians. Are the results 
similar or different for those who report having had a Spiritual 
Emergency. 
4. 'Ihe same research design conducted with special analysis 
regarding the issue of gender differences. Are there differences or are 
there not when explicitly looking at the total process? Do male and 
fanales actually experience a Spiritual Emergency in the same way? 
5. Further research with a larger sample to determine the 
relationship between Spiritual Emergencies and age. 
6. The same study conducted without a researcher asking 
specifically if there are any precipitating events prior to the 
Spiritual Emergency. Would it make a difference in the findings? 
In summary, there are several options for productive research as a 
sequel to the study described here. The research is needed to verify 
the encouraging results of this preliminary document. 
Implications 
The investigation conducted was significant to the research because 
contributes to the understanding of Spiritual Emergencies. It 
elaborates on precipitating events, the feeling and emotions 
exoerienced, the integration process and what were helpful and unhelpful 
responses during a Spiritual Emergency. It elaborates on the 
meaningfulness of the transpersonal experience to its participants, as 
well as suggesting possible benefits to other persons experiencing 
Spiritual Emergencies, and to helpers who may work with people 
experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. Helpers, by being aware of the 
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helpful and unhelpful responses, generated in this research, will 
hopefully provide the warmth, support, and encouragemnt so desperately 
needed by the experiencer. people who are helpers need to comprehend 
the deep trust and respect needed for this particular process. Ttiey 
need to be non-judmental and show unconditional acceptance which can 
instill hope for the experiencer. people need to know that the symptoms 
of anxiety are real, but also need to validate the person experiencing 
them. A couple of subjects stated that when the therapist shared 
his/her own experience, it helped create mutual warmth. It makes sense 
that this is such a unique process that the subjects would find what 
they needed individually to help them through it. However, many of the 
helpful techniques were common to the subjects. 
Helpers may be able to provide this needed environment because of 
increased awareness about Spiritual Emergencies. Based on the need for 
such understanding, certain classes, training, programs and workshops 
have been establised to educate professionals with transperonal 
psychotherapy skills, information, knowledge, education and to increase 
awareness. For example, helpers may want to introduce the spiritual 
dimension into their counseling and therapy practices or develop new 
understandings and perspectives in themselves to provide better 
assistance. Gertainly our educational institutions need to impart 
knowledge of the transpersonal realm for the preparation of teachers and 
counselors. 
Through research and dissemination of that research, awareness may 
be fostered so that those experiencing a Spiritual Emergency may do so 
with less anxiety and despair. Ibis is very important because if the 
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anxiety is too intense and the person experiences it in isolation, the 
Spiritual Emergency has the potential to become destructive through 
addictions, suicide, severe depression, maladaptive behavior, violence 
or any other Psychopathological phenomena. 
The helpful responses generated can be a positive place to explore 
for both helper and helpee. This researcher hopes that the helping 
professions can learn from the experiences of these ten subjects and can 
gain important insights and truths from these data about appropriate 
paths of helping, without actually experiencing a Spiritual Emergency. 
The Model that emerged from this study that visually portrays what 
takes place during a Spiritual Emergency, could be a valuable 
educational tool to both helpee and helper, people experiencing a 
Spiritual Emergency could visually see the process that others have 
experienced and learn that they are not alone, and yes — there is 
indeed a name for "What is happening to me." It also has the potential 
to convey the message that this is okay and a healthy happening wherever 
one is in the process. This is a process, and one also needs to know it 
wi]l take time to complete it. 
As people become more aware of these learnings, they are more able 
to participate with helping responses, to benefit both the helper and 
the one seeking help. This could make a complete difference in how a 
parson actually experiences a Spiritual Emergency. 
Spiritual Emergencies do occur, as this study demonstrates, and 
they can be integrated positively into one's life. There are positive 
responses to help one and there are pitfalls that can make the process 
more painful. It is hoped that this research will begin to illuminate 
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people with its content and hopefully eliminate unhelpful responses. 
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Dear 
I am a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. My study and research 
for my dissertation is to seek further truths about "Spiritual Emergencies." Christian and 
Stanislav Grof, presenters at the A.H.P. Conference in August at Curry College, state: 
Spiritual emergencies, or transpersonal crises, can occur spontaneously without any 
precipitating factors, or be triggered by emotional stress, physical exertion and 
disease, accidents, intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or exposure to 
psychedelic drugs. However, in many instances the catalyzing factor seems to be 
involvement in various meditative practices which are specifically designed to 
activate spiritual energies. As spiritual disciplines are gaining in popularity in the 
west, an increasing number of people are experiencing transpersonal crises that can 
be traced to their practice of yoga, Zen, various movement meditations, 
pranayama, kundalini maneuvers, Tibetan Buddhist psychoenergetic exercises, and 
other forms of intense and focused self-exploration. 
I am looking for people who feel they are or have experienced a "Spiritual Emergency" and are 
willing to share their insights, learnings, and views around the experience in the form of an 
individual interview. 
Christina and Stanislav suggest the following criteria that a person might be experiencing a 
spiritual emergency: 
a. Episodes of unusual experiences which involve changes in consciousness and in 
perceptual, emotional, cognitive and psychosomatic functioning. There is a 
significant transpersonal emphasis in the person's process, such as dramatic 
death and (re)birth sequences, mythological and archetypal phenomena, past 
incarnation memories, out-of-body experiences, incidence of synchronicities 
or extrasensory perception, indication of kundaljni awakening, states of 
mystical union, identification with cosmic consciousness, and others. 
b. Absence of an organic brain disorder underlying abnormal mental functioning, 
such as infection, tumor, cardiovascular or degenerative disease of the brain, 
etc. 
c. Absence of a physical disease of another organ or system which is responsible 
for the mental disorder, as exemplified by uremia, diabetes, toxic states with 
delirium, or decompensated cardiac disease. 
d. Reasonably good general somatic and cardiovascular condition allowing the 
client to endure safely physical and emotional stress frequently associated 
with the experiential work and with the uncovering strategy. 
e. The ability to see the condition as an inner psychological process and 
Approach it in an internalized way. The capacity to form an adequate 
working relationship and maintain the spirit of cooperation. This excludes 
persons with severe paranoid states, persecutory delusions and hallucinations 
who use consistently the mechanism of projection, exteriorization and acting 
out. 
jBonnic Jltt <J-fooA 
OUJWiLLcRocJ 
D(nnc., cAltw cHamfitliiri. 03431 
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f. Absence of a long history of conventional psychiatric treatment and 
hospitalizations which generally tend to make the application of the new 
approaches much more difficult and in many cases impossible. 
The Grofs founded the Spiritual Emergence Network (SEN) in response to increasing numbers 
of peoples having unusual experiences and seeking understanding, support, and assistance. 
It is hoped by this researcher to provide more information and clarity about "Spiritual 
Emergencies" through a deeper understanding of particular individual experiences. 
If vou can help me, please write me where 1 can connect with you or call collect (603) 352- 
0823. The best time to reach me is between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. before I leave or wor . n 
you for helping me in this important and significant endeavor. 
BLH/agl 
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PARTICIPANT'S CONSENT FORM 
I agree to participate in a study entitled "Spiritual Emergencies: Some 
Perceived Understandings of Transpersonal Crisis" conducted by Bonnie Lee 
Hood, a doctoral candidate, as part of her research at the University of 
Massachusetts, .Amherst. I understand that the major objective of this study 
is to provide more concrete information about Spiritual Emergencies through 
an in-depth interview about my particular experience. I understand my role 
in this research involves participation in one taped interview of 
approximately one hour. 
I understand that information generated from my participation in this study 
will be used initially to prepare a written doctoral dissertation. This same 
information may also be used at a later date in further written articles. I 
also understand that Bonnie Lee Hood is available to answer questions I may 
have regarding the purposes, procedures, and uses of this research. 
I understand and agree with the following conditions regarding the collection 
and safeguarding of information collected by this study: 
a. There is no anticipated risks or discomfort by my participation. 
b. All information will be recorded anonymously. A code will be used to 
identity tapes and transcriptions of the interviews. No individually 
identifiable information will be reported. Confidentiality is assured. 
c. My participation in this study is voluntary, and I may withdraw at any 
point. 
d. There will be no monetary compensation for my participation. 
I understand that results of the research will be made available to me. 
Should I develop any questions about this study in the future, I may obtain 
more information by calling Bonnie Lee Hood at 603-352-0823. 
Signature: 
Date: 
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The experience is now thought of as a transcendance of the usual form of consciousness 
common to all mankind. The individual certainly senses that he/she has gone beyond his/her 
own level of perceiving and experiencing - a different form of consciousness emerges. If 
properly understood and treated as difficult stages in a natural developmental process, these 
experiences, 'spiritual emergencies' or transpersonal crises, can result in emotional and 
psychosomatic healing, creative problem-solving, personality transformation and consciousness 
evolution. This fact is reflected in the term 'spiritual emergency' that suggests a crisis, but 
also the potential for rising to a higher state of being. 
Name 
Date of Birth 
Age 
Marital Status 
What is your definition of your spirituality? 
Current Employment 
Age at most notable experience 
Marital status when experience began 
Children 
Do you meditate? 
Do you journal write? 
Are you a vegetarian? 
How do you practice your spirituality? 
Do you exercise? (run, walk ?) 
1. Developments prior to the crisis? (certain precipitating life situations or changes - what 
were you feeling?) 
2. Did you seek help? (therapy) 
3. How did you know you were in a transpersonal crisis? 
a. Did you feel hopeless? 
b. Like you wanted to die? 
c. Feelings? 
4. Did you feel crazy? How did you know you were not? 
a. Strong ego - intact 
b. Religion 
c. Heart and soul work vs. mind work/headwork 
d. Trusted 1 was sane, that I would pull through 
e. Was able to talk about what was happening 
f. Sought help 
g. Had support system 
h. I could still function (work, eat and sleep) 
i. Children 
j. Power of knowing I can make myself better 
5. Was there a surrender and acceptance of a power greater than self? 
6. Signs that the crisis was passing, (healing, emotional and psychosomatic, problem 
solving, personality transformation, consciousness evolution, more clarity, coming into 
me slowly more joyful) 
7. How did you integrate the experience in your life? (consequences, changes, long- and 
short-term) 
Interview Guide 228 Page 
(Looking back) 
8. What was helpful to you during the process? (coping strategies) 
9. What was unhelpful to you during the process? (things that hurt) 
10. Are you more spiritual now than prior to the crisis? How? 
More understanding of your spiritual path - 
Spiritual crisis - jolt that gets you back on the path; accelerates what needs to happen 
11. What has been the effect of the Spiritual Emergency on you? 
Personality integration? 
Do you feel more self actualized? 
12. Some Spiritual Experiences that have happened to you? 
GROF' 
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Spiritual Emergency: 
Understanding and Treatment of Transpersonal Crises 
Christina and Stanislav Grof, M.D. 
The Concept 
of Spiritual Emergency 
There exists increasing evidence that many in- 
dividual* experiencing episodes of non-ordinai y 
states ol consciousness accompanied by various 
emotional, perceptual and psychosomatic manl¬ 
iest.it ions ..re undergoing an evolutionary crisis 
rather than sufiering from a mental disease. 
*1 he recognition o! this I act has important prac¬ 
tical and theoretical consequences. It properly 
understood and treated as difficult stages in a 
natural developmental process, these experi¬ 
ences, ‘spiritual emergencies' or transpersonal 
crises, can result in emotional and psycho¬ 
somatic healing, creative problem-solving, per¬ 
sonality transformation and consciousness evo¬ 
lution This (act is reflected in the term 
‘spiritual emergency' that suggests a crisis, but 
also the potential for rising to a higher state of 
being. 
Traditional psychiatry does not recognize the 
difference between mystical and psychotic ex¬ 
periences All unusual states of con.'o*nusncss 
are essentially seen as pathological and at¬ 
tributed to anatomical, physiological and bio¬ 
chemical changes in the brain or other medical 
causes There is no acknowledgement that any 
dramatic experiential states involving changes of 
consciousness could be potentially therapeutic 
and transformative Psychiatry thus routinely 
and indiscriminately uses controlling and sup¬ 
pressive approaches to terminate such experi¬ 
ences. However, in the case of transpersonal 
crises, insensitive use of repressive measures 
can lead to chronicity and long-term depen¬ 
dence on tranquillizing medication or other 
pharmaceuticals with ensuing serious side ef¬ 
fects and impoverishment of personality. It 
seems, therefore, extremely impt t ant to clarify 
theoretically the concept of transpersonal crises 
and develop comprehensive and effective ap¬ 
proaches to their treatment. 
‘Spiritual emergencies* or transpersonal crises, 
can occur spontaneously without any precipi¬ 
tating factors, or be triggered by emotional 
stress, physical exertion and disease, accidents, 
intense sexual experiences, childbirth, or ex¬ 
posure to psychedelic drugs However, in many 
instances the catalyzing factor seems to be in¬ 
volvement in various meditative practices which 
arc specifically designed to activate spiritual 
energies. As spiritual disciplines arc gaming in 
popularity in the West, an increasing number of 
people are experiencing transpersonal crises that 
can be traced to their practice of yoga, Zen, 
various movement meditations, pranayama, kun- 
dalini maneuvers, Tibetan Buddhist psycho- 
energetic exercises, and other forms of intense 
and focused self-exploration. 
Supportive evidence for the concept of spiritual 
emergency can be drawn from a variety of 
fields: history, anthropology, comparative 
religion, clinical psychiatry, modern con¬ 
sciousness research, psychedelic therapy. 
Jungian psychology, new experiential psycho- 
therapies, and many others Indirectly, the 
developments in a variety of scientific disci¬ 
plines that undermine the Newtonian-Cartesian 
model of the universe and mechanistic thinking 
can be used to support the new concepts. 
While quite incompatible with traditional think¬ 
ing in science, the new approaches arc con¬ 
gruent with many important aspects of the 
emerging paradigm. 
Definition of Spiritual Emergency 
To prevent misunderstanding, it is important to 
emphasize that not everybody who experiences 
unusual states of consciousness and intense 
perceptual, emotional, cognitive and 
psychosomatic changes falls into the category of 
spiritual emergency and /or can be treated with 
the new strategics.)The Spiritual Emergency 
Network is not an effort oriented against tradi¬ 
tional psychiatry; it aims at offering an alter¬ 
native approach to those individuals who can 
benefit from it and are capable and willing to 
accept it. 
Many mental disorders are directly related to 
brain dysfunctions or diseases of other organs 
and systems of the body A good medical and 
psychiatric examination is, therefore, a 
necessary prerequisite for any alternative 
therapeutic considerations. When this examina¬ 
tion does not detect any medical cause, the 
decision will depend on the nature of the 
client's experiences, his or her attitude tuwarJ 
the process, the experiential style, and the 
ability to relate and cooperate. Thus even 
those individuals who would otherwise meet 
the criteria of having a spiritual emergency can¬ 
not be treated by and benefit from the new 
strategies if they arc unable to see their pro¬ 
blems as related to an inner process, or arc un¬ 
willing to undergo the pain of confronting the 
underlying experiences. 
It is also necessary to keep in mind that even 
purely psychological work with people whose 
problems are not primarily of a medical nature 
can result in difficulties that require medical 
considerations. Here belong, for example, issues 
such as concern for proper nutrition, supply of 
minerals and vitamins, adequate rest and sleep, 
and prevention of dehydration. The possibility 
of complications of this kind has to be kept in 
mind whenever powerful inner experiences ex¬ 
tend over a period of days or weeks. Intense 
emotional work has also clear medical contrain¬ 
dications, such as cardiovascular disorders and 
pregnancy, or epilepsy when hyj>ervcntilation is 
used as a facilitating technique 
The following arc the important criteria sug¬ 
gesting that a person might be experiencing a 
spiritual emergency and can be offered alter- 
1 native .treatment: a 
a. Episodes of unusual experiences which in¬ 
volve changes in consciousness and in percep¬ 
tual, emotional, cognitive and psychosomatic 
functioning. There is a significant transpersonal 
emphasis in the person's process, such as 
dramatic ueath and (rc)birth sequences, 
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it.ytholog.cil ind archetypal phenomena, past 
incarnation memories, out-of body experiences, 
incidence of synchronic .ties or extrasensory 
percept ran, indication ol kundalini awakening, 
states of mystical union, identification with 
cosmic consciousness, and others. 
a Absence of an organic brain disorder 
underlying abnormal mental functioning, such 
is infection, tumor, cardiovascular or 
Jegenerative disease of the brain, etc. 
Absence of a physical disease of another 
>rgan or system which is responsible for the 
nental disorder, as exemplified by uremia, 
Jiabetes, toxic states with delirium, or 
^compensated cardiac disease. 
1. Reasonably good general somatic and car¬ 
diovascular condition allowing the client to en- 
Jure safely physical am! emotional stress fre¬ 
quently associated with the experiential work 
md with the uncovering strategy. 
*• ”^he ability to see the condition as an inner 
wychologjcal process and approach it in an in- 
vernalized way. The capacity to form an ade¬ 
quate working relationship and maintain the 
.pint of cooperation This excludes persons 
A'iih severe paranoid states, persecutory delu- 
Mons and hallucinations who use consistently 
he mechanism ol projection, exteriorization and 
icting out. 
. Absence of a long history of conventional 
»sychiatnc treatment and hospitalizations which 
,enerally tend to make the application of the 
iew approaches much more difficult and in 
lany cases impossible 
. Since it is not possible in some cases to 
raw a clear line between a spuitual emergency 
nd psychosis, it might be necessary to 
ostpone the final decision about the strategy 
f treatment until the response of the client to 
ie new' techniques has been tested 
tperimcntally. 
"he Spiritual Emergency 
Jetwork (SEN) 
he Spiritual Emergency Network (SEN) was 
eated in 1980 by Christina and Stanislav Grof 
response to the increasing number of people 
wing unusual experiences and seeking 
iderstanding, support, and assistance. The 
oject was started with an initial grant from 
salen Institute in Big Sur, California, and in 
operation with the International Transper- 
nal Association The interest, vision and sup- 
•rt of various friends was essential for this 
iject to be launched. Esalen provided the 
lerous gift of the services of Rita Rohen to 
Ip coordinate the program. We are particular- 
grateful to Richard Price and Michael Mur 
y for making the program possible. 
The SEN is a non-profit service organization; it 
represents an internationally oriented effort to 
offer a new understanding and approach to a 
specific category of emotional disorders that 
traditional psychiatry treats as diseases of 
unknown etiology and thus as medical prob¬ 
lems. I lu* SEN activities arc based on the no¬ 
tion that these slates can be better understood 
and treated more effectively as complications of 
a transformative and evolutionary process—as 
‘spiritual emergencies* or transpersonal crises. 
The task of the SEN is to create centers to 
disseminate theoretical information related to 
the new concepts, provide training for future 
facilitators, mediate contact among interested 
persons to create an international network, and 
to offer referral information. The SEN com¬ 
puter stores information about professionals and 
other categories of helpers who have an ex¬ 
panded understanding of unusual states ol con¬ 
sciousness. With their consent, this information 
is then made available to individuals in crisis in 
the corresponding area. This will enable the 
network representatives to be more intimately 
familiar with the nature and quality of the 
work of various facilitators. 
It is important to emphasize that the SEN 
center in Big Sur is an educational, training and 
information-providing facility. It is not equipped 
to actually handle spiritual emergencies, nor is 
it capable of making specific referrals. Decisions 
of this kind cannot be made on the basis of a 
letter or a telephone call and require a personal 
interview with a well-trained person in the 
region whcie the individual in crisis resides. As 
a special service, the SEN offers professionals 
lists of colleagues in their area who share the 
transpersonal perspective. 
One of the goals of the SEN has been to build 
a comprehensive library of hooks and articles 
on alternative approaches to psychosis. Com¬ 
plete lists of references and abstracts of the 
most important sources arc now available to 
the public. We have also acquired a television 
camera and videotape recording system and 
have stalled building a library of educational 
videotapes. These too will be made available to 
interested persons Some of this material will 
be suitable for creating ongoing educational pro¬ 
grams in regional centers all ovei the world. 
One of the moving and convincing aspects of 
the project is that, in essence, the network 
created itself in response to a large interna¬ 
tional public, demand for a new understanding 
of unusual states of consciousness. Discussion 
of the ideas involved in a few lectures and 
workshops brought such a powerful reaction 
liom participants that wc felt moved to con¬ 
tinue in the direction that suddenly seemed ob¬ 
vious. Telephone calls and letters from a wide 
range ol individuals from many countries of the 
world made us realize that we had to start con. 
necting people with each other-those in crisis 
with potential helpers and wiih those having 
similar experiences, as well as facilitators with 
others who share then views and approaches 
The individuals in crisis who contact the SUN 
need different forms and degrees of help In 
some, the experiences are not overwhelming 
and do not seriously disrupt their daily lives. 
For such persons, a brief conversation providing 
new understanding and a few references to 
relevant literature might Ik- enough to make the 
process less puzzling and mystifying and give 
ihcm strength to cope with it. On the other 
side of the spectrum are those in whom the 
process is so intense and involving that they 
cannot function adequately in their everyday 
lives and need a safe refuge where they can 
receive continuous support throughout their 
crisis. Lack of alternative facilities with twenty- 
lour hour care is the most serious problem that 
the SEN is facing today. 
But the SEN activities are not limited to in¬ 
dividuals in crisis Wc hear from many profes¬ 
sionals who think or work along similar lines as 
we have outlined, but feel isolated from their 
mainstream colleagues In addition to offering 
help to people in transpersonal crisis, they also 
ask to be put in touch with other like-minded 
mental health professionals and helpers in their 
area. Other psychiatrists and psychologists who 
are still working along traditional lines feel deep 
dissatisfaction with the superficial and 
mechanistic nature of the established routines. 
They express keen interest in the new concepts 
and ask for all the information they can get or 
seek an opportunity lor theoretical and ex¬ 
periential training. Wc are also being contacted 
by many people who have in the past lived 
through the difficulties and challenges of the 
transformation process and have emerged from 
it with a deep understanding of its inner 
dynamics. They are offering their assistance to 
other people who arc in some difficult stages of 
the process. We frequently hear: “I was alone 
when it happened to me. 1 don't want 
somebody else to face u the way I hail to 
Please, let me know how I can help.' 
The general strategy of the SEN is to utilize all 
the human resources that are available and 
create a world-wide network offering a rich 
spectrum of alternatives for those who arc 
undergoing transpersonal crises We keep in¬ 
terested groups or individuals informed about 
the SEN activities through regular issues of our 
newsletter (back issues are available). 
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APPENDIX F 
LETTER TO CODERS AND COLOR CODE 
232 
Bonnie Lee Hood 
Old Mill Road 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
233 
June 5, 1985 
Dear Ann & Bill, 
Here are transcripts and the highlighters. The color code is as follows: 
Five theme areas 
1. Precipitating events before the emergency (Cblor - green) 
2. Emotions during the crisis (i.e. pain, despair, joy, depression) 
(Color - Orange) 
3. How the spiritual emergency was integrated into their lives (after 
effects) (Color - yellow) 
4. Helpful strategies during the emergency (Color - pink) 
5. Unhelpful strategies during the emergency (Color - blue) 
Please star any clear cut dialogue you feel should be directly quoted in 
the dissertation absolutely confirming the five theme areas. 
Please, also make a note if you perceive any differences between the male 
experiences and female experiences. I am looking for gender differences if 
there are any. 
I would like to meet June 25, 1985 at 9:00 AM to compare our results. We 
can meet at my office at Wheelock School. My suggestion is to take your time, 
maybe one per day, however, you know your own pace better than I. Sane of the 
transcripts are very intense. 
Thanks a lot. If you have any concerns don't hesitate to call me 
(352-0823). 
My very best. 
Bonnie Lee 
APPENDIX G 
ORIGINAL MODEL 
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SPIRTIIAL »FK»CY: AN ItttR PROCESS CF HWH AMD RBIKIH 
INIH3WICN 
tew Truths 
value R>-Crientatkn 
increased Clarity, bareness, and Understandings tout Life 
tew correction With Self 
Ihner Directed, Trusting Che's Feth 
Deep Desire for Spiritual Development 
Desire to telp Others 
Mxe in 'Exrh mth teture 
Brprcved tealth 
REBIKIH 
The tew Self Bnerges-tew Beginning 
Stability and Ocmfbrt 
contentment 
Bliss, Jby, love, Peace 
tejoioe, Praise, Grateful 
▼ / 
teUimL 2GE 
tope 
Time Between Old and tew 
Bner fe-Qrientation 
Br Depth insight 
A Tiine of teking Sense 
Ncthing Ffeels Salid 
Rxmlesaress, teamingleseness 
Trusting the process 
/ t 1 
DEATH 
Disintegration 
The m important Parts of Self Die 
Giving Dp^the Outgrown 
SURRENDER 
let d) - I Accept 
Step the Bpic Struggle 
Give Dp Ary Willful intention of influencing ifxr Fate 
Surrender '£> a Higher FOrce 
The Lhknowr 
ALTERNATIVE POINT 
t 
SEVERE CRISIS 
EES^IR 
FSychic F&in 
mnic, Chao6 
Desperate 
intense Suffering, topelesaress 
Bipasse - lost, Being Stuck 
Btptiness, Nothingness 
SEVERE ANXIETY 
ALTERNATIVE POINT 
CRISIS 
Fsychcpathological Ehercmena] 
1 Aty and all faladaptive 
Behaviors 1 T | 
1 — ANXIETY AND FEAR^ 
telpiesaress' 
Dhoertainty 
Rower ful roroe 
Ffear Ridden 
Physiological 
Dbrpcnents 
restlessness 
Self-Blame 
T 
Wxndad Self-Esteem 
Defeated 
Discouraged 
loss of pride and 
Self-Respect for 
Oneself 
Deep Sense of Rersenal 
Failire^ 
t 
RAIN 
PW^lPlTKITNI^ENr CF EVENB 
Ftecoimitnent to 
Ftrrrer ways 
return to the Vfey 
Things Used to Be 
ed 
Isolation 
Frightened 
Ffear of Losing control 
Confusion 
Misunderstood 
loneliness 
Disappointment 
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